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Objectives of the Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences 
The objectives of the Academy shall be to facilitate a more effective cooperation among 
social scientists, to promote the interests of the several social sciences, and to increase the 
usefulness and advance the effectiveness of both teaching and research in the several 
social sciences in Indiana. 
© 2020 The Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences <www.iass1.org> 
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Established in 1929 and incorporated in 1937, the Academy exists to foster 
communication and collaboration among social scientists across the public and private 
colleges and universities of Indiana. The Academy is dedicated to the objectives of 
supporting social science research and dialogue and to promoting the value and visibility 
of the social sciences in Indiana while providing an environment in which social 
scientists across the state can interact in cooperation and friendship. The Academy holds 
an annual meeting and produces Endnotes (IASS Newsletter) and publishes the Midwest 
Social Sciences Journal.  
The Academy currently recognizes the following social science disciplines: 
anthropology, business, criminology, economics, history, geography, psychology, 
political science, and sociology. Environmental studies, gender studies, urban studies, 
and international studies utilizing social science perspectives and methods are also 
represented by the Academy. Others may be added by approval of the Board. 
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MISSION AND EDITORIAL POLICY 
The purpose of the Midwest Social Sciences Journal is to promote and advance the social 
sciences in Indiana by publishing the highest quality social science theory and research 
papers available. The Journal recognizes and supports the many diverse perspectives and 
methods across the several social sciences; it neither espouses nor champions any specific 
ideological, theoretical, methodological, or political commitments. The Journal is 
committed to intellectual integrity, rigorous standards of scholarship, and rational and 
civil discourse. It encourages the presentation and free exchange of diverse viewpoints 
and seeks to foster open and critical inquiry that privileges no particular standpoint while 
operating within the limits of a standard of discourse and reason that distinguishes 
between the pursuit of knowledge and truth versus mere assertions of dogma. 
Although every effort will be made to publish issues that represent a fair balance 
of scholarship across the entire spectrum of social science disciplines, the Journal’s first 
priority will always be to publish the best social science research available at any given 
time, regardless of disciplinary representation. Toward this end, papers will be accepted 
for editorial review and publication in the annual issue of the journal at any time of year, 
whether or not they were presented at the Annual Conference. Persons who submit 
articles for review are expected to adhere to Author Submission Guidelines detailed 
elsewhere in this journal and online at www.iass1.org. 
The Journal has been published annually in the fall both in print and online since 
Volume 14 (2010–2011). Articles submitted for possible publication are subject to a 
double-blind review process. The Senior Editor in Chief alone is responsible for making 
the final decision on all manuscripts and content for publication in the Journal, and the 
Senior Editor’s decision on publication content is not subject to review by any other 
member, officer, or body of the Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences.  
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SENIOR EDITOR’S NOTE 
Volume 23 (2020) of MSSJ represents my final issue as Senior Editor. I am very pleased 
to be turning the editor’s role over to the incoming Co-Senior Editors, Nirupama Deveraj 
and Bharath Ganesh Babu, both of Valparaiso University. Niru and Bharath currently 
serve as Deputy Editors and have been actively involved in the IASS over the past 
decade. I have no doubt they will carry forward the best traditions, knowledge, and 
innovation that have marked the journal for these past 10 years. I wish them every 
success as the new coeditors of this journal. 
This year’s volume offers eight richly researched and dynamic papers on the 
themes of discrimination and inclusion-exclusion, overlapping with law, deviance, and 
crime, explored from several social science disciplines and time periods. The first paper is 
an invited research essay from Professor Laura Wilson on the topic of how far women have 
come politically since the 19th Amendment, granting women the right to vote, was ratified 
100 years ago—and how far they have to go to gain equity and inclusion in political life 
and participation as citizens in our country. Dr. Wilson graciously stepped in to write her 
paper on a topic parallel to Dr. Christina Wolbrecht’s 2019 Keynote presentation at our 
annual meeting at Valparaiso University, after Dr. Wolbrecht was unable to do so. 
Following up on the theme of women’s exclusion from major academic roles as doctoral 
students and professors, Bruce Bigelow introduces readers to the remarkable life and career 
of one Indiana woman, Elfrieda Lang, who bravely defied the odds and obstacles to earn a 
PhD in history from Indiana University in 1950, at the age of 46. As Dr. Bigelow notes, “In 
1950, 288 doctorates were awarded to history students in American universities, of which 
31 (9 percent), including Lang, were females.” Women’s positions in higher education in 
the United States today have certainly advanced in some major ways, though they continue 
to lag in others. Even while the overall majority of doctorates in the United States are 
awarded to women, with women well ahead of men in such fields as public administration, 
health sciences, education, arts, humanities, and the social-behavioral sciences, men earn 
the lion’s share of doctorates in the STEM fields of “engineering (76.6%), mathematics and 
computer sciences (74.9%) and physical and earth sciences (65.9%)” (CGS/GRE Graduate 
Enrollment & Degrees: 2007–2017 Report).  
Themes of discrimination, inclusion-exclusion, and social justice are tackled in 
several additional articles in this issue. Professor J. Michael Raley offers a deeply 
researched examination of the debate between colonizationism and abolitionism in the 
antebellum north as it played out at Hanover College over several decades. He shows 
how students and some faculty served as the conscience of the institution, in direct 
conflict with the president and board of trustees. In another paper, Professor Margaret 
Pollak shares her research in medical anthropology, addressing the diabetic-care needs 
among Indigenous Americans living in Chicago. Dr. Pollak observes that most of her 
subjects expressed a desire to care for their diabetes but faced both expected challenges, 
such as cost of care, and several unique obstacles related to differences in culture. 
Finally, Professor Evelyn Ravuri examines the topic of gentrification and racial 
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transformation by using an innovative technology to focus on how the Great Recession of 
2008 affected one Cincinnati neighborhood.  
Professor Beau Shine’s paper marks a transition to the study of law, deviance, and 
crime. His research examines the linguistic needs of deaf defendants, an underserved and 
generally understudied population, in the criminal justice system.  
In their article about Hirschi’s deviance and social control theory, Professors 
Mathna, Roberts, and Koen explore the relationship between a person’s social bonds with 
authority figures (parents, for example) and self-control as it pertains to use of alcohol 
and illicit drugs. Hirschi asked not why people break the law but rather why people obey 
the law. This is not a new question in the history of philosophy, sociology, or law; it has 
preoccupied political philosophers from Plato and Aristotle to Hobbes and onward. In the 
early 20th century, criminologist Edwin Sutherland also asked such a question and 
suggested, with his theory of differential association, that persons learn criminality the 
same way they learn respectability—though active association and social learning from 
others. This fundamental theoretical question demands an answer, and Mathna and 
colleagues offer emprirical evidence in support of Hirschi’s social control theory that the 
more developed or stronger the social bonds with authority figures such as parents and, 
by implication, the police, the greater the likelihood that a person will have developed 
sufficient self-control to maintain conformity with laws. Deviance results from the 
absence of such bonds with parents and other role models of conformity. One implication 
of this research is that community policing efforts are a vital part of the reduction of 
crime effort.  
The next research paper, from historian Dr. Randy Mills, explores the lawless 
violence of the last Jesse James-type robbers, the Reeves Gang, in the Lower Midwest 
after the Civil War through the very early 20th century. The Reeves brothers, as with 
similar criminal gangs of the period, continued to deploy in civil society a set of values 
and skills associated with violence long after the Civil War had ended.  
I have enjoyed serving as editor-in-chief over the past decade and having the 
opportunity to review and publish many fine examplars of social science research. My 
editorial teams and I have accomplished a great deal during this time. This publication 
debuted last year (2019, Vol. 22) with a new title: the Midwest Social Sciences Journal. 
Our new journal name is in many ways an icon of the transformation the journal has been 
undergoing since 2010. Contributing authors, included scholarship, and readership of the 
journal grew from a more or less predominantly Indiana focus to a regional and even 
national focus. Although MSSJ remains rooted in traditional Hoosier values, 
contemporary social science recognizes that topics and issues do not exist in a vacuum 
and that a regional, national, and international perspective is called for today.  
Indiana in 2020 is interwoven in many ways with regional, national, and 
international economics, culture, environmental concerns, politics, and media. It is no 
longer feasible to attempt to understand major social problems and crises such as health and 
illness, race relations, climate change, economic inequality, gender rights, and crime and 
policing without simultaneously understanding the regional, national, and global parts of 
the equation. The scourge of COVID-19, as well as new hope for neutralizing it introduced 
by the recent announcements of treatments and vaccines to stop its transmission, is an 
9
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illustrative if tragic example of the inevitable connection of Indiana with the rest of the 
world. Few if any serious social issues today can be understood, let alone solved, at the 
local level only. A social science that matters and hopes to make a difference must embrace 
the permeability and interconnectedness of the entire social world.  
My charge from the Board of Directors as I assumed the role of Senior Editor in 
October 2010 was to transition the journal to a modern and contemporary publication. 
Toward this end, a number of significant changes were introduced. A double-blind peer-
review system, with at least two referees for each article, was instituted. The requirement 
that a submission must have been presented at our annual meeting was dropped in favor 
of an open policy accepting submissions from any social scientist(s). Since 2011, we no 
longer publish a paper from every social science discipline; papers are accepted and 
published strictly on the basis of merit, with the result that any given issue is likely to 
feature papers from some disciplines but not every social science discipline. We 
encourage submission of exceptional research from students and over the years have 
published several outstanding examples of student scholarship. Beginning with my first 
issue, Volume 14 (2010–2011), the journal has been published online as well as in print. 
Since the development of the online edition of the journal, print copies are no longer 
mailed to members; instead, copies are available for members to pick up at the annual 
meeting (print copies may be ordered for additional cost plus a shipping-and-handling 
charge). Volume 23 (2020) will, as usual, be indexed and available through EBSCO and 
be listed in Cabell’s Directory (of special interest for scholars in business, economics, 
and finance). The online journal was transferred from the IASS website to Butler 
Uniiversity’s Berkeley digital commons platform in 2017. The advantage of this online 
platform is that it records and maintains a rich database of information about downloaded 
articles. JIASS through Volume 21 (2018) will remain housed at Butler; MSSJ, beginning 
with Volume 22 (2019), will be available at Valparaiso University’s Berkeley digital 
commons platform. As of November 2020, there have been more than 50,000 downloads 
of JIASS articles through Volume 21 (2018)—a remarkable milestone for the journal by 
any standard! Links to each volume of the journal will remain on the IASS website. 
All of these developments represent important milestones for both the journal and the 
Academy and will ensure their successful transition to the 21st century of scholarly 
communication. I have been fortunate during the past eight years to have worked with a 
talented and dedicated staff of coeditors, referee-reviewers, and, of course, authors. My 
thanks to former Deputy Editors Dulce Maria Scott, Jaishankar Raman, and Surekha Rao. I 
continue to be fortunate and grateful for the fine editorial assistance of Stephanie Seifert 
Stringham, who has been my Copy Editor since Volume 14 (2010–2011). Stephanie 
continues to be a major editorial presence and resource behind the scene, ensuring that every 
single line of text and every graph, table, figure, and bibliographic reference meets the 
highest professional and technical standards prior to publication. Stephanie’s attention to 
detail and her dedication and competence have helped to make every paper we publish shine. 
Over the years, I have also enjoyed the support of Dr. Mary Moore, University of 
Indianapolis, as Managing Editor. Her able administrative assistant, Julie Cripps, has also 
been greatly appreciated. Finally, I want to publicly recognize and thank our many referee-
reviewers, who serve without fanfare, reading and evaluating papers submitted for 
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publication and helping to ensure that every issue maintains the highest standards of scholarly 
excellence. The names of our reviewers are published at the end of the journal and warrant a 
moment’s attention. These reviewers deserve everyone’s thanks because, quite simply, 
without their professional dedication and commitment, MSSJ would not be possible. 
Last but not least, I acknowledge and thank Jay Howard, Dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences at Butler University, for his steady support of both IASS and 
my role as editor of JIASS/MSSJ over the years. Dean Howard provided funding and 
advocacy for my work as editor, and I am grateful for his friendship and support.  
 
 
Kenneth D. Colburn Jr., PhD 
Senior Editor-in-Chief 
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100 Years after Suffrage: Just How Far Have Women Come?* 
LAURA MERRIFIELD WILSON 
University of Indianapolis 
ABSTRACT 
Women earned the right to vote 100 years ago with the ratification of the 
19th Amendment, effectively ending the suffrage movement that had 
transpired over generations. Their hard-won victory doubled the 
American electorate and provided women with an essential right of 
citizenship of which they had long been deprived. Not all women were 
welcomed at the polling place, though, and the exclusion of women of 
color, particularly in the Jim Crow South, revealed yet another barrier to 
eventually be struck down. In the 100 years since women earned their 
right to vote, they have begun “outvoting” their male counterparts and 
emerged as candidates for office in every branch and at every level of 
government. Despite great success, women are still underrepresented in 
public office, however. This article examines the role of women in 
politics from the decades prior to suffrage to the months leading up to 
the 2020 election and reminds us that although women have made 
tremendous strides, there is still a long way to go. 
KEYWORDS  Gender Politics; Women; Suffrage; Elections; Voting 
To say that 2020 was a historic year feels almost like an understatement. Such a claim 
in other circumstances might seem hyperbolic, but the events and moments that 
occurred at the threshold of the decade proved to be exceptional. COVID-19 ushered in 
an international pandemic, thrusting public health concerns to the spotlight while 
inciting debates over responsibility, economics, and government involvement. Social 
unrest, precipitated by a series of unjustified murders of African Americans, grew in the 
Black Lives Matter movement, manifesting in marches, protests, and, in some cases, 
riots across the country. At the same time, the nation prepared for a heated election 
under increasing political polarization, the first ever in which the impeached incumbent 
sought reelection.  
 
* Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Dr. Laura Merrifield Wilson, 
University of Indianapolis, 1400 E. Hanna Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana 46237. 
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All of these events will undoubtedly shape our memory of the year. While some 
may linger and others fade, the chaos and confusion can serve as an effective, if 
surprising, bond of solidarity, uniting us through the common experience amid a time of 
crisis and concern. These experiences, however formative and impactful, will likely be 
remembered in their simplest form. They will not adequately capture the shifting 
dynamics that seemed so unsteady in the moment as time unfolded, nor will they include 
the sullen weight of going from a world of what could have been to what presently is. It 
was in this space, this forgotten moment, that the women of the world watched and 
waited. And they still today watch and wait. 
In addition to all of the other topics that dominated headlines, 2020 marked the 
Suffrage Centennial. On August 18, 1920, the U.S. Congress ratified the 19th 
Amendment, which enabled women to vote, a right that generations of women had fought 
for since the ratification of the U.S. Constitution yet never lived to see. Abigail Adams, 
best known for her marriage to our nation’s second president but also an admirable 
intellectual in her own right, famously reminded her husband to “remember the ladies” as 
he joined the Founding Fathers in penning the guiding law of the land (Adams 2004). 
Early suffragists, including Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott, assembled at the 
Seneca Falls Convention in 1848 to address the perils of women’s exclusion from 
government. It was here that they began to coalesce into a larger organization.  
More than half a century later, the National American Woman Suffrage 
Association, under the direction of Susan B. Anthony and later Carrie Chapman Catt, 
joined forces with the more radical National Women’s Party, led by Alice Paul and Lucy 
Burns (O’Connor 1996). By 1918, some states had already given women the right to vote, 
and facing a critical election, President Woodrow Wilson pledged to support an 
amendment to change the federal law. Two years later, Tennessee became the last of the 36 
states necessary to ratify the 19th Amendment and confirm it into law (O’Connor 1996). 
One hundred thirty-two years had passed from the effective establishment of the 
nation to the enfranchisement of more than half its population. The suffrage movement 
was far from one unified, monolithic push; instead, it culminated in a series of 
collaborations and conflicts, illustrating both the best and worst aspects of our society. 
While the movement and those who supported it fought for women’s rights, it often did 
so without regard to other glaring inequalities. It was overwhelmingly white (even at 
the critical Seneca Falls Convention, Frederick Douglass was the sole person of color), 
and it comprised and thus overwhelmingly focused on educated and upper-class 
women. The ugly racist division that separated the suffrage movement was revealed 
upon the ratification of the 15th Amendment, which allowed men of color, but yet not 
women, the right to vote. Ida B. Wells, a true pioneer in journalism, successfully battled 
racist claims about women of color and served as a foremother for the civil rights 
movement that would transpire over the subsequent decades (Wells 2020). Some 
suffragettes were queer, though how well-known and influential their sexual orientation 
was at the time remains unclear (Salam 2020). 
As 2020 marks the centennial of this effort, the recognition and remembrance of 
the suffrage movement should be thoughtful and intentional. “Celebration” implies a 
positive, joyous success, an assumption that after August 1920, all women were able to 
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exercise their right to vote. Many women did participate, casting their ballots in some 
cases for the very first time. The reality was far more complicated than the memory, 
however. Some women had actually been able to vote legally long before the national 
government abolished the sex barrier to enfranchisement. Others were effectively 
prevented from participating for decades after 1920. 
The nuances of American election laws enable states to dictate some of the 
qualifications to vote. This is still true today, as states can determine specific residency 
requirements, whether a voter needs to provide an ID and what that ID should include, 
and whether voters need to register before the election and, if so, how long before. Each 
of these components may seem small or insignificant independently, but combined, 
they can have a tremendous effect on voter turnout and participation. They can be 
controversial, as well. Recent debates over variations in state voter-ID laws challenge 
whether such a policy disenfranchises already underrepresented populations or prevents 
mass voter fraud in the system. 
Before the 19th Amendment was passed, a number of states had already permitted 
women to participate in state or local elections. States on the west coast and in the 
mountain west had overwhelmingly permitted suffrage; some areas, including Wyoming, 
Utah, Colorado, and Idaho, had enabled women to participate in elections before the 
areas had even become states (Buechler 1990). In the years leading up to the adoption of 
universal suffrage, other states followed suit. California provided women the right to vote 
in 1911; Arizona, Kansas, and Oregon enabled women’s suffrage in 1912; and Illinois 
followed in 1912 (Buechler 1990). 
Figure 1. Map of Women’s Suffrage Status in 1919 
 
Source: Waxman (2020).  
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Yet even after the 19th Amendment was adopted and women were granted 
universal suffrage, not all of the barriers to political participation were dismantled. Native 
American women were not granted citizenship and voting rights until the passage of the 
Indian Citizenship Act in 1924, and Chinese women were barred from citizenship and 
voting until the Magnuson Act in 1943 (Holland 2007; McCool, Olson, and Robinson 
2007). Even where legal barriers no longer existed, avid obstruction remained. Women of 
color, particularly African American women, faced discrimination at the polling place, 
making it hard and, in some cases, virtually impossible to cast their ballots.  
The final push for suffrage occurred amid the Great Migration, the mass exodus 
of African Americans from the U.S. South to the north and west. From 1910 through 
roughly 1930, African Americans moved in droves from the rural plantation fields of the 
South to the urban industrial centers across the Upper Midwest, Northeast, and West. 
Prior to 1910, nearly 90 percent of African Americans resided in the South; after the 
Great Migration, an estimated 50 percent remained. The movement has been regarded as 
“one of the largest and most rapid mass internal movements in history. . . . For blacks, the 
migration meant leaving what had always been their economic and social base in 
America and finding a new one” (Lemann 1991). 
With half of the African American population still living in the South, the threat 
of Jim Crow laws effectively prevented their participation in politics for generations. The 
sex barrier preventing women from voting in elections no longer existed, but the race 
barrier, legally abolished with the adoption of the 15th Amendment, had been swiftly 
undermined by the use of discriminatory techniques, both from local registrars, who 
exercised considerable power in decisions of who could participate, and from the 
extended white community, bolstered by the KKK and other local white-supremacist 
groups (Riser 2010). Registrars would use literacy tests (which often neither truly gauged 
one’s understanding of civics nor aptly tested literacy but could easily be used as a tool to 
deem an individual incompetent and incapable of voting); poll taxes (costly sums that 
required voters to pay in order to vote, effectively preventing voters from lower 
socioeconomic groups from participating), which were legal until ratification of the 24th 
Amendment; complicated registration forms (intended specifically to overwhelm and 
intimidate), and other tactics to discourage African Americans from registering (Riser 
2010). The KKK and community groups relied on threats and violence to prevent African 
Americans from voting. 
These barriers made it challenging for people of color, both men and women, to 
participate in elections until the Civil Rights movement. The signing of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, coinciding with the ratification of the 
24th Amendment, successfully dismantled many of these hurdles. Women of color in the 
South before this had theoretically been granted the right to vote, without bias toward 
their skin color or sex, yet the Jim Crow laws that ruled the land often inhibited them 
from doing so. While women of color were actively involved in the major movements of 
protest, they often found themselves excluded from the inner circles of both the Civil 
Rights movement and the women’s right movement. Women were routinely pushed to 
the periphery of the Civil Rights movement, in which men dominated leadership, and the 
women’s rights movement tended to champion white heterosexual women. Leaders such 
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as Fannie Lou Hamer (who founded the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and 
mentored Diane Nash and Rosa Parks, among others) and Ella Baker (cofounder of the 
National Women’s Political Caucus and the Freedom Democratic Party) emerged despite 
these obstacles and led the charge on gaining enfranchisement for people of color across 
the South (Barnett 1993; Lee 2000). 
For these women, the 19th Amendment still served as an important milestone 
toward their own suffrage, but it did not yield the ultimate goal of enfranchisement that 
it had for white women and women of color in other parts of the country. The ugly truth 
of American politics was that although many women could participate in elections after 
suffrage was achieved, myriad informal yet deeply effective barriers remained. Our 
nation’s troubled history with race continued to perpetuate systematic injustice for 
women of color, despite the legal recognition of their enfranchisement via the 15th and 
19th Amendments. Some barriers to participation that adversely affect women of color 
and women from lower socioeconomic-status (SES) backgrounds, such as the impact of 
voter-ID laws, still remain. Only 8 percent of white voters do not have government-
issued photo ID, compared to an estimated 25 percent of African American voters, 
according to a report conducted by the Brennan Center for Justice (2006; American 
Civil Liberties Union 2017). While concerns about voter fraud and the integrity of the 
election system should always be considered, equal accessibility to participation 
likewise is a critical component to a healthy democracy. 
In the 100 years since the 19th Amendment was added to the U.S. Constitution, 
women as a whole have made great strides in political participation, both as voters and as 
candidates. When women were originally enfranchised, concern arose over their political 
motivations and partisan alliances: how would these women vote? (Corder and 
Wolbrecht 2006). The question was more than interesting; in fact, this was the first and 
only time the country had enfranchised more than half its population, in effect doubling 
the electorate and potentially creating quite the change. Panic rose in parties and 
campaigns alike, which now presumably had to reach out to twice as many voters. 
Though the suffrage movement had aligned with the temperance and prohibition 
movements, the issue of how women would vote in terms of partisan support and 
ideological preference was unclear. Campaigns tried to appeal to female voters through 
policies such as prohibition, children’s issues, and education (Dumenil 1995).  
For the first election after enfranchisement and for many after, women seemed to 
vote similarly to men (Andersen 1996). As political science and research became more 
sophisticated, a voting gap developed between the preferences of female voters and those 
of male voters. This metric is identified as the difference between the preference of men 
and women for a specific candidate (i.e., if 60 percent of women prefer one candidate 
while 50 percent of men also like the same candidate, there is a 10 percent gender gap). 
The gender gap has emerged as an important attribute among the American electorate and 
is an essential part of most campaign strategies. Attitudes on major salient political issues 
such as abortion, guns, and war all reveal marked differences between male and female 
voters (Cooperman 2018; Brooks and Valentino 2011; Gallup 2020).  
Women voters account for a larger percentage of the population and also a 
larger percentage of the electorate. Data collected from the U.S. Census suggest that 
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women have outvoted men (i.e., the proportion of women who have voted has been 
larger than the proportion of men who have voted) since 1980 in presidential elections 
and since 1986 in congressional (off-year) elections, when female voters just edged out 
male voters in turnout: 48.4 percent compared to 48.2 percent (Center for American 
Women in Politics 2019). The most recent numbers show an even wider margin, at 55 
percent of women voting relative to 51.8 percent of men, revealing a consistent trend in 
the growth of the female electorate over the past 30 years (Center for American Women 
in Politics 2019). 
Figure 2. Voter Turnout in Presidential Elections: Proportion of Eligible Adult 
Population Who Reported Voting 
 
Note: Data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census, “Current Population Reports,” Series P-20, “Voting 
and Registration in the Election of November 1964,” and subsequent reports for all years through 2018.  
Source: Chart reprinted from “Gender Differences in Voter Turnout” (September 6, 2019) with 
permission from the Center for American Women and Politics, Eagleton Institute of Politics, Rutgers 
University. 
The change in the electorate eventually sparked the change in representation, 
though this change was slow and took decades to truly take hold. Interest in the women’s 
movement and issues died down after the passage of the 19th Amendment. Although 
some groups continued to persist in their work, the bulk of suffrage supporters, satisfied 
with their accomplishment, turned their focus elsewhere. Women could now vote for 
candidates for office and could also run as candidates for office. Some, such as Jeanette 
Rankin from Montana, who was elected to the House of Representatives in 1918 
(Josephson 1974), had actually achieved this milestone before suffrage, yet female 
candidacies had a slow start.  
The first generation of women politicians primarily began as fill-ins to complete 
the terms of their deceased husbands or fathers. Some of these women ran for reelection 
to continue their terms, with mixed success. In 1924, Nellie Tayloe Ross became the first 
woman elected governor in Wyoming after her husband, incumbent William B. Ross, 
died in his second year in office (Carroll 2004). Ross ran for reelection in her own right 
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in 1926 but lost. Miriam A. Ferguson of Texas was the second woman elected to 
governor, inaugurated only one week after Ross in 1924. She succeeded her husband, 
who was banned from serving in public office after impeachment and conviction, and 
successfully ran for and won two more terms in office (Wheeler 1999). For women like 
Ross and Ferguson, their marriages may have been the initial segue into political life, but 
their interest and, in some cases, careers, in politics lasted longer than their husbands’. 
Over the following decades, more women sought public office in their own right. 
The women’s liberation movement of the 1960s paved the way for a new generation of 
female leadership, though the change was neither sudden nor substantial. Men still 
dominated government positions, particularly elected offices. Political scientists, studying 
the interest and ambition of candidates seeking elected office, regarded politics as a 
man’s game and “the nature of man [as] the political animal” (Lane 1959), yet the end of 
the 20th century witnessed a remarkable increase in the presence of female officeholders 
in the United States. In 1971, the year the Equal Rights Amendment was reintroduced by 
Michigan Representative Martha Griffiths, women held just 3 percent of congressional 
seats and 7 percent of statewide elected offices (Center for American Women in Politics 
2020; “Martha Griffiths and the Equal Rights Amendment” 2020). Nearly 50 years later, 
women comprise 23.7 percent of Congress and occupy 28.9 percent of statewide elected 
offices in 2020 (Center for American Women in Politics 2020). Another record-breaking 
year of women running for public office, the 2020 election cycle also bodes well for yet 
another increase in female representation (Dittmar 2020; Erdody 2020). 
Women have made their mark at every level of government and in nearly every 
branch. The sole high public office that has yet to have a female occupant remains the 
presidency, and even then, it has not been for lack of effort. Geraldine Ferraro became the 
first woman nominated by a major party for the vice presidency in 1984 (Sarah Palin 
followed suit for the Republicans in 2008), and Hillary Clinton was the first woman to 
lead a major party ticket for the presidency in 2016. Presidential nominee Joe Biden’s 
selection of Kamala Harris—the first woman of color nominated by a major party to join 
the ticket as a candidate for vice president—in August 2020 marked another historic 
moment. As Hillary Clinton said when yielding to Barack Obama as the party’s 
presumptive nominee for president in 2008, “Although we weren’t able to shatter that 
highest, hardest glass ceiling this time, thanks to you, it’s got about 18 million more 
cracks in it, and the light is shining through like never before, filling us all with the hope 
and the sure knowledge that the path will be a little easier next time” (PBS 2008). 
Though the path for women’s electoral success may be easier, the barriers facing 
women and people of color have not vanished. Obstacles unique to gender and to race 
make it harder for women to confidently declare their candidacies and to ultimately be 
successful in those candidacies. Social obstacles such as the gender imbalance in 
domestic chores (e.g., housework and child care) mean women face greater challenges in 
balancing personal and professional responsibilities. This served as a major issue 
historically, as politics was viewed as a man’s domain while the house and family were 
the woman’s. Although some of our societal values and expectations have evolved, 
gender inequity still remains. As Lawless and Fox (2010:10) note, “the traditional 
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division of household labor and family responsibilities means that, for many women, a 
political career would be a third job.” 
Institutional features can likewise serve as barriers, even if unintentionally. 
Single-member districts seem to yield fewer female victories compared to multimember 
districts, which are found sparingly in the United States but are utilized in 10 state 
legislatures (Darcy, Welch, and Clark 1985; King 2002). Term limits have been found to 
have a mixed effect on female representation, removing incumbents and creating 
opportunities through open seats, but in the process getting rid of both sexes (Carroll and 
Jenkins 2001). Other mechanisms, such as proportionality, plurality, and quota systems, 
have all resulted in greater numbers of women officeholders in other countries but have 
not been adopted or even seriously considered in the United States. 
Political parties can hinder or help cultivate female candidacies. Though they 
have traditionally served more as a barrier to entry, parties are now dedicating substantial 
resources to nurture women as leaders. The old adage that one must climb the latter and 
pay one’s dues gave men a natural advantage of making it to the high levels of party 
ranks. Without domestic obligations weighing them down, young men got involved in 
politics early in their lives and more efficiently earned power and prestige relative to their 
female counterparts, who often entered the arena later, after their children had grown, and 
thus struggled to make it as far up the ladder. Now both major parties have committees 
and leadership programs uniquely tasked with grooming women interested in running for 
public office, recognizing the potential of recruiting these future candidates (Lawless and 
Fox 2010:89–111). Creating an effective pipeline and identifying talent in law, education, 
government, and business enables the parties to effectively recruit candidates.  
Reaching gender parity does not simply mean achieving equality in numbers or 
symbolic representation, though these are important. Numerous studies have 
demonstrated a positive relationship between female representatives and female citizens’ 
level of external efficacy and adolescent girls’ expectations of political engagement 
(Atkeson and Carrillo 2007; Campbell and Wolbrecht 2006). Substantive representation, 
or the true difference in outcome, matters as well. Research finds that women tend to 
emphasize congeniality and cooperation, whereas men tend to emphasize hierarchy 
(Kathlene 1994; Tolleson-Rinehart 1991). Women also are more likely to lead using 
coalition building and communication. The difference in these approaches invariably 
affect policy process and policy outcomes when women are serving in public office. 
The difference in policy approach is as critical as the divergence in policy 
preference. Women have traditionally been associated with “soft” policies, such as 
education and healthcare, whereas men have been associated with “hard” policies, such 
as the economy and foreign affairs. Policy priorities for women, sometimes referred to as 
“women’s issues,” include topics such as gender equity, childcare, and abortion (Gerrity, 
Osborn, and Mendez 2007). These further illuminate the different perspective and 
experience that women bring to public office. 
The gains and successes of women in elected office should not overshadow the 
continued underrepresentation not just of women but especially of women of color in the 
public sector. Women of color collectively comprise 18 percent of the national 
population yet hold only 8 percent of seats in Congress (Center for American Women in 
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Politics 2012; Kerby 2012). Research shows that while women of color are incredibly 
successful in bids for state legislative races, they are often absent in white districts, 
pointing to a pipeline problem (Shah, Scott, and Gonzalez Juenke 2019). 
The major lag in representation demonstrates the challenges in intersectionality 
that women of color face: barriers of both sex and race. Economic inequalities, coupled 
with social ones, further reaffirm the long way to progress for true equality in 
representation that remains, as women of color are sorely and systematically 
underrepresented in elected office. The year 2018 marked impressive gains, with the 
election of Ilhan Omar, the first Somali American to serve in Congress, and Alexandria 
Ocasio-Cortez, the youngest woman to serve in Congress, among others. Disparities with 
regard to sexual orientation and gender also persist, but Danica Roem broke barriers upon 
election to the Virginia General Assembly as the first openly transgender state lawmaker. 
Pride in the successes and gains of the present cannot be accepted without somber 
note of the struggles of the past and the challenges of the future. Women have come a long 
way in politics, first in suffrage, then in elected office. Each election seems to continue a 
positive trajectory of progress, but it is imperative to remember that progress is not inevitable. 
This year, 2020, has revealed a major crisis of inequality, one that has been brewing below 
the surface for quite some time but has just now emerged, striking and unavoidable.  
The international pandemic incited by the spread of COVID-19 has exposed 
cracks in our presumed progress in gender, race, and class. Economic turmoil, marked 
by record unemployment, has hit hardest those in the service sector—industries 
dominated by women, people of color, and individuals of lower SES. Work-life 
balance, always precarious and unmastered, is proving challenging for women, who 
often serve as primary caretakers, and for lower-wage workers, who have to take care 
of their families while maintaining their careers simultaneously. Preliminary studies 
suggest many are opting out of the workforce, in some cases involuntarily, because the 
burden is too much to bear (Alon et al. 2020; Hochul 2020). The pandemic and 
subsequent mandated quarantines are resulting in greater risk of domestic violence, or 
intimate partner violence, which the UN estimates has increased 25 percent 
internationally (“Coronavirus Pandemic Exacerbates Inequalities for Women, UN 
Warns” 2020; Stanley 2020). The actual health impact is perhaps the only metric in 
which women benefit from sex-based inequality, as the estimated death rate from the 
disease itself is only 2.8 percent for women, compared to 4.7 percent for men (“Report 
of the WHO-China Joint Mission on Coronavirus Disease 2019” 2020). 
The centennial of women’s suffrage has marked a century’s worth of change for 
the American woman, the magnitude and substance of which is arguably unprecedented 
to any other period in our nation’s history. This change has brought great strides but also 
shows how much work is left to go. Women can vote, run, win, and lead. They can do 
everything their grandmothers dreamed, and likely far more than those dreams could 
have envisioned, yet even with the initial goal of the suffrage movement met, challenges 
in equality of political representation and of smashing the highest, hardest glass ceiling 
remain. Progress is certainly not inevitable, but it is just as certainly possible. As we look 
back to the previous millennium and forward to the next one, we should harness the pride 
of triumph and victory to motivate and inform our future endeavors and successes.  
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Elfrieda Lang: The Difficult Career Path of a German American 




Despite not going to high school, a German American woman became a 
major published history scholar, an assistant editor of the state history 
journal, and curator of special collections at a prestigious library in an era 
of patriarchy in the American history profession. 
KEY WORDS  German American; Hoosier; Southern Indiana; Assimilation; 
Eisenhower Republican 
How did a woman in the early 20th century who did not go to high school become a 
published professional historian by middle age? This is a puzzle that this article 
addresses. The woman in question was Elfrieda Lang, a third-generation German 
American from southwesternmost Indiana. She was born in 1904 and grew up in the rural 
settlement of Lippe in Posey County.1 The residents of this rural hamlet had migrated 
mainly from Lippe-Detmold in northwest Germany (now in the state of North Rhine-
Westphalia) to Indiana in the 1830s. Elfrieda Lang was the oldest of six children. Her 
family spoke German in the home, and she had to learn English in the public schools. In 
1913, when Elfrieda was nine, her family moved to the county seat of Mount Vernon, 
where her father, Henry, built a house and garage at 630 Mill Street, about a mile north of 
downtown, and became an automobile dealer while also remaining an owner of farmland. 
Elfrieda Lang graduated from middle school at age 14, then commuted to business school 
in Evansville 20 miles away on the interurban railroad for two years, studying 
 
* Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Bruce Bigelow, Dept. of History 
and Anthropology, Butler University, 4600 Sunset Avenue, Indianapolis, IN  46208. 
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stenography to be a recorder. She then spent three years working for her father and 
attaining an equivalency for high school through correspondence.  
Lang and her family were devoted members of Trinity Evangelical Synod Church 
in Mount Vernon. Fortunately for her, its minister at the time, Paul Press, who later 
would be president of the Evangelical Synod and would lead it to merge with the 
(German) Reformed Church in the United States in 1934, became her patron and helped 
her to become assistant to the president at Elmhurst College in Elmhurst, Illinois, a 
suburb of Chicago. This was the only college of the Evangelical Synod denomination, a 
significant German-speaking Protestant organization in the Midwest.2 
Figure 1. Elfrieda Lang at Elmhurst, around Age 20 
 
 
Lang would stay at Elmhurst for 18 years, from age 19 to 37 (Figure 1). The 
Elmhurst era allowed her to grow in an academic environment. When Lang arrived at the 
college, it had a small student body of only 200, most of whom planned to matriculate to 
Eden Seminary in St. Louis to become Evangelical Synod ministers and then serve urban 
or rural parishes in the Midwest. When Lang arrived at Elmhurst in 1923, the school did 
not award bachelor’s degrees, was weak in the liberal arts, still taught courses mainly in 
German, and was ethnically singular. This all changed when H. Richard Niebuhr became 
president in 1924 (Cutright 1995:97–122). A graduate of Elmhurst and Eden, and the 
younger brother of the famous theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, who also attended Elmhurst 
and Eden, Richard shook up the college by insisting that students seriously study the 
liberal arts to get bachelor’s degrees, that English become the major language of 
instruction, that students be trained for more than the ministry, and that women and non-
Germans be admitted as students. He burned himself out raising money for the college 
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after three years, resigned in 1927, and returned to Eden, later teaching for years at Yale 
Divinity School as a professor of religion. He published a number of books, including his 
influential work The Social Sources of Denominationalism in 1929, in which he criticized 
the division of Christians based on class, ethnicity, and race into combative 
denominations (Diefenthaler 1986). The substance of this argument was already clear in 
his early work as an administrator at Elmhurst and his contention that the school was too 
narrowly Germanic for post–World War I America.  
Lang apparently thrived during her nearly two decades at Elmhurst (Figure 2). 
She was in an academic environment and had many coworkers as friends with whom she 
played tennis, went to sports events on campus, and took tours locally to Chicago, 
especially Lake Michigan, and to the woods of Wisconsin as well as farther away, to 
national parks in the far west. Importantly, her time at Elmhurst prepared her to succeed 
at a major state university as an undergraduate and then graduate student. In 1941, at age 
37, she moved on to Indiana University in Bloomington.3 
Figure 2. Elfrieda Lang at Elmhurst, Age 29 
 
 
Lang experienced great institutional change at Indiana University under the 
leadership of President Herman Wells (president 1937–1962) just as she had at Elmhurst 
under President Niebuhr. Wells recruited many new younger faculty from renowned 
colleges; expanded the physical campus north of 10th Street and east of Jordan Avenue 
with new buildings, including the school’s first dormitories; built Wells and Lilly 
Libraries; added new programs, including graduate schools with international as well as 
American students; founded a university press; and increased student enrollment from 
about 5,000 in 1937 to about 27,000 in 1962. In effect, Indiana University and 
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Bloomington were transformed into an “academic metropolis” (Capshew 2012; Clark 
1977; Wells 1980). 
Lang was drawn to Bloomington in part because her younger sister Helen was 
there as a student and it was much closer to her hometown and her extended family. 
Supporting herself in the first female dormitory as a resident advisor, she completed a 
bachelor’s degree in history and German in 1943. A year later, she completed a master’s 
degree in history with a thesis on the Germans in Dubois County in southwestern Indiana. 
By 1950, with a dissertation on Northern Indiana to 1850, she had completed a doctorate 
in history under American History professors John Barnhart and Albert Kohlmeier and 
European historian John Andressohn (Figure 3).4 While a doctoral candidate, Lang was 
asked by President Wells to direct a study of combatants returning from World War II. 
As a result, she also became a close personal friend of the president, exchanging 
Christmas gifts even after both had retired.  
Lang was of a small minority in a male-dominated profession.5 From 1946 to 
1950. there were 97 male and 21 female graduate students, including Lang, in history, so 
she was in a minority cohort of 18 percent.6 In 1950, 288 doctorates were awarded to 
history students in American universities, of which 31 (9 percent), including Lang, were 
females.  




She published a number of articles in the state history journal, the Indiana 
Magazine of History, even before she received her doctorate. In the 1950s, she 
became the assistant editor of the state history journal and continued to publish 
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journal articles, along with a book on the history of her hometown church for its 
100th anniversary: The History of Trinity Evangelical and Reformed Church, 1853–
1953 (Eden Publishing House, 1953). She became curator of special collections for 
the new Lilly Library in Bloomington when it opened in 1960 (Figure 4) and 
remained there until her retirement in 1974 at age 70. Even into retirement, Lang 
continued to publish journal articles and was active in the Indiana German Heritage 
Society. She died in 2006 at the age of 102.  
Figure 4. Elfrieda Lang at Lilly Library in Bloomington, around Age 60 
 
 
Most of Lang’s research concentrated on German American migration to and 
settlement in Indiana in the antebellum era. A look at the map of German-born people 
and those of German stock (having at least one parent born in Germany) in 1910 reveals 
the areas where her research could have been (Figure 5). In fact, one area where her 
research centered was Northern Indiana, the focus of her dissertation (Lang 1950). She 
defined the area as the 21 counties north of the Wabash River (of 92 counties in the 
state), including a six-county subregion near Chicago in northwestern Indiana that 
included Lake, Porter, LaPorte, St. Joseph, Starke, and Pulaski Counties. A second 
cluster of Germans was in Allen County in northeastern Indiana, basically the greater 
Fort Wayne area.  
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Figure 5. German Americans were present significantly in both rural and urban areas 
of Northern and Southern Indiana, but only in cities in Central Indiana. 
 
Note: Data from the 1910 U.S. Census. 
Lang also wrote articles about the Irish Catholics, Ohioans, and Southerners in 
Northern Indiana (see Lang 1953a, 1953b, 1954, 1965). The region was one of great 
cultural diversity, including Yankees from New England, New York, and especially 
Pennsylvania, including Pennsylvania German Protestants (Figure 6) and Scots-Irish 
Protestants (see Bigelow, O’Malley, and Nolt, forthcoming). The Pennsylvania Germans 
comprised seven denominations: Plain Deutsch (Amish, Mennonite, and Church of the 
Brethren); Church Deutsch (Lutherans and German Reformed); and Bush-Meeting or 
Revivalist Deutsch (Evangelical Association and United Church of Christ). The 
Pennsylvania Germans were a separate ethnic group in the antebellum era from the 
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German immigrants, as they were Americanized from living in colonial Pennsylvania 
since the 1730s and had a different language (Pennsylvania Deutsch), a different theology 
(pietism), and a different political style (pacifist or quiescent; Yoder 1988). By 1900, 
however, the Church Deutsch and Revivalist Deutsch had begun to merge with the 19th-
century German immigrants to comprise about 20 percent of the state population, second 
only to Upland Southerners.  
Figure 6. Pennsylvania Germans were stronger in Northern Indiana than in Central 
or Southern Indiana. 
 
Note: Data from the archives and from an encyclopedia of the seven Pennsylvania German 
denominations. 
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Lang emphasized that the Irish Catholics had built the canals that connected the 
Great Lakes with the Ohio River in Southern Indiana and were Democrats. She also 
found a significant number of migrants from the Upland South Democrats in a region that 
had been mainly settled by Northeasterners to be part of a greater North (Figure 7) that 
had supported Abraham Lincoln in 1860, unlike Southern Indiana (Figure 8). She also 
revealed that the Ohioans in Indiana were, for the most part, originally from 
Pennsylvania, indicating again that Northern Indiana was, to a considerable degree, 
Pennsylvania extended. 
Figure 7. Northern Indiana was part of the greater North; Southern Indiana was 
part of the Upland South; and Central Indiana was mixed but 
predominantly Upland Southern. 
 
Note: Data from the 1860 U.S. Census. 
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Figure 8. Lincoln was strong in Northern and Central Indiana but weak in Southern 
Indiana. Counties in Northern and Central Indiana that were anti-Lincoln 
were predominantly German, Irish Catholic, or Upland Southern. 
 
Note: Data from the Indiana Historical Society. 
Southern Indiana, or an area comprising the southernmost third of the state, was 
another area of German clustering. Here, however, the vast majority of migrants were 
from the Upland South, not the Northeast. The “Hoosiers,”7 or Indiana-born residents, 
there were mainly originally from the Upland South, and the area was strongly 
Democratic and anti-Lincoln in the Civil War era (Natipn 1997; Power 1942). There were 
pockets of Germans scattered about the region in both southwestern and southeastern 
locales. Lang studied two islands of Germans in southwestern Indiana: one in Posey and 
Vanderburgh Counties in southwesternmost Indiana, her home area, and a second farther 
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east, including Dubois, Spencer, and Perry Counties. She did not research another cluster 
of Germans in the southeast on the periphery of Cincinnati, including Dearborn, Franklin, 
Ripley, and Ohio Counties, nor did she write about Central Indiana’s urban Germans of 
Indianapolis, Terre Haute, and Richmond.8  
Evansville, in Vanderburgh County, was by far the largest city in the Pocket9 and, 
according to the U.S. census of 2010, is the third largest city in the state, with a 
population of 118,000 (Indianapolis has 867,000 and Fort Wayne has 268,000). In 1850, 
Evansville had a large foreign-born population (36 percent), of which two-thirds were 
Germans. The majority were Catholics, but there was a significant Protestant minority, 
especially Lutherans and, to a lesser degree, German Reformed, Evangelical Synod, and 
German Methodist Episcopals (Koester 2020; Lang 1988). Lang observed that the 
Catholics created their own institutions, including churches, parochial schools (including 
high schools), and fraternal clubs, and also were strongly Democratic in politics, like 
their white Anglo-Saxon protestant (WASP) neighbors. The German Protestants also had 
their own churches, parochial schools, and clubs, but they were split politically between 
the Democratic majority and a Republican minority. It appears that Timothy Smith 
(1978) and LaVern Rippley (1974) were correct in arguing that religion may have 
trumped nationality in determining identity.  
Lang’s home county of Posey was part of the island of Germans including 
Evansville, but it may have been more Protestant than Catholic. Lang’s home church in 
Mount Vernon, originally an Evangelical Synod church, in 1934 became Evangelical and 
Reformed, and in 1957, it became United Church of Christ when the Evangelical and 
Reformed Germanic denomination merged with the New England Yankee 
Congregationalists. Up to World War I, the main language used in services at the church 
was German, but after the war, English predominated, despite the feeling of some that 
“God spoke in German.”  
By the 1950s, when the church became United Church of Christ, had it ceased 
being a distinctly German institution? English is the only language of services except 
when “Silent Night” is sung in German for the Christmas Eve service; there has not been 
a German American minister for 20 years; a significant minority of members are not 
German American; and there is no display of the church’s German heritage in the 
church’s lobby.10 Was there a “loss of community, identity, loss of language and loss of 
neighborhood,” as suggested by Giles Hoyt?11 
Lang wrote her master’s thesis and a number of articles on Dubois County, 
northeast of Evansville, a second island of German settlement.12 She emphasized the 
development of the county under the leadership of Father Joseph Kundek, a Croat who 
had been germanicized because he had been born in the Austrian Empire (Lang 1995). 
Father Kundek planned the founding of Ferdinand and Celestine near the already 
established Catholic county seat of Jasper to create a German American Catholic triangle 
at the center of the county. The Catholics dominated the county, but there were German 
Protestants (Lutherans, Reformed, Evangelical Synod, and Methodist Episcopals) and 
non-German Protestants within the northern and southern borders of the county.13 
German was the language of instruction in the parochial schools, which served as public 
schools because of the overwhelming Catholic dominance, until the McCray Bill of 1919 
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made it illegal statewide to teach German in the schools of Indiana (Ramsey 2002). A 
strong German-language press in the county became weaker after the war (Ziegler 1994).  
Others have continued researching the patterns that Lang identified. When Juliet 
Niehaus researched Dubois County in the 1970s, she found that class divide had diluted 
the sense of community among Catholics (Niehaus 1981). On one hand, Niehaus 
argued that a development of pan-German identity in the county was partly for tourism 
dollars but was also divided by class so as to compromise any Catholic–Protestant 
brotherhood. On the other hand, the existence of the Deutscher Verein social and 
philanthropic organization; the sister-city relationship with Pfaffenweiler, Germany; 
and the German festivals indicate some sense of German community.14 However, 
Father Peter Yock (2001) has argued that St. Meinrad Seminary in Spencer County 
intensified Catholic identity because the seminary trained and supplied priests to 
Dubois, Spencer, and Perry Counties, creating a “Kundek Belt”; this may have 
compromised mutuality of identity with German Protestants too. 
Lang was one of the pioneers of the “new social history” of the 1960s and 1970s, 
a decade or two before its popularity (Tilly 1984; Veysey 1979). The new social history 
emphasized ethnicity, class, gender, quantatative analysis, oral history, local history, and 
emphasis on common people rather than great men. Lang emphasized ethnicity as a 
critical concept in studying American history and gave voice to the lower and middle 
classes. Quantitative methods in her research centered on the U.S. Census of 1850, the 
first U.S. Census to record the nativity of residents so one could guess the ethnicity of 
individuals in coordination with surname analysis. 
Lang’s research on German Americans created material for later theorizing by 
historians on the broad patterns of the ethnic group. Probably the most important 
American scholar of German American history is Kathleen Neils Conzen.15 One 
important point she emphasized was the “invention” of ethnicity by Germans. Conzen 
insisted that the Germans were the first ethnic group in the nation and thus the authors of 
cultural pluralism for the country, and she showed that Germans dominated many islands 
of settlement, especially in the Midwest, creating an archipelago of German-speakers 
(Conzen 1996; see also Johnson 1951). Of course, Lang knew this from her experience 
growing up in one of the islands with another island nearby. Drawing on her personal 
experience, Lang’s scholarship focused on the geography of ethnicity and thus 
anticipated Conzen’s (1991) concept of the pluralisms of place. 
Russell Kazal is another leading scholar of German American history who has 
written a number of articles and a book, Becoming Old Stock: The Paradox of German-
American Identity (see especially Kazal 1995, 2004). In an elaborate reconstruction of the 
geography of German Americans in Philadelphia in the early 20th century, especially 
from 1900 to the 1930s, Kazal emphasized the split between Protestants, Catholics, and 
Jews with regard to assimilation. Protestants became “old stock” as they merged with 
WASPs; Catholics joined with other white Catholic working-class members, including 
Irish, Italians, and Poles, to become “white ethnics”; and Jews merged with non-German 
Jews. Kazal agreed with Will Herberg (1955) and Milton Gordon (1964) about structural 
assimilation. Thus, the great diversity of German Americans based on religion and class, 
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to say nothing of German region and dialect, was revealed again, something that Lang 
had emphasized earlier.  
Lang was also involved in participating in the study of the remnants of German 
culture, by being a leader of the Indiana German Heritage Society and a contributor to the 
national German-American Studies organization until her death, including publishing 
articles for the organization in the 1980s and 1990s while in retirement.16 She was well 
acquainted with both German and American culture and history, in addition to being 
fluent in German and English. She embodied the ethnic culture by being bilingual and 
being devoted to “land, church and family” her entire life (Bigham 1980:7). Her family 
owns land in rural Posey County today, even though most live in urban Mount Vernon 
and intend to keep their home at 630 Mill Street (Figure 9) in the family, which is a trait 
of Midwest immigrants (unlike native Protestants) that has been emphasized by the 
historian Jon Gjerde (1997).  




Elfrieda Lang regularly visited her relatives and showered them with gifts. She 
maintained her Protestant faith as a participant of First Methodist United Church in 
Bloomington while also continuing her allegiance through membership to Trinity United 
Church of Christ in Mount Vernon (Figure 10). She loved opera, especially the work of 
Richard Wagner, and attended basketball and football games as a Hoosier fan, which was 
undergirded by her love of Kentucky jokes. She collected landscape paintings of the 
Hoosier Group17 (three of whom were trained in Munich, Germany), especially those 
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depicting Brown, Jennings, and Franklin Counties in Southern Indiana, and gave many to 
her relatives as gifts.  
Figure 10. Trinity United Church of Christ, Mount Vernon, Indiana 
 
Source: Donald Kleinschmidt. 
Elfrieda Lang was a mixture of German and Hoosier culture and, according to two 
of her nephews, was also an Eisenhower Republican.18 By that, they probably mean that 
she was a moderate Republican, unlike many of the residents of Southern Indiana, 
including German Americans, who were conservative Democrats until the 21st century. 
Like President Eisenhower, she was a German Protestant. Eisenhower’s paternal 
ancestors had been River Brethren (named after the Susquehanna River) of Pennsylvania 
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German heritage, a Bush-Meeting Deutsch group, his grandfather and father having 
moved from south-central Pennsylvania to Abilene, Kansas, as part of a colony in 1879, 
and his maternal ancestors were United Brethren in Christ.19  
There is no wonder why the History Department of Indiana University to this 
day celebrates one outstanding undergraduate major with the Elfrieda Lang Award each 
year. That she pioneered so much when the history profession was a patriarchy is even 
more amazing. 
ENDNOTES 
1. Biographical information about Lang comes from a folder in the Indiana University 
Archives and from three nephews and a niece of Lang whom I interviewed in 
Mount Vernon on March 9, 2020: Donald Kleinschmidt, Bill Lang, Phillip Sutton, 
and Judy Heberer. 
2. The Evangelical Synod traces its roots to 1840 and the large wave of German 
immigrants who came to the American Midwest between 1820 and 1860. In 1817, the 
Prussian state had forced the merger of most Lutheran and German Reformed 
churches within its realm. Those of Reformed background, in particular, chafed at 
this union. Upon immigrating to the United States, these German Protestants were 
largely uninterested in joining Lutheran churches, but they were not fully at home in 
existing German Reformed congregations that dated to the colonial era. Instead, they 
formed the Evangelical Synod, which represented, in many ways, a moderate German 
Protestantism. The name Evangelical Synod was adopted at a conference session in 
Indianapolis in 1866 (Schneider 1935). 
3. This information, including a photographic album of Elfrieda’s Elmhurst years, was 
provided by her relatives. There was no living informant from Elmhurst who could be 
interviewed, although the college archivist Elaine Fetyko Page was very helpful. 
4. John Barnhart (1895–1967) was born in Decatur in central Illinois, and received his 
doctorate from Harvard University as a student of Frederick Jackson Turner. His most 
prominent publication was The Valley of Democracy (Indiana University Press, 
1953). Albert Kohlmeier (1883–1964) was born in Mackey, Gibson County, in 
Southern Indiana. He also received his doctorate from Harvard University. His most 
prominent publication was The Old Northwest as the Keystone of the Arch of 
American Federal Union (The Principia Press, 1938). John Andressohn (1884–1966) 
was born in Philadelphia and received his doctorate in history from the University of 
Wisconsin. It is interesting that all three were German Americans. (This information 
comes from Indiana University Archives, including a history of the History 
Department by James Madison.) 
5. Data from the American Historical Association in Washington, DC. Another 
Southern Indiana woman who was successful academically despite patriarchy in her 
field (physics), Melba Phillips (1907–2004), was a contemporary of Lang and was 
from Hazelton, Pike County. Phillips graduated from Oakland City College in 1926, 
majoring in math, history, and English. In 1928, she received a master’s degree in 
physics from Battle Creek College, Michigan, and in 1933, she received a doctorate 
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in physics from the University of California at Berkeley. She then became a 
research assistant to the famous Robert Oppenheimer, her doctoral committee chair 
(see Mills 2018). 
6. Data from Dina Kellums of the staff of the Indiana University Archives. 
7. The term Hoosier for Indiana natives probably refers to their origin in the Upland South.  
8. For Germans in Indianapolis, see Probst (1989).  
9. The Pocket is a term for southwesternmost Indiana. A Pocket Athletic Conference of 
area high schools was founded in 1938. The Pocket covered both German American 
islands discussed above, including all the counties west, north, and east of 
Vanderburgh County (Evansville), excepting Evansville itself. The counties that had 
high schools in the conference include Daviess, Dubois, Gibson, Perry, Pike, Posey, 
Spencer, and Warrick. 
10. Information from Donald Kleinschmidt, a member of the church. The same pattern of 
assimilation probably occurred with former Evangelical United Brethren (EUB) 
churches who merged with the predominantly English Methodist Episcopal Church to 
create the United Methodist Church in 1968.  
11. See also Steenbergen (2016). More recently, and in another part of the country, 
Russell Kazal (2004) has explored the transformation (and decline) of German 
American identity in 20th-century Philadelphia, noting the differences between 
Catholics and Protestants, the role of community institutions and politics.  
12. See Lang (1944; 1946a, b, c; 1945a, b). Also see Krapf (1996). 
13. This information is from interviews with James Madison and Bill Bartelt, retired 
Harrison High School (Evansville) history teacher and Lincoln scholar, on October 
6, 2020. 
14. This information comes from Giles Hoyt.  
15. See Conzen (1980, 1981, 1984, 1985, 1990, 1991) and Conzen et al. (1992). 
16. This information comes from interviews with Ruth Reichmann on June 14, 2020, and 
Giles Hoyt on June 15, 2020. 
17. The five painters of the Hoosier Group were born before the Civil War, in the 1840s 
and 1850s, and died in the first three decades of the 20th century. Three were natives 
of Indiana: Otto Stark (1859–1926) from Indianapolis, Theodore Steele (1847–1926) 
from Gosport in Southern Indiana), and Ottis Adams (1851–1927) from Amity in 
Johnson County, just south of Indianapolis. William Forsyth (1854–1935) and 
Richard Gruelle (1851–1914) were natives of greater Cincinnati who moved to 
Indianapolis. Ethnically, only Stark was German American (Newton 1985). 
18. This kind of cultural mixing and moderation was common by the mid-20th century 
also among the Philadelphia German Americans who were on their way to 
becoming either “white ethnics” or “old stock” as described in Kazal in Becoming 
Old Stock (2004). 
19. Dwight Eisenhower celebrated his River Brethren and United Brethren in Christ 
heritage. This may be the reason why he and Mamie Eisenhower retired to a farm 
near Gettysburg. In contrast, he did not celebrate his mother’s membership in the 
Jehovah’s Witnesses; in fact, he was silent about it (Bergman 1998; Eisenhower 
1967). Kenneth Davis, in his 1945 biography of Eisenhower, does not mention the 
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presence of worship in the Jehovah’s Witnesses by Eisenhower’s parents in Abilene, 
probably because the group was considered to be a strange sect and not respectable by 
the measure of the middle and upper classes. 
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ABSTRACT 
Research has shown a link between drug and alcohol behaviors and self-
control; however, much of the research focuses on only the general theory 
of crime (Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990), without regard to Hirschi’s 
(2004) self-control theory. The purpose of the current study is to examine 
three measures of Hirschi’s self-control theory and to understand the link 
between Hirschi’s self-control theory and drug and alcohol behaviors. This 
study draws from a sample of undergraduate college students (N = 640) to 
examine the role of Hirschi’s self-control in the explanation of drug and 
alcohol behaviors. The current study uses a previous measure of Hirschi’s 
self-control [i.e., decisional self-control (alcohol)] and two measures (i.e., 
decisional self-control (cheat) and bond-based self-control) created by the 
researchers to analyze drug and alcohol behaviors. Results indicated that 
self-control based in social bonds (i.e., bond-based self-control) was 
significantly related to all drug and alcohol behaviors. The cost/salience 
scale measuring cheating behaviors [i.e., decisional self-control (cheat)] 
was significantly related to marijuana/hashish use, and the cost/salience 
scale measuring drinking and driving [i.e., decisional self-control 
(alcohol)] was significantly related to zero drug and alcohol behaviors. 
Results indicate that developing strong social bonds as a form of self-
control can reduce the likelihood of drug and alcohol behaviors. 
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Drug- and alcohol-related behaviors (e.g., binge drinking, drinking to the point of not 
remembering, drunk driving, marijuana use, and prescription drug abuse) have been 
problematic on college campuses for years (Wechsler et al. 1994). Binge drinking (i.e., 
having five or more drinks in a row; Saylor 2011) has been found to be widespread 
among college students, with approximately 38–43 percent of college students 
identifying as binge drinkers (Hingson, Zha, and Weitzman 2009; Wechsler et al. 
1998). Binge drinking is associated with drinking to the point of not remembering, and 
both behaviors are associated with negative consequences such as taking risks, 
neglecting schoolwork, and drinking and driving (see, for example, Ray et al. 2014). 
National data indicate that within the past month, approximately 25 percent of college 
students have driven while intoxicated (Beck et al. 2010), and the years from 1998 to 
2005 saw a 3 percent increase in alcohol-related deaths among 18–24-year-olds 
(Hingson et al. 2009). Drinking behaviors among college students are associated with 
missing or falling behind in class, poor performance on papers and exams, and earning 
lower grades (Thombs et al. 2009; Wechsler et al. 1998). Moreover, some students use 
marijuana while drinking, and this leads to more negative consequences than drinking 
by itself (see Mallett et al. 2017). 
Marijuana and prescription drug abuse are also concerns on college campuses.1 
Marijuana is the most widely used illicit drug among college students and is currently at 
its highest among college students (Johnston et al. 2014). Approximately 20 percent of 
people aged 18–25 have used marijuana in the past month, and 15 percent of persons 
aged 18–25 have a substance-use disorder. Additionally, around one in four college 
students have abused prescription drugs (National Council on Patient Information and 
Education 2010), with 6 percent of college students aged 18–22 illegally using 
psychotherapeutic drugs in the past month (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration 2016). 
Overall, these five drug and alcohol related behaviors (i.e., binge drinking, 
drinking to the point of not remembering, drinking and driving, marijuana use, and 
prescription drug abuse) are issues on college campuses (Johnston et al. 2014; 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 2016; Wechsler et al. 
1994). While these behaviors are related to self-control as measured using assessments 
from psychology or measures testing Gottfredson and Hirschi’s self-control (see, for 
example, Baler and Volkow 2007; Ford and Blumenstein 2013), these behaviors are 
rarely measured using Hirschi’s (2004) self-control theory. Thus, a gap is left in 
understanding the link between Hirschi’s self-control and drug and alcohol behaviors. 
The main purpose of this study is therefore to understand if Hirschi’s self-control 
theory explains drug- and alcohol-related behaviors. Accordingly, the present study is 
important for two reasons. First, the study will assist in providing an understanding of 
the link between Hirschi’s self-control theory and drug and alcohol behaviors, 
particularly those behaviors not examined in previous literature, such as binge drinking, 
drinking to the point of not remembering, and prescription drug abuse. Second, this 
study will provide information that is helpful when developing policies to reduce drug 
and alcohol behavior. 
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Self-control theory (Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990) states that individuals with low self-
control, as opposed to persons with high self-control, are more likely to engage in 
delinquency and crime. Gottfredson and Hirschi claim their theory of self-control can 
“explain all crime, at all times, and for that matter, many forms of behavior that are not 
sanctioned by the state” (p. 117). More than a decade of research supports the idea that 
self-control predicts criminal behavior (see Lilly, Cullen, and Ball 2011; Pratt and Cullen 
2000), but the theory is not without criticism (see, for example, Akers and Sellers 2013). 
One noted problem is that self-control alone cannot explain all criminal behavior, calling 
into question the general nature of the theory. For example, other factors, such as social 
bonds, have direct and/or indirect effects on self-control, and this relationship between 
social bonds and self-control may influence crime (Cretacci 2008, 2009; Doherty 2006; 
Evans et al. 1997; Li 2004; Longshore, Chang, and Messina 2005; Longshore et al. 2004; 
Polakowski 1994; Veenstra et al. 2010; Wright et al. 1999). The link between social 
bonds and self-control, and subsequently crime, is one reason why Hirschi (2004) created 
his version of self-control theory. 
Hirschi (2004) argues that the original self-control theory undermines the 
assumption that people are rational. He further asserts that the most important factor of 
self-control lies in how calculations to offend are reached by each individual (2004:542). 
That is, individuals evaluate the perceived costs (e.g., harm to self and others, shame, 
disappointment) and benefits of their future actions and then act accordingly. Self-control 
theory needs an explanation that recognizes that people consciously and rationally make 
decisions by weighing the advantages and disadvantages of prospective behaviors. 
Hirschi’s new theory accounts for this cognizant decision-making process by using a 
“decisional self-control,” in which social bonds are a primary factor in the cost-benefit 
analysis related to self-control (Bouffard and Rice 2011). Self-control is no longer 
attitudinal- or behavioral-based. Rather, with Hirschi’s self-control theory, self-control is 
more focused on the decision-making process influencing self-control, meaning on how 
people add together the costs of a behavior to make a decision to act or not (Bouffard and 
Rice 2011; Hirschi 2004). 
Hirschi’s new self-control is conceptually defined as “the tendency to consider the 
full range of potential costs of a particular act” (2004:543). The focus is no longer on 
long-term implications of the act; rather, with this new definition, individuals are more 
concerned with the opinions of those persons they value. This concern about others’ 
opinions is considered a factor that inhibits behavior. For example, children do not need 
to know the health implications of drug use if these consequences are known to those 
persons whose opinion they value. The principal source of control is the approval of 
others, and this concern produces self-control inhibitions (Hirschi 2004); therefore, self-
control is a set of inhibitions (i.e., social bonds) that modify individual behaviors in 
whatever environment a person finds him- or herself. The inhibitions can be understood 
by examining the elements of the bonds identified in social bond theory: attachment, 
commitment, involvement, and belief. The elements of the bond act as constraining 
factors during the cost-benefit analysis. The higher the level of social bonds, the more 
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likely a person will exert self-control, which reduces the probability of the individual 
choosing delinquent or criminal behavior. 
To understand why people with strong bonds are less likely to commit crime, 
Hirschi (2004) created an empirical definition to assess self-control. Self-control is 
operationalized as the “number and salience of an individual’s social bonds, rather than 
as a cognitive scale, or counts of previous deviant behaviors” (Morris, Gerber, and 
Menard 2011:584). According to Hirschi, the number of social bonds and how important 
they are to an individual (i.e., salience) is how self-control should be understood and 
measured. Hirschi claims that self-control is understood as social bonds (i.e., they are the 
same thing), but he also maintains that self-control is influenced by social bonds. 
Consequently, researchers have used different types of measures to examine Hirschi’s 
self-control theory. 
Piquero and Bouffard (2007) operationalized Hirschi’s new self-control by using 
the number of costs (i.e., inhibiting factors or bonds) and their importance to the 
individual. In Piquero and Bouffard’s study, college students were provided hypothetical 
offending scenarios (i.e., vignettes) about (1) drinking then driving and (2) sexual 
coercion and were then asked their likelihood of offending in each scenario. Participants 
were also asked to develop a list of up to seven “bad things” (costs) that might occur if 
they offended; a separate list was created for each offending scenario. Students then 
indicated, using a scale of 0 to 100, how important each cost was when making a decision 
to offend in each vignette. After all data were collected, Piquero and Bouffard used an 
equation to compute an individual’s level of self-control; this measure of Hirschi’s (2004) 
self-control focused on the consequences of behavior and the importance of the costs to 
an individual. This measure of Hirschi’s self-control was significantly related to drinking 
and driving and to sexual coercion.  
In a study similar to that of Piquero and Bouffard (2007), Bouffard and Rice 
(2011) also tested Hirschi’s (2004) self-control theory using a hypothetical scenario on 
college students’ decisions to drink and drive. Bouffard and Rice called their form of 
self-control “decisional self-control” because it involved how people add together the 
costs of a behavior to make a decision to act or not. Bouffard and Rice found that an 
individual who reported more social bonds had higher levels of decisional self-control, 
which was significantly related to future drunk driving. Like those of Piquero and 
Bouffard, Bouffard and Rice’s results support Hirschi’s redefinition of self-control. 
Some researchers use a cost/salience analysis (i.e., decisional self-control) like 
that of Bouffard and Rice (2011), while others use Piquero and Bouffard’s (2007) 
cost/salience assessment. Brown and Jennings (2014) used a decisional self-control 
measure identical to Bouffard and Rice’s measure, and a social bonding scale to assess 
Hirschi’s (2004) self-control. Brown and Jennings sampled college students to examine 
an array of criminal and analogous behaviors including, but not limited to, stealing, 
driving while intoxicated, fighting, acting aggressively toward others, and using 
marijuana. Hirschi’s self-control measures were significantly related to criminal and 
analogous behaviors.  
Other researchers, such as Higgins, Wolfe, and Marcum (2008), examined digital 
piracy among college students. Higgins and colleagues employed a cost/salience measure 
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similar to that of Piquero and Bouffard to measure Hirschi’s self-control. Higgins and 
colleagues also used a social bond measure to assess Hirschi’s self-control. They found 
that all self-control measures had a significant relationship with digital piracy. These 
findings are similar to those of Morris, Gerber, and Menard (2011), who used data from 
the National Youth Survey Family Study to examine the number and salience of each 
bond as a measure of Hirschi’s (2004) self-control. Morris and colleagues’ results 
demonstrated that self-control was significantly related to adult offending behavior (i.e., 
property offending, assaultive behavior, fraudulent behavior). 
Ward, Bowman, and Jones (2015) used data from the Boys Town Study, which 
comprises 7th–12th grade adolescents, to examine Hirschi’s (2004) self-control. Ward 
and colleagues used social bonds as a measure of Hirschi’s self-control, and a 
cost/salience measure similar to that of Piquero and Bouffard (2007). Ward and 
colleagues found that both measures of self-control were significantly related to 
marijuana use. Moreover, findings indicated that the social bond measure was influenced 
by the cost/salience measure, meaning self-control partially mediated social control, or 
social bonds. Ward and colleagues state that social bonds and self-control are 
significantly related but are not the same thing. This is somewhat similar to findings from 
other studies (see Jones, Lynam, and Piquero 2011). 
Jones, Lynam, and Piquero (2011) used data collected from a Drug Abuse 
Resistance Education (DARE) program that randomly selected schools participating in 
DARE. At the end of data collection, participants were between 19 and 21 years of age. 
Jones and colleagues employed a social bond scale as a measure of Hirschi’s (2004) self-
control. The perceived costs and benefits of deviant behaviors were included in the 
analysis. In this sense, the bonds were inhibitors to deviant behavior and the costs 
mediated how the inhibitors affected deviant behavior (e.g., tobacco cigarettes smoked, 
alcoholic drinks consumed, marijuana used). Jones and colleagues found that all 
measures of self-control were significantly related to deviant behavior, but they also 
concluded that self-control and social bonds independently influenced deviant behavior. 
Altogether, some research on Hirschi’s (2004) self-control theory has used bonds 
as a measure of self-control, while other research has analyzed bonds, costs, and self-
control separately to understand their influence on one another (Bouffard and Rice 2011; 
Brown and Jennings 2014; Dodson 2009; Higgins et al. 2008; Hirschi 2004; Intravia, 
Jones, and Piquero 2012; Jo 2013; Jones et al. 2011; Morris et al. 2011; Piquero and 
Bouffard 2007; Ward et al. 2015). Regardless, bonds and their salience affect a person’s 
decision-making process and subsequent behavior (Hirschi 2004). Hirschi’s self-control 
is therefore understood using the social bonds a person has at any given point during his 
or her life. 
THE PRESENT STUDY 
The current research examined Hirschi’s (2004) self-control using three different 
measures of self-control in an attempt to understand if Hirschi’s self-control explains 
drug- and alcohol-related behaviors. Specifically, the measures of Hirschi’s self-control 
included (1) a bond-based self-control scale created by the researchers, (2) a decisional 
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self-control scale related to alcohol that is based on Bouffard and Rice’s (2011) measure, 
and (3) a decisional self-control scale related to cheating that was similar to Bouffard and 
Rice’s measure but created by the researchers. The first measure was created based on 
Hirschi’s idea that social bonds and self-control are the same and should be measured 
similarly. The last two measures were created based on Hirschi’s idea that self-control is 
influenced by social bonds and that a cost/salience assessment is needed to account for 
this relationship. 
METHODOLOGY 
Data and Sample 
The current study surveyed undergraduate students at three different rural, mid-sized 
universities in the northeastern United States during the fall 2016 and spring 2017 
semesters. Institutional review board approval was obtained at each university. Two 
thousand student e-mail addresses were randomly selected from each university’s 
undergraduate population, and these selected students received an e-mail with a link to 
the online survey; one university randomly sampled students twice, permitting 4,000 e-
mails from that university. The university that sampled students twice ensured that 
different students were included in each sample. In total 7,979 students were e-mailed the 
survey, of which 640 students fully completed the survey (response rate = 8.02 percent). 
Informed consent was obtained from all participants included in this study. This sample 
was 74.8 percent female and 88.6 percent white (see Table 1) with an average age of 
20.55 years (see Table 2). When compared to the demographics at the three universities, 
females and white students were overrepresented in the current sample, but the mean age 
of respondents was similar to the universities’ demographics. 
Table 1. Frequencies: Demographic Variables 
Variable Frequency Valid % 
Sex 
  Male 








  White 
  Black 










  No 








  Unemployed 
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics: Demographic Variables 
Variable N Mean SD Minimum Maximum 
Age 638 20.55 3.07 18 49 
Credits 640 14.81 2.20 3 21 
GPA 631 3.40 0.49 1.0 4.0 
Dependent Variable 
The dependent variables included five individual items measuring drug- and alcohol-
related behaviors that the students self-reported engaging in during the past three months. 
Specifically, the survey asked, “In the past three months, how many times have you . . . 
?” Students provided a ratio-level frequency as a response. Drug- and alcohol-related 
behaviors included binge drinking alcohol (i.e., five or more drinks in a row; Saylor 
2011), drinking alcohol to the point of not remembering, driving while intoxicated, using 
marijuana/hashish, and using prescription drugs that were not prescribed to the individual 
or using more than the prescribed amount (referred to as “prescription drug abuse”).  
Independent Variables 
Bond-Based Self-Control Scale. The bond-based self-control scale was a measure 
of Hirschi’s (2004) self-control based on the idea that social bonds and self-control are 
the same concept. The bond-based self-control scale was constructed using previous 
research on social bond theory. The social bond “attachment” included two statements 
measuring attachment to parents, specifically affection for parents and parental 
supervision, and two items assessing bonds to teachers. The social bond “belief” was 
measured with three different statements that included belief in authority and obeying 
rules/laws. 
The scale combined the bonds of commitment and involvement into one bond 
labeled commitment. Many studies have combined commitment and involvement or have 
entirely removed involvement as a social bond, as the two elements have conceptual 
overlap (see, for example, Dodson 2009; Hawkins and Weis 1980; Krohn, 
Lanza‐Kaduce, and Akers 1984; Krohn and Massey 1980). Additionally, Hirschi (1969) 
admitted that involvement items have a tendency to perform poorly. In the current study, 
the social bond “commitment” was measured using three different statements that 
measured attitudes toward school, completion of homework, and preparedness for exams.  
All together, these three bonds (i.e., attachment, belief, commitment) were 
measured with 10 Likert-scale items scored from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly 
agree), producing a total score that could range from 10 to 40, with a higher score 
indicating higher levels of self-control. Participant scores ranged from 24 to 40 (M = 
34.22, SD = 3.49). Principal component analysis and varimax rotation using maximum 
likelihood estimation indicated that the bond-based self-control scale comprised four 
factors, including commitment, belief, attachment to parents, and attachment to 
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professors. Analyses were run to check internal consistency across the four factors and as 
a unitary construct. Together, the factor analysis using principal components and 
reliability analysis suggested the scale was best understood as one construct comprising 
four factors. That is, all four factors coalesced into one construct that measured bond-
based self-control. Overall, this scale was respectable (α = .73; DeVellis 2012).  
Bouffard and Rice’s Decisional Self-Control. The other two measures of self-
control were based on Bouffard and Rice’s (2011) decisional self-control. These scales 
are based in the idea that a cost/salience assessment is needed to fully account for the 
influence of social bonds on self-control. 
Bouffard and Rice (2011) argued that to more accurately test the link between 
social bonds and self-control proposed by Hirschi (2004), an individual’s level of social 
bonds should be used to predict the number and salience of costs considered by an 
individual when making a decision to act. The current study used two separate measures, 
an alcohol measure and a cheat measure, to assess decisional self-control. These 
measures were referred to as decisional self-control (alcohol) [DSC (alcohol)] and 
decisional self-control (cheat) [DSC (cheat)]. 
To assess DSC (alcohol), students were asked to provide up to seven 
consequences (i.e., costs) if they “got caught drinking and driving intoxicated.” 
Participants recorded, on average, 4.79 consequences (SD = 2.32). Next, using a scale of 
0–100, students rated how important each cost was to them (i.e., salience). Zero signified 
that the cost was not important to the student, and 100 indicated the cost was highly 
important to the student. The salience scores were summed for each individual into one 
total salience score. Salience scores ranged from 0 to 700 (M = 427.50, SD = 222.04). 
Finally, the total salience score was divided by the total cost score to calculate an 
individual’s level of decisional self-control; scores ranged from 1 to 100 (M = 88.94, SD 
= 17.52). The higher the decisional self-control score, the higher one’s level of self-
control at the time of the decision-making process.  
For the DSC (cheat) scale, rather than have respondents list consequences, the 
survey listed six consequences of cheating on an exam, such as “fail the exam you 
cheated on,” “disciplinary probation,” and “parents/guardians are disappointed.” Using a 
scale of 0–100, students rated how important each consequence (cost) of cheating was to 
them. This was considered the salience score for each cost. The salience scores were 
summed for each individual into one total salience score. The participants’ salience 
scores ranged from 35 to 600 (M = 504.78, SD = 98.24). The total salience score was 
divided by the total cost score (6) to calculate an individual’s level of decisional self-
control; scores ranged from 5.83 to 100 (M = 84.13, SD = 16.37). The higher the 
decisional self-control score, the higher one’s level of self-control at the time of the 
decision-making process. Principal component analysis and varimax rotation using 
maximum likelihood estimation indicated that the DSC (cheat) scale comprised two 
factors, including attachment to parents and belief in school rules. Analyses were run to 
check internal consistency across the two factors and as a unitary construct. Together, the 
factor analysis using principal components and reliability analysis suggested the scale 
was best understood as one construct comprising two factors. That is, both factors 
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coalesced into one construct that measured DSC (cheat). Overall, this scale had a very 
good level of reliability (α = .86; DeVellis 2012). 
Demographic Variables. In this study, certain demographic variables were 
included to account for factors that were related to and/or influenced drug and alcohol 
behaviors. Demographic information measured as continuous variables included age, 
credit hours, and GPA. Other demographic variables included sex (0 = female, 1 = male), 
whether the student received any scholarships (0 = no, 1 = yes), and whether the student 
was employed (0 = no, 1 = yes). Given the limited variability of race in the current 
sample, race was removed from this study.2 
RESULTS 
Negative binomial regression (NBR) was the most appropriate statistic to analyze the 
dependent variable in this study. NBR is specifically designed for data that are 
overdispersed and have several zeros (Garson 2013).3 Additionally, the researchers 
examined a summated dependent variable (i.e., the sum of all five items measuring the 
dependent variable) and each item individually that measured the dependent variable 
(e.g., drinking five or more drinks in a row, marijuana/hashish use). When running NBR, 
the researchers examined the goodness-of-fit statistics, specifically Akaike’s information 
criterion (AIC) and the likelihood ratio chi-square (–2LL), and standard errors to 
understand if a summated dependent variable or individual measures were a better fit. 
Statistics were improved for the individual items that measured the dependent variable; 
therefore, each individual item was used as a dependent variable in this study, for a total 
of five dependent variables.  
Table 3. Negative Binomial Regression: All Measures of Self-Control & Drinking 
Five or More Drinks in a Row 
Variable b SE p OR 
Intercept 6.071 1.5499 .000*** — 
Bond-based self-control –.070 .0269 .009** .932 
DSC (alcohol) .000 .0047 .928 — 
DSC (cheat) –.001 .0062 .810 — 
Age .010 .0402 .804 — 
Credits .002 .0381 .956 — 
GPA –.643 .1862 .001*** .526 
Sex –.428 .1949 .028* .652 
Scholarship .181 .1782 .309 — 
Employment  –.341 .1600 .033* .711 
Notes: AIC = 2531.207; –2LL = 54.781; p < .001. 
*p < .05  **p < .01  ***p < .001 
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The first three models examined problematic drinking behaviors. The first model 
examined drinking five or more drinks in a row (see Table 3; –2LL = 54.781, p < .001). 
Four variables were statistically significant, including GPA (p = .001), the bond-based 
self-control scale (p = .009), sex (p = .028), and employment status (p = .033). As GPA 
(b = –.643, OR = .526) or bond-based self-control (b = –.070, OR = .932) increased, the 
likelihood of drinking five or more drinks in a row decreased.4 Being employed (b = –
.341, OR = .711) and being female (b = –.428, OR = .652) also decreased the likelihood 
of drinking five or more drinks in a row.  
Findings were similar for drinking to the point of not remembering (see Table 4; –
2LL = 42.003, p < .001). Two variables were statistically significant, including GPA (p = 
.002) and the bond-based self-control scale (p = .006). As GPA (b = – .878, OR = .416) 
or bond-based self-control (b = –.100, OR = .905) increased, the likelihood of drinking to 
the point of not remembering decreased.  
Table 4. Negative Binomial Regression: All Measures of Self-Control & Drinking  
to Point of Not Remembering 
Variable b SE p OR 
Intercept 6.2711 2.3280 .007** — 
Bond-based self-control –.100 .0365 .006** .905 
DSC (alcohol) .011 .0064 .099 — 
DSC (cheat) .000 .0090 .986 — 
Age –.069 .0593 .245 — 
Credits .020 .0492 .679 — 
GPA –.878 .2768 .002** .416 
Sex –.057 .2637 .829 — 
Scholarship .394 .3493 .114 — 
Employment  –.277 .2212 .211 — 
Notes: AIC = 1277.732; –2LL = 42.003; p < .001. 
*p < .05  **p < .01  ***p < .001 
The third model analyzed driving while intoxicated (see Table 5; –2LL = 49.512, 
p < .001). Three variables were significant, including employment (p = .003), GPA (p = 
.012), and bond-based self-control (p = .035). Being employed decreased the likelihood 
of driving while intoxicated (b = –1.404, OR = .246). Additionally, as GPA (b = –1.127, 
OR = .324) or bond-based self-control (b = –.144, OR = .866) increased, the likelihood of 
driving while intoxicated decreased. 
The last two models examined behaviors related to drug use. The fourth model 
examined marijuana/hashish use (see Table 6; –2LL = 50.840, p < .001). Four 
variables were statistically significant, including bond-based self-control (p < .001), 
GPA (p = .027), DSC (cheat) (p = .043), and scholarship status (p = .045). As bond-
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based self-control (b = –.264, OR = .768) or GPA (b = –.889, OR = .411) increased, 
the likelihood of using marijuana/hashish decreased. Surprisingly, as self-control as 
measured by DSC (cheat) increased, the use of marijuana/hashish increased (b = .024, 
OR = 1.024). Additionally, the likelihood of using marijuana/hashish increased by 
two times when a student was awarded a scholarship (b = .024, OR = 1.024). Students 
on scholarships who use marijuana/hashish may be using it as a study tool or to 
relieve the stress and anxiety of constantly studying to achieve high grades. 
Regardless, in the current study, marijuana/hashish use is influenced more by 
scholarship status than by self-control. 
Table 5. Negative Binomial Regression: All Measures of Self-Control & Driving 
while Intoxicated 
Variable b SE p OR 
Intercept 5.718 3.8962 .142 — 
Bond-based self-control –.144 .0682 .035* .866 
DSC (alcohol) .042 .0228 .068 — 
DSC (cheat) –.034 .0193 .075 — 
Age –.022 .0967 .820 — 
Credits .095 .0945 .316 — 
GPA –1.127 .4464 .012* .324 
Sex –.741 .5413 .171 — 
Scholarship .529 .4991 .289 — 
Employment  –1.404 .4652 .003** .246 
Notes: AIC = 430.600; –2LL = 49.512; p < .001. 
*p < .05  **p < .01  ***p < .001 
The last model examined prescription drug abuse (see Table 7; –2LL = 
335.242, p < .001). Two variables were significant, including the bond-based self-
control scale (p = .005) and scholarship status (p = .005). As bond-based self-control 
increased, the likelihood of illegally using prescription drugs decreased (b = –.240, 
OR = .787); however, the likelihood of illegally using prescription drugs increased by 
four times when students were awarded scholarships (b = 1.580, OR = 4.855). 
Students are awarded scholarships mainly for athletics and academics. Student 
athletes on scholarships may get injured, obtain prescription painkillers, and use more 
than prescribed; however, it could also be that those students who have academic 
scholarships are abusing prescription drugs (e.g., Adderall) to study, write papers, 
take exams, stay awake, and maintain their grades (see Chen et al. 2016; DeSantis, 
Webb, and Noar 2008). Regardless, in the current study, prescription drug abuse is 
greatly influenced by scholarship status, as opposed to self-control. 
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Table 6. Negative Binomial Regression: All Measures of Self-Control & 
Marijuana/Hashish Use 
Variable b SE p OR 
Intercept 10.121 3.4231 .003** — 
Bond-based self-control –.264 .0656 .000*** .768 
DSC (alcohol) –.019 .0099 .051 — 
DSC (cheat) .024 .0116 .043* 1.024 
Age .102 .0903 .260 — 
Credits .055 .0736 .454 — 
GPA –.889 .4022 .027* .411 
Sex –.689 .4119 .095 — 
Scholarship .706 .3523 .045* 2.026 
Employment  –.373 .3227 .248 — 
Notes: AIC = 1554.533; –2LL = 50.840; p < .001. 
*p < .05  **p < .01  ***p < .001 
Table 7. Negative Binomial Regression: All Measures of Self-Control & Prescription 
Drug Abuse 
Variable b SE p OR 
Intercept 6.657 4.9463 .178 — 
Bond-based self-control –.240 .0864 .005** .787 
DSC (alcohol) –.004 .0127 .759 — 
DSC (cheat) –.006 .0190 .744 — 
Age –.016 .1284 .904 — 
Credits –.031 .1321 .817 — 
GPA .219 .6378 .731 — 
Sex –.107 .5772 .853 — 
Scholarship 1.580 .5630 .005** 4.855 
Employment  –.107 .4958 .829 — 
Notes: AIC = 499.000; –2LL = 335.242; p < .001. 
*p < .05  **p < .01  ***p < .001 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to provide an understanding of drug and alcohol behaviors 
by examining three different measures of Hirschi’s (2004) self-control in an 
undergraduate college sample (N = 640). Little to moderate research exists on Hirschi’s 
(2004) self-control theory, particularly in relation to drug- and alcohol-related behaviors. 
This study built on the existing research that has utilized different operationalizations of 
Hirschi’s (2004) self-control theory and, subsequently, different measures and vignettes. 
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The current study utilized two measures of self-control created by the researchers [i.e., 
bond-based self-control and DSC (cheat)] and one previously tested measure of self-
control [i.e., DSC (alcohol)]. When examining drug- and alcohol-related behaviors 
against all measures of self-control, the bond-based self-control scale was significantly 
related to all five drug and alcohol behaviors (i.e., drinking five or more drinks in a row, 
drinking to the point of not remembering, driving while intoxicated, using 
marijuana/hashish, and abusing prescription drugs). The DSC (cheat) scale was only 
significantly related to one drug behavior (marijuana/hashish use), however, while the 
DSC (alcohol) measure was significantly related to zero drug and alcohol behaviors.  
We argue that the bond-based self-control scale predicts offending, because of 
attachments to parents and professors, commitment to school, and belief in laws. The 
DSC (cheat) scale predicts offending, because of attachment to parents and belief in 
school rules. The DSC (alcohol) scale does not predict offending, because of the varied 
responses provided by students such as “harm to self” and “harm to others” along with 
“parents disappointed” and “kicked out of school.” The different responses are indicative 
of social bonds (i.e., parents disappointed, kicked out of school), but they are also 
suggestive of a different type of self-control not based in social bonds (i.e., harm to self 
and others). The latter appear to be a moral type of self-control, in that one should not 
cause harm to self or others. Because social bonds have a significant relationship with 
drug and alcohol behaviors, and because there were varying types of self-control in the 
DSC (alcohol) responses, it makes sense that DSC (alcohol) was not significantly related 
to drug and alcohol behaviors. The DSC (alcohol) measure assesses a different type of 
self-control—one not based solely in social bonds.  
The measures of Hirschi’s (2004) self-control that are significant across all 
behaviors are those based in social bonds. Individuals are not likely to engage in drug and 
alcohol behaviors because they recognize their social bonds and feel attached to parents 
and professors and committed to school; they also believe in the school rules against 
drinking and drug use. These individuals believe that engaging in drug and alcohol 
behavior would reduce those attachments to people, reduce commitment to school, and 
break the school rules, which they believe should be followed. These attachments, 
commitments, and beliefs act as a form of restraint that reduces the probability of 
individuals engaging in drug and alcohol behaviors. 
One surprising finding was that DSC (cheat) was related to an increase in 
marijuana/hashish use. That is, a greater attachment to parents and a higher belief in 
school rules were significantly related to an increase in the likelihood of engaging in 
marijuana/hashish use. It is possible that students want to do well in school and please 
their parents, and that they believe using marijuana will help focus them and relieve their 
stress/anxiety while writing papers or studying for exams. It is possible that a high 
attachment to parents equates to a high attachment to peers, and peers may use 
marijuana/hashish; therefore, a high attachment to peers who use marijuana/hashish is 
associated with the student being more likely to use marijuana/hashish, regardless of 
consequences. During the factor analysis of DSC (cheat), attachment explained more 
variance than did belief (34.02 percent as opposed to 26.19 percent). It therefore follows 
that attachment is a stronger predictor of behavior than is belief in school rules, so having 
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peers who use marijuana/hashish would increase marijuana use. Moreover, wanting to 
please one’s parents and believing marijuana/hashish will help relieve anxiety and 
increase work productivity would increase marijuana/hashish use. 
Another surprising finding is that DSC (alcohol) was significantly related to zero 
drug and alcohol behaviors. In this measure, students self-generated consequences 
(inhibitions) of drinking and driving. According to Piquero and Bouffard (2007), the 
more inhibitions listed, the less likely the person is to engage in deviant behavior, such as 
drug and alcohol behavior. The idea is that the more costs a person is able to list, the 
higher his/her level of self-control, but this was not the case in the current study. We 
found no significant association between inhibitions and drug and alcohol behavior. 
The present study has implications for policymakers. Policymakers should 
consider improving parenting and the attachment a child has to his/her parents. By 
improving parenting skills, one can improve parental attachment to children and child 
attachment to parents. For example, the Nurse Family Partnership (NFP) targets low-
income first-time mothers beginning in pregnancy and through two years after the birth 
of the mother’s first child. This program works with the mother, family members, and 
infant to improve prenatal and maternal health, birth outcomes, child health and 
development, relationships between family members, competent infant and toddler care, 
and parental economic self-sufficiency (Olds 2010; Olds et al. 2003). The NFP is based 
in attachment theory, in that the program helps mothers to understand how to form bonds 
with their children during pregnancy, infancy, and into the toddler years and to learn 
practical parenting skills. The NFP improves maternal health during pregnancy, maternal 
mental health, use of community services, and maternal sensitivity and responsive 
interactions during free play with the child; reduces emergency room visits and 
hospitalizations, child abuse and neglect (Olds 2010; Olds et al. 2003), and incidents of 
domestic violence; and improves child language development, executive functioning, and 
behavioral adaptation to testing, which increases a child’s readiness to enter elementary 
school (Olds 2010; Olds et al. 2004). During adolescence, the infants from the NFP have 
fewer instances of running away, fewer arrests, fewer convictions/violations of probation, 
fewer lifetime sex partners, fewer cigarettes smoked per day, and fewer days consuming 
alcohol (Olds 2010; Olds et al. 2003). Overall, the NFP addresses a multitude of concerns 
regarding maternal and child health outcomes, but the crux of the program relies on 
improving the bond between mother and child by providing the mother age-appropriate 
bonding activities and parenting techniques. By improving the mother-child bond, the 
NFP is able to improve child development and reduce adolescent antisocial behaviors. 
Overall, evidence-based programs such as the NFP improve parenting practices and 
strengthen the parent-child bond, and thus, children begin to value their parents’ 
opinions. Ultimately, this bond of attachment between parent and child aids parents in 
their ability to instill in their children morals and values such as commitment to work and 
school and belief in societal values and school rules. 
Moreover, attachment to parents can be argued as being associated with 
attachment to others (e.g., professors), which are both associated with drug and alcohol 
behaviors. Early childhood attachment is indicative of adulthood attachment (Fraley 
2002). A widely accepted explanation of how childhood attachment to parents affects 
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attachments to others is the development of internal working models, which are 
memories and expectations that children carry into new interactions with other people 
(Bretherton and Munholland 1999). This influences whether children approach or avoid 
others and carry positive or negative emotions toward others. Thus, stronger attachment 
to parents would improve an individual’s future attachments to other important people, 
such as professors, intimate partners, children, and authority figures. It would therefore 
behoove policymakers to focus on evidence-based practices that target parent-child 
attachment, because early attachment forms the basis for all other attachments in a 
person’s life, and strong attachments reduce delinquency and criminal behavior (see 
Hirschi 1969, 2004). 
Policymakers can also focus on programs aimed at improving commitment, such 
as after-school programs (see, for example, Durlak and Weissberg 2007; Huang and 
Dietel 2011; Lauer et al. 2006). For example, some after-school programs improve 
reading and math scores and student academic success (Lauer et al. 2006; Mahoney, 
Lord, and Carryl, 2005). Others improve academic standardized tests scores (Durlak and 
Weissberg 2007; Huang et al. 2008), and still other programs reduce juvenile offending 
rates (Goldschmidt, Huang, and Chinen 2007). After-school programs also improve 
youths’ self-confidence and self-esteem, school bonding, positive social behaviors, and 
school grades (see Durlak and Weissberg 2007). Moreover, after-school programs appear 
to increase children’s commitment to social institutions, such as school, and the positive 
benefits of increased commitment (e.g., academic success, improved self-esteem, reduced 
juvenile offending) can carry over into adulthood (see, for example, Goldschmidt et al. 
2007). It is clear that program quality, exposure, and engagement are important factors 
influencing a child’s outcomes in after-school programs (see, for example, Durlak and 
Weissberg 2007; Huang and Dietel 2011); therefore, it would benefit policymakers to 
focus on afterschool programs that utilize evidence-based approaches, thereby enhancing 
commitment to school and thus ensuring positive outcomes for students. 
Policies should also focus on improving beliefs, such as beliefs in authority. 
People are more likely to follow rules and laws (Jackson et al. 2012) and cooperate 
with police (Tyler and Fagan 2008) when they view the police and laws as legitimate, 
meaning people trust and respect those in authoritative positions (see also President’s 
Task Force on 21st Century Policing 2015; Tyler 2006). When involved with the 
criminal justice system (e.g., being arrested), people are concerned with the process and 
how they are being treated, as well as with the result (Tyler 2006). People are more 
likely to accept the outcome if they perceive the outcome as fair, even if it is not 
favorable to them (Higginson and Mazerolle 2014; Tyler 2006). This places the onus on 
police departments to implement policies that encourage procedural justice, which 
improves police legitimacy. 
According to the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing (2015), the 
public believes in authorities’ legitimacy when those in authority are acting in 
procedurally just ways. Procedural justice focuses on the relationship between people in 
authority (e.g., police officers) and citizens. Procedural justice focuses on treating 
citizens with respect and dignity, giving people voices during interactions, being neutral 
when making decisions, and conveying motives that are trustworthy in nature (Mazerolle 
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et al. 2013). This would require police departments to train their officers in procedural 
justice and to communicate to police officers the effectiveness of police legitimacy, such 
as improving citizen cooperation and compliance with police. Certain jurisdictions 
already have police ride-along programs and citizen academies to help improve people’s 
understanding of policing, public trust in the police, and police-community relations. We 
implore policymakers to implement procedural justice training, as this improves police-
community relations and adherence to the law (Mazerolle et al. 2013; President's Task 
Force on 21st Century Policing 2015; Tyler 2006). Additionally, future research should 
examine police ride-along programs and citizen academies to understand how these 
programs alter citizens’ perceptions of police and strengthen citizens’ belief in the police 
and in the laws of society. 
As for limitations to this study, one limitation is that the current research 
examined only drug and alcohol behaviors. In future studies, it would be prudent to study 
other specific behaviors (e.g., gambling, downloading media files illegally, stealing) to 
understand the effects of social bonds and self-control on those and other illegal 
behaviors. This would allow researchers to understand the influence of social bonds and 
self-control on delinquent behavior in general, thereby allowing researchers to have a 
broader understanding of social bonds and self-control. 
Another limitation to this study is that the response rate was low (8.02 percent). It 
has been suggested that response rates do not necessarily indicate nonresponse bias 
(Davern 2013; Groves 2006), but there is still a concern of nonresponse bias when having 
a low response rate (Fincham 2008). It is expected that online surveys will have a lower 
response rate compared to other forms of survey administration (Dillman, Smyth, and 
Christian 2014; Sax, Gilmartin, and Bryant 2003), which is why the current study 
sampled 7,979 students to get a reasonable sample size of 640 students. Moreover, this 
study closely adhered to Dillman and colleagues’ (2014) Tailored Design Method to 
increase the response rate. Regardless of the measures employed to increase response 
rates, it is possible that a nonresponse bias exists. Those students with moderate to high 
self-control may have responded to the survey, and those students with low self-control 
may have ignored the survey, thereby biasing the results of the current study. 
A third limitation was the low counts of reported drug and alcohol behaviors. 
Very few sample students engaged in drug and alcohol behaviors. Arguably, college 
samples, in general, have higher levels of self-control and thus commit less crime. 
College students completed high school, applied for college, currently attend college, and 
are planning for their future careers; all these tasks require self-control. Low counts may 
therefore derive from the population being studied (i.e., college students). Regardless, to 
account for the majority of responses for drug and alcohol behaviors being zero, this 
study employed negative binomial regression.  
Another limitation relates to demographic variables. Demographically, although 
the sample is close to representative of what one might find on a college campus, there 
are few males, which may have influenced the current findings. For example, statistics 
demonstrate that women are far less likely than men to be imprisoned (Federal Bureau of 
Prisons 2020), and adolescent females account for fewer than one-third of arrests of 
people under the age of 18 (Ehrmann, Hyland, and Puzzanchera 2019); however, 74.6 
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percent of the sample is female, which may indicate there is less deviance in the current 
sample than in the general population. 
Additionally, this is a self-report survey. As expected with self-report data, 
respondents may over- or underreport deviant behavior (Thornberry and Krohn 2000). 
Students may not have remembered the amount of times they engaged in certain drug and 
alcohol behaviors or may not have been able to recall certain behaviors, especially if they 
were intoxicated to the point of not remembering their actions. Other students may have 
purposefully misrepresented themselves, meaning they made it appear that they engaged 
in drug and alcohol behaviors more or less often than was true. This could have 
potentially inflated or understated the degree to which current respondents reported drug 
and alcohol behavior. 
Last, in the future, research should include other populations. The current study 
included only college students. Self-control theory intends to explain a variety of 
behaviors across various populations. Different populations therefore need to be 
surveyed, including the elderly, young and middle-aged adults, adolescents, children, and 
criminals. It is particularly important to examine self-control in a population that exhibits 
low self-control, such as offenders, since college students tend to have higher levels of 
self-control. Studying various populations will ultimately aid in the understanding of self-
control and its measurements. 
Despite the limitations, the results of the present study are important. Self-control, 
as measured using a bond-based self-control scale, is significantly related to drug and 
alcohol behavior; this is as Hirschi (2004) would predict. Future studies should include a 
wider variety of behavior and a broader sample that is more nationally representative and 
stretches beyond the scope of college students, as such research may be able to more 
effectively control for demographic variables such as socioeconomic status, education, 
gender, and race. Future research should also include various measures of Hirschi’s self-
control (i.e., bond-based self-control scales and decisional self-control scales) because the 
literature is conflicting regarding the use of these scales and their viability in predicting 
offending behavior. Last, in the future, researchers should utilize path analysis to 
understand the causal relationships between different measures of social bonds and 
behavior, and also social bonds, self-control, and behavior. 
ENDNOTES 
1. Other illicit drug use is low on college campuses (Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration 2016), so the focus of this study was marijuana use 
and prescription drug abuse. 
2. A one-way ANOVA examining the race categories of white, black, and other against 
each individual dependent variable demonstrated that the race categories were not 
statistically different from one another. 
3. Poisson regression was run to check for overdispersion.  
4. The bond-based self-control scale should be interpreted with caution because the odds 
ratio is near 1.0. An odds ratio of 1.0 indicates no difference; therefore, the bond-
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based self-control scale is a very mild predictor of drinking five or more drinks in a 
row. All other odds ratios near 1.0 should also be interpreted with caution. 
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A Terror to the People: The Evolution of an Outlaw Gang in the 
Lower Midwest* 
RANDY MILLS 
Oakland City University 
ABSTRACT 
The details of the heretofore unexamined Reeves Gang may serve as an 
important case study of violence and lawlessness in the Lower Midwest in 
the decades following the Civil War. Unlike the “social bandits” such as 
the Jesse James and Dalton Gangs of the Middle Border region, most 
outlaw gangs made little attempt to get along with locals. These groups 
ruled by fear and typically fell afoul of vigilante hangings and shootings—
a one-act play, if you will. The Reeves Gang, the focus of this study, 
would come to be atypical, their tale turning into a three-act play, moving 
from petty crime to more sophisticated criminal activities, and then to an 
attempted life of normalcy. Though now long forgotten, several instances 
of the Reeves Gang’s violent activities, as well as their eventual capture, 
were to be found in newspapers across the nation at the time. 
KEY WORDS  Outlaw Gangs; Violence; Lower Midwest Region  
In 1896, newly arrived brothers John and George Clark began selling merchandise from a 
wagon in the remote Horse Creek region of southern Illinois. The middle-aged men were 
completely close-mouthed when it came to explaining anything about their past, and it 
seemed a bit odd to some that the two entrepreneurial brothers would settle in the Horse 
Creek area in the first place. The Horse Creek community was considered a backward, 
exclusive, frontier-type region, spanning the southeastern portion of Marion County, all 
of Farrington Township in northeastern Jefferson County, and a small part of Hickory 
Hill Township to the southeast, in Wayne County (Hales 2006). Trading with the 
clannish people there would not be easy, but the Clark brothers apparently had charm or, 
more likely, came from a similar place and knew how to fit in, and their enterprise soon 
seemed to be thriving.1 Eventually, John would marry a nearby Centralia girl and move 
there, but George was more comfortable staying in the heart of the Horse Creek district, 
living with the “William Byars family on the banks of Horse Creek.”2  
 
* Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Randy Mills, Professor of Social 
Sciences, Oakland City University, 138 N. Lucretia St., Oakland City, IN 47660; 
rkmills@oak.edu; (812) 749-1281. 
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By early 1900, Jefferson County, Illinois, law enforcement began to suspect that 
John and George Clark were not the good citizens they seemed to be. Suspicion arose 
when rumors began to circulate that the items sold from the Clark wagon were sometimes 
stolen goods. At first, Jefferson County’s Sheriff Manion hesitated to investigate the 
matter, the two Clark men being “held in high esteem.”3 Finally, Manion’s initial 
instincts won out and he began seeking information from law enforcement in the region, 
asking about anyone matching the description of the Clark brothers. A response quickly 
arrived by telegram from Kentucky, telling him all about two brothers named George and 
John Reeves. A Montana newspaper later reported of the gang’s disturbing history, 
“Twenty years ago [1881], John and George Reeves went to Dubois County from Terre 
Haute. They settled in the hills of Columbia township and organized the Reeves gang of 
ten or a dozen members that terrorized the whole neighborhood. Robberies of stores, 
houses, and barns, [plus] highway robbery and numerous petty crimes were committed by 
the gang.”4 This description, as it turned out, was just the tip of the iceberg. The Reeves 
Gang’s overall work was a story of brutal murders and extreme outlaw behavior carried 
out over two decades in Southern Indiana, central Kentucky, and Tennessee, and their 
crimes were often mentioned in state and national newspaper publications. While the 
Reeves brothers’ gang fit the profile of other such groups, this research discovered that 
they also came to possess some characteristics that stand out as unique. 
“THE LAST OF THE JESSE JAMES TYPE ROBBERS”  
The details of the heretofore unexamined Reeves Gang’s story may serve as an important 
case study regarding violence and lawlessness in rural America in the decades following 
the Civil War. After the conflict, small violent groups like the Reeves Gang sprang up in 
many locations in the Lower Midwest—the Reno and Archer Gangs in Southern Indiana 
and the Belt family in Hardin County (deep southern Illinois), to name a few.5 The 
locations of these outlaw groups shared many of the same characteristics: they had 
remained remote and isolated, keeping many of the traditions and practices of the 
disappearing frontier; they were initially settled by people from the Upland South, the 
populations mostly being Jacksonian Democrats in politics and philosophy, disdaining 
authority and being quick to fight over any perceived loss of personal honor; and law 
enforcement was easily intimidated in the immediate remote areas where these gangs 
operated (Etcheson 1996, 2018). Most of these areas also witnessed either guerilla 
warfare activity or incidents of Copperhead endeavors during the Civil War, these violent 
occurrences weakening a respect for legal authority (White 1981).  
The dynamics of the gangs themselves were also often similar. The bands were 
typically built around an individual family, often brothers, with a few local followers. 
The termination of these gangs was almost always brought about by the death of the 
main leaders in shootouts, or by vigilante lynching of some or the entire group, as in 
the cases of the Reno and Archer Gangs. The Reeves brothers were an exception to 
one of these traits, as they changed their identities after escaping from a Kentucky 
prison in 1896 and apparently seeking to leave the criminal world behind and live 
normal lives. Justice, however, would find them. Their gang activities also seemed to 
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mark the end of an era, with one New England newspaper calling them “the last of the 
Jesse James type robbers.”6 
Richard Brown’s classic study of American violence lends an important 
framework to a study of the Reeves Gang. Brown noted that “violence has accompanied 
nearly every stage and aspect of our national history” (1975:3). He further argued that the 
circumstance of the American Revolution set American citizens leaning toward resisting 
authority from the onset. The Civil War only increased the violence made legitimate by 
the revolution, claimed Brown, with the latter 19th century becoming “one of the most 
violent periods of American history—an era of Ku Kluxers, lynch mobs, white caps, Bald 
Knobbers, night riders, feuders, and outlaws” (p. 7).7 Most significantly for this study, 
Brown noted several different categories of violence in American history, including 
family feuds—especially in the Upland South, where intense combat was driven by an 
emphasis on manliness and protection of one’s honor—vigilantism, cultural attacks on 
outsiders, and crime. The Reeves easily fit the criminal category.  
Richard White, in his “Outlaw Gangs of the Middle Border” (1981), examined the 
criminal aspect of outlaw gangs more specifically, emphasizing the “social bandit” 
feature, in which outlaw groups seem to possess the support of the people—bands like 
the Jesse James and Dalton Gangs of the Middle Border region. Most outlaw gangs, 
however, made little attempt to get along with locals. These groups ruled by fear and 
typically fell afoul of vigilante hangings and shootings, in a one-act play, if you will. At 
the core of the Reeves Gang were brothers George and John Reeves, and their desperado 
story would come to be atypical, their tale turning into a three-act play—their moving 
from petty crime to more sophisticated criminal activities, and then to an attempted life of 
normalcy. Though now long forgotten, several of the Reeves Gang’s violent activities, 
along with their eventual capture, were to be found in newspapers across the nation.  
“STOLEN BY THE REEVES BOYS”  
The father of the Reeves boys, Robert Reeves, was a doctor who possessed a criminal 
history before coming to Dubois County, Indiana, in the early 1880s. His criminal 
activities may have been why his first wife, mother of George and John, divorced him in 
1869 while they lived in Terre Haute. The Indianapolis News reported on November 30, 
1878, that “the trial of Dr. Robert Reeves, living in the vicinity of Seymour, on a charge 
of having counterfeit money in his possession, and selling it, is in progress in the United 
States court.” This case had come up in 1876, but Reeves was already serving time for a 
similar crime, having operated a counterfeit scam in the Martin and Orange County areas 
earlier.8 Upon his release from prison in 1883, Doc Reeves returned to Southern Indiana, 
staying with his second wife and her people in Columbia Township in Dubois County. 
Here, he traded “a team and wagon for forty acres of land … not generally working much 
it is said but living well.”9 A lost traveler, a new local teacher, stumbled across the 
Reeves homeplace just after Doc Reeves had arrived and found an odd notice posted in a 
bold hand on the structure’s front door: “I have just bought this farm and paid for it. I 
want my neighbors to keep off this place and quit stealing my fence rails—REEVES.”10 
The note suggested that the elder Reeves was not one to be crossed.  
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Doc Reeves could not have found a more remote place in Indiana in which to live. 
The northeastern corner of Dubois County touched the notorious home of the Archer 
Gang in Lost River Township, just to the north in rugged Martin County, as well as the 
hills and valleys of Orange County to the east where Reeves had previously worked his 
counterfeit game. Reeves’s new home was a hilly landscape of caves, sinkholes, beautiful 
flowing springs, and curious monolith formations, such as Raven Rock and Hanging 
Rock (Wilson 1910). Having lived in Martin and Orange Counties before, Reeves knew 
that the steep scenic hills, deep gorges, and dark valleys of the region offered a number of 
places where secret activities could safely be carried out. It helped in this latter case, too, 
that there were no towns with strong law-enforcement elements, only tiny villages such 
as Hillham, Ellsworth, Cuzco, and Kellerville, small communities built around a post 
office, a general store, a livery stable, and a few other small businesses.  
Local and county law enforcement in Columbia Township was hampered by the 
complex web of kinship loyalties found there, and county law officials were also often 
unable to arrest someone from the area, for lack of knowing the lay of the land, leaving 
the general population to deal with those like the Reeves family who committed petty 
crimes. The area was also a place of Upland South settlers, the Upland South having a 
culture that historically resisted authority. Many locals, for example, had resisted the 
draft during the Civil War. In 1864, the Evansville Daily Journal (October 11) lamented 
this circumstance, complaining that citizens there “defied the laws, fired upon and killed 
enrolling officers, and wounded law-abiding citizens, and robbed them of their property, 
with the avowed determination of adding to the rebellion.” After the war, resistance to 
authority continued. One newspaper reported in 1879, for example, how two Dubois 
County deputies sent into Columbia Township on “a lively chase for some fugitives” 
were chased away by an angry woman “for shooting at her boy.”11 
The two Reeves brothers, George and John, had been in the Columbia Township 
area off and on since the mid-1870s, and in 1884, they joined their father there, helping 
the elder Reeves “sow a patch of oats.”12 George, at 35. was the oldest and stood almost 
six feet tall. John was a bit shorter and five years younger. Both men were well built, had 
dark hair and complexions, and wore long dark moustaches.13 The latter feature gave 
them a distinct bandito look. The boys had been born and raised in Terre Haute, where 
John had learned to be a machinist when he was not tending bar. George had also worked 
around machines and occasionally worked as a bar tender and in the merchandizing 
business, clerking for a relative. Much of the time, however, the brothers had been 
restless and unemployed, though they did have hopes and plans to purchase their own 
wagon and go into the peddling business one day in an area north of Terre Haute where a 
relative lived. Unfortunately, this dream was just out of reach, as they were always short 
on cash. This may have driven them to turn to petty crime to raise money for the new 
venture.14 Apparently, they discovered that crime paid; one Dubois County neighbor later 
observed, “I never saw either of them work a lick in my life.”15 
At that time, the scenic but remote hills of Dubois and nearby Martin and Orange 
Counties were in great turmoil, being under the heavy hand of the Archer Gang. The 
Archers were labeled by one newspaper as “the most notorious family in the criminal 
history of Indiana,” burning houses, robbing neighbors and travelers alike, stealing 
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livestock, and murdering those who crossed them.16 Interestingly, another newspaper 
account later claimed the Reeves Gang “belonged to the John Archer gang of outlaws 
which terrorized Indiana on the Jesse James order.”17 This claim cannot be substantiated, 
though it is highly likely the two groups knew one another and interacted in some way. It 
is more certain, however, that the region, because of the Archers, had a volatile 
environment and was a place mostly absent of law, presenting the Reeves brothers and 
their father the opportunity to gain easy money. Stealing and selling horses became an 
important part of their criminal enterprise, but these were activities that required help.  
The Reeves brothers must have had some commanding presence about them, as 
they were able to quickly assemble at least six gang members from the Columbia 
Township area to help steal and move horses. “They were all married men,” one 
newspaper later reported, “and most of them raised in the neighborhood, but were 
willingly led to rascality by such tutors as the Reeves.”18 This system also allowed the 
gang to tap into the elaborate kinship system in the area—one that may have shielded 
them to a degree from probing law enforcement. The Reeves boys may have possessed 
another method of persuasion: doing whatever it took to get what they wanted and to 
protect their outlaw business. Earlier, in the mid-1870s, they had “shot four men who 
were attempting to arrest them in Orange County” and escaped, this at the time their 
father was running a counterfeit racket there.19 The Reeves brothers were also known and 
respected for their quick use of and accurate aim with pistols.20  
By 1885, suspicion about the Reeves Gang’s activities revolved around several 
incidents of horse theft, with newspapers often reporting of horses “supposed to have 
been stolen by the Reeves boys.”21 These actions and others would soon make the 
brothers “a terror to the people in that part of the country.”22 Local farmers and 
shopkeepers found they could not leave any tools or other materials lying about. The 
Reeves brothers also intimidated local citizens to get money and other items. In one case, 
they approached the postmaster and store merchant of Ellsworth, James Ellis, demanding 
fifty dollars and a suit of clothes. Several farmhands and a visiting surveying team came 
to the rescue, however, and drove the brothers away.23 George Reeves especially plagued 
James Ellis’s store, carrying off “all manner of dry goods and groceries and lived fat.”24 
Local customers at the store in Kellerville would warily stare at any of the Reeves family 
entering the store “because the people were suspicious of them.”25  
One of the Reeves Gang members, James Jones, later confessed to a newspaper 
of another robbery, this one of a 70-year-old man named Merrit Tabor, who lived by 
himself in a cabin near the town of Dubois. The old pioneer always paid cash for any 
purchase, so it was supposed by his neighbors that he had money hidden in his home. 
Tabor’s cabin was crude, “with the chink and daubin out in many places.” Jones, 
Reeves, and another member of the gang were able to spy on the old man one night 
through the missing chink “when his single room was lit up by the fire in the large stick 
chimney.” Seeing Tabor place his trousers beneath his head for a pillow, and believing 
he kept the money in that article of clothing, the robbers entered the cabin when they 
finally heard snoring. The sleeping man had a gun lying next to him, but Reeves 
daringly “pulled the old man’s pants from under his head” and the robbers went running 
out the door, laughing. As they ran, Jones saw George Reeves going through the 
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pockets, taking out “a fist full of money.” When the three men stopped to divide their 
spoils, Reeves claimed the pockets had been empty. The other two robbers knew better 
than to challenge Reeves on the matter. The newspaper confession ended with Jones 
telling he knew of “many such incidents he could relate regarding mysterious 
disappearances of property taken by the gang.”26  
“SHOT THEM! SHOT THEM IN THE GUTS!” 
Regardless of the Reeves’ unlawful activities, other matters were beginning to converge 
that would lead to a deadly encounter near the Dubois County seat at Jasper—one that 
would bring violent deaths to two law enforcement officials and reshape the rest of the 
Reeves brothers’ lives. In early June of 1885, Doc Reeves journeyed to Jasper, Indiana, 
to pick up a new wagon he was buying his sons so they could finally leave the area, 
escape from an arrest warrant hanging over them, and begin a peddling business near 
Terre Haute.  
The warrant went back to an episode in 1883. That year, George and John Reeves 
had been arrested for robbing a store in Martin County. They had posted bail but never 
showed up at court. A warrant had been issued for their arrest, but law enforcement had 
found it difficult to seize the brothers, fearing their impulsive behaviors. Sheriff Joseph 
Hoffman, who knew Doc Reeves, having traded for horses with him, confronted John 
Reeves in a garden patch by the Reeves home but made the mistake of going there alone. 
Reeves drew a gun on the sheriff and hollered, “Hoffman, god damn you, get out of 
here.”27 Hoffman quickly mounted his horse and retreated to Jasper. 
By 1885, a new sheriff, George Cox, wanted to get the Reeves arrest warrant off 
his list. The Dubois County sheriff was especially desperate to capture the two hoodlums, 
as they had long been successful in committing crimes while hiding in the wilds of 
northeastern Dubois County and to the north, in the hills of Martin County. Hearing that 
the elder Reeves was coming to Jasper to buy a new wagon, the sheriff, “thinking the 
Reeves boys might be hiding near the town, and would join him on his way home, sent 
his deputies, John Gardner and William Cox, to follow the old man.”28 William Cox was 
the sheriff’s son.  
There were several different stories about what happened when the two deputies 
converged on the Reeves boys and their father. John Reeves testified 16 years after the 
fact that he and his brother had traveled to Jasper “to get a wagon to be used for 
peddling.” Just as the brothers found their father in the wagon headed home, the three 
Reeves men were jumped by two men on horseback, “one cursing and making a great 
deal of noise . . . whooping and hallooing and swaying in his saddle.” The rider seemed 
drunk. Then one of the mounted men pulled a pistol and shouted, “These are the sons of 
bitches. Shoot them! Shoot them in the guts!” According to John Reeves, at no time did 
the two men declare that they were deputies or that they had a warrant for an arrest. 
George, claimed John, acted instinctively, grabbing one of the officer’s guns, and a quick, 
explosive fight ensued, George taking down the two men. The Reeves men hastily left the 
area. The horrible event happened so fast that John later told that he was unable to clearly 
remember exactly how the gunfight had played out.29 The two deputies both survived the 
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initial fight and told much different stories before they died than John Reeves did, but 
even their stories varied as to which Reeves shot them.  
Newspapers had a field day with the tragic event. One reported that half a mile 
east of Jasper, the Reeves brothers had come out of their hiding place and got into the 
new wagon with Doc Reeves. The deputies, on horseback, had meanwhile slipped up on 
their prey near the Schroeder schoolhouse, taking the bandit family entirely by surprise, 
and when called upon to surrender, the Reeves men “meekly did so.” Then, everything 
soon went to hell, the young deputies unaware of the depth of violence the brothers were 
capable of. One paper reported, “Cox nor Gardner knew the Reeves well at that time.” To 
make matters worse, the paper explained, Deputy Gardner had been drinking, “and in 
addition, was a great braggart and fond of showing his bravery and prowess. He told the 
brothers that he was not afraid of them in spite of their reputation.” As the deputies and 
their prisoners began their travel back to Jasper, Doc Reeves noticed the handsome pistol 
sticking out of Gardner’s pocket and remarked on its beauty. “The deputy handed it to 
him to look at and said there was none better. The old man passed it over to John, his 
son.” John Reeves immediately opened fire, shooting Gardner in the head, then turned the 
gun on Cox, “whose horse had reared. The first shot struck Cox in the wrist, knocking the 
gun from him. the second in the chest.” The deputies were now disarmed and wounded, 
having not fired a shot, and George Reeves picked up Cox’s revolver and walked over to 
where the bleeding Gardner lay, begging to be allowed to live a few hours longer. Reeves 
told him, “Dead men tell no tales,” placed the barrel of the gun between the deputy’s 
eyes, and pulled the trigger. Then he shot Cox in the lower back, severing his spine. 
Gardner died within a few hours, but not before telling several people, “I foolishly let the 
boys get my pistol.”30 Cox lingered for several months, paralyzed, before “finally dying 
of his wounds.”31  
Initial newspaper reports were followed by more-detailed testimonies from 
Gardner before his death and from Cox as he lay in bed, permanently paralyzed. Gardner 
told a friend, “I’m killed by my own revolver. I carelessly let the old man get my revolver 
and he shot me.” Cox gave a slightly different report, saying George Reeves did the 
shooting. “Gardner had been drinking. He was waving his revolver and told them to stop. 
George Reeves asked to see the revolver. Took it from Gardner and shot him, and I got 
excited and drew my revolver, and George Reeves shot me. They held John and shot him 
twice in the face.” Cox also said that as he begged for his life, the elder Reeves said, 
“Let’s go boys. They got enough.”32  
Regardless of exactly what had happened, the horrible damage could not be 
undone. For a brief time, the community was frozen in shock, with a stunned Sheriff Cox 
too busy trying to take care of his horribly wounded son, and the three county 
commissioners whose job it was to put up a reward not doing so. The latter item had an 
interesting dynamic. It took at least two votes from the commissioners to make things 
happen. One commissioner was out of town on the day the murders occurred, and one of 
the other two, the man who represented Columbia Township, was fearful of the Reeves 
family and their gang. When the missing commissioner returned, a reward was posted for 
$800, but critical hours had been lost.33  
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Immediately after the shootings, as the two deputies lay in the gore of their own 
blood, Gardner’s head wounds leaking with each heartbeat, the Reeves brothers went 
through the pockets of the wounded men, finding $19, which they took, along with the 
deputies’ horses and the handsome pistol that had started the tragic event.34 There were a 
few sightings of the Reeves men shortly after the shooting. One witness, who came 
across the Reeves brothers just as they had left the murder scene, heard one of them say, 
“We did those two sons of bitches up, didn’t we.” The brothers whipped the stolen horses 
to a lather, putting as many miles between them and Jasper as possible.35  
Doc Reeves took his team and new wagon home, using an unfamiliar route to 
avoid the law. His efforts to get his boys away from the arrest warrant and into a new life 
of peddling had been blown to pieces. He stopped at Breitweiser’s Mill to ask for 
directions and related what he said he had heard about the shootings, saying that the two 
boys involved had just been defending themselves and “had acted the man.” He did not 
mention that the boys involved were his sons.36  
After these initial sightings, the Reeves boys and their father disappeared. Two 
months later came a reported sighting of the brothers near Kellerville that proved false. 
Local papers throughout the area also reported a number of untrue stories about Doc 
Reeves’s location, having him hiding in the “rocky fastness and lonely woods of eastern 
Dubois County,” assassinated by vigilantes, and “running a saloon” in Washington, 
Indiana.37 Meanwhile, the remainder of the Reeves gang in Dubois County—six young 
men—were found guilty of crimes and sent to the penitentiary.38 In late June, Doc Reeves 
was found dead in the secluded Willow Valley area of Martin County. He had a leg 
wound and was “said to have starved to death.”39 The Reeves sons, however, were 
nowhere to be found. Act two of their story began to unfold. 
TWO ESCAPES  
In 1901, John Reeves revealed at his trial for the Dubois County murders how his brother 
and he had escaped Indiana. After the shooting, the brothers had sneaked back to their 
father’s house near Hillham before their father arrived home. They left as night gathered, 
telling their stepmother to have their father meet them nearby for a difficult 20-mile 
cross-country trek to Huron, a small village deep in the hills of Martin County but on a 
railroad line. From Huron, they could hop a train and get outside the local area, escaping 
to relatives in Sullivan County. The governor had placed a $700 reward for their capture, 
and the woods were soon thick with men and boys searching for the Reeves Gang. John 
remembered that once united, he and his two family members discovered “the woods 
were full of men hunting for us. We were surrounded two or three days and were shot at 
several times. Father was shot in the leg. I saw the blood.” Doc Reeves told his sons to go 
on and that he would try to get back to Hillham. The brothers did so, hopping a train and 
eventually making their way to Sullivan County, where they hid out. What was left of 
Doc Reeves’s body was discovered in wild tangled countryside in Willow Valley, near 
Shoals, in late June. His sons read of their father’s death in the paper.40 
In March of 1886, the Reeves brothers secretly left their hiding place in Sullivan 
County and went to Centralia, Illinois, where they worked in a machine shop that spring 
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and in the strawberry fields that summer. This quiet life, although safe, made the brothers 
restless, and they plotted a new course, going to Kentucky sometime in early 1887.41 
Once in Kentucky, they evolved into more sophisticated thieves, developing an expertise 
in safecracking and explosives, and created another gang, including two younger 
brothers. One newspaper reported that John Reeves “mastered every detail of safe 
construction. In order to successfully open safes, such as ordinarily kept in the store of 
village or country merchants, he needed only a diamond drill, a brace and bit, and a few 
pinches of powder.”42 The gang spent careful time sizing up places to rob and traveling 
great distances to get equipment and horses while creating elaborate ploys to set up safe-
blowing jobs. These changes heralded a move from petty local crimes to a new type of 
gang strategy—a more sophisticated operation taking in more money, moving through 
larger areas of strangers, and using the latest technology rather than crude intimidation to 
pull off robberies.  
The Reeveses’ efforts soon moved beyond Kentucky, with the gang blowing safes 
in Dover, Jellico, and Celina, Tennessee, and at a small village in Alabama, but their 
biggest haul was from a safe in Tompkinsville, Kentucky, in late 1887, with the powerful 
safe explosion setting off a fire that burned down much of the town, including the 
courthouse.43 During this spree, the gang put away at least $30,000.44  
After the big Tompkinsville haul, the Reeves brothers made plans to rob a 
Knoxville, Tennessee, bank but were finally captured and taken back to Monroe County, 
Kentucky, to stand trial for the robbery and fire in Tompkinsville. On the way there, 
George Reeves, always the mechanic, demonstrated his amazing skill “in freeing himself 
from the grasp of handcuffs.”45 In January of 1888, the brothers found themselves 
traveling to prison in Frankfort, George Reeves bragging to a reporter at a train station 
that he was able “to drill into any safe in the United States within twenty minutes.”46 
George’s bragging aside, he and his brother John faced a bleak situation, having been 
sentenced to 31 years in the Kentucky State Penitentiary for the Tompkinsville fire. And 
Indiana waited to try them for murder when their Kentucky term ended. 
The Reeves boys did rather well in prison, or at least they kept busy. In 1890, 
they attacked and took a gun from a guard, “bound and gagged him, but were 
discovered before any mischief could be done.” After that, they “were regularly locked 
up in the dungeon on days when they were not at work.” When a new warden came, 
they were given more freedom, but they soon plotted “to tunnel under the walls,” and 
the new warden placed them in solitary, regarding them “as the most desperate 
prisoners in the penitentiary.”47  
In 1893, the Reeves brothers hatched a more elaborate plan for escape, a plot the 
warden described as “hellish” after it was thwarted. With outside help, the Reeves 
brothers received and buried “three bottles filled with dynamite, one hundred rounds of 
cartridges and two pistols” under a shed near the warden’s house. The two convicts 
intended to use these materials “to either escape by killing the wall guard between the 
male and female yards, or by going through the main entrance as the gates were swung 
open for the passage of wagons.” Either attempt would have led to a bloody mess. 
Fortunately, another inmate revealed the plan to the warden, the deadly items were 
unearthed and removed, and the Reeves boys went back to the dungeon.48 
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In September 1896, a ruling by the Kentucky Supreme Court drastically altered 
the Reeves brothers’ lives. Their original 30-year sentence was dropped to 10 years, as 
the court ruled the initial cumulative sentence to be unconstitutional. Their term would 
now be up on October 26, a month away. In any other circumstance, George and John 
Reeves would have been overjoyed, but when Indiana authorities learned of the ruling, 
Hoosier governor Matthews issued a “requisition upon the governor of Kentucky for the 
return of George and John Reeves.”49 Dubois County authorities quickly arranged for 
Sheriff Cassidy to go to Frankfort and haul the Reeves brother back to Indiana, where 
they would stand trial in Jasper for the brutal murders of Deputies Gardner and Cox and 
would likely be hanged.  
Two days before Cassidy left for Kentucky, a Reeves family member arrived at 
the penitentiary and told their kin of what was transpiring. The family member perhaps 
also brought money to bribe guards.50 At any rate, that night, George and John Reeves 
scaled a wall of the prison, disappearing into thin air. They did leave a playful message 
for the warden, an almost-illegible note that said, “Excuse haste and a bad pen.”51  
HORSE CREEK DAYS 
John Reeves’s 1901 testimony indicated that he and his brother fled immediately from 
Kentucky and went to the remote Horse Creek community in southern Illinois, near an 
area where they had lived for a short while after the Dubois County shootout in 1885. 
Taking the name of Clark, the two fugitives boarded with Jefferson Simmons, who lived 
in the northern portion of Farrington Township. Here, they finally got to go into the 
peddling business, likely finding their slow, laid-back wagon trips through the wooded 
countryside wonderfully pleasant after 10 years in prison. George was now 51 years old 
and John 46, both old enough to be slowing down. Three years after coming to the 
region, John married Maud Dawkins, a 19-year-old woman from nearby Centralia, 
Illinois, and the couple purchased a house east of that city. Her family was prominent, 
and “half the county was present at the wedding.”52 The couple soon had a child, and 
John began farming with his father-in-law while George continued most of the 
merchandizing work in the Horse Creek location, continuing to sell goods from a 
wagon,53 and boarded with “the William Byars family on the banks of Horse Creek.”54  
It probably helped the two strangers’ anonymity that the Horse Creek people 
and the Clark brothers shared a similar cultural heritage, that of the rugged Upland 
South. Horse Creekers were not surprised or particularly upset when they learned that 
someone was not perfect. In fact, there seemed to be a grittiness about the Clark 
brothers that Horse Creek people quickly came to admire. The mechanical skills of the 
brothers probably helped make friendships, too; in one case, John Reeves fixed a 
housewife’s sewing machine. The episode almost caused trouble, however, when she 
told Reeves she was originally from Jasper, Indiana. John, knowing the Clark name 
probably protected him, dared to reply that he had been “in Jasper 15 or 16 years ago 
and knew the Eckerts.”55  
While John thrived as a farmer and became a church deacon, George’s love of 
hunting and fishing, as well as his comfort in interacting with Horse Creek’s colorful 
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frontier-like population, made him bond with his rural neighbors. Perhaps too, the Horse 
Creek area reminded him of his father’s home in the remote hills of Dubois and Martin 
Counties. Indeed, Horse Creek had a similar reputation for violence, but Horse Creek’s 
violence had less to do with criminal gangs than with family feuds, resistance to 
authority, and fights over honor and manliness. These violent episodes often brought 
state- and nationwide newspaper attention, along with interesting headlines such as 
“Another Horse Creek ‘Shooting Match’” and, in a Chicago newspaper, “They Quarreled 
Over Hogs.” People from Horse Creek were also often made fun of for their backward 
ways, being called “Barefoots” and “Horse Creekers” in local newspapers.56 The Reeves 
brothers—or Clark brothers, as they were now calling themselves—were perfect fits, and 
it looked as if they had finally slipped away from their violent past and found a place 
where they could grow old. 
One thing was not going well for the brothers, however: the peddling business. 
The enterprise would have been tough in most places, but Horse Creekers were not 
wealthy, and the area had a small population. This forced the Reeves boys back into a bad 
habit. They began traveling to Ohio periodically by train and robbing small stores to 
replenish their stock in Illinois.57 In late 1900, rumors began to spread that the Clark 
brothers were selling stolen goods. This story caught the attention of Jefferson County’s 
sheriff, Tom Manion. At first, Manion hesitated to investigate the matter, as the two 
Clark men were “held in high esteem.” He also did not want to anger the rough-and-
tumble Horse Creek community “by arresting them upon a charge of which they might 
show themselves to be innocent.”58 Finally, however, his instincts won out, and he began 
seeking information from law enforcement in the region about anyone matching the 
description of the Clark brothers. A response came from Kentucky telling him all about 
the Reeves brothers, and Sheriff Manion was warned to take extraordinary measures 
when trying to arrest them. The sheriff did so, putting together a four-man team of 
seasoned lawmen.  
John Reeves went quietly enough, but it took all four lawmen to subdue George 
Reeves at the William Byars home. News of the arrest made newspapers across the 
nation. The Grand Falls (Montana) Tribune and the Knoxville (Tennessee) Sentinel, for 
example, carried lengthy articles about the sensational event, and the St. Louis Globe-
Democrat called the arrest “the most important one ever made in this county” and said it 
happened “under circumstances of the most thrilling nature.”59 The day after the arrest, 
Horse Creek farmers came in droves to the Jefferson County Courthouse, offering “to 
furnish bond for any amount.”60 Then news came from Frankfort, Kentucky, clearly 
identifying the arrested pair as the murderous Reeves brothers. The brothers were soon 
placed on a train and, under heavy guard, sent back to Indiana to stand trial. Their outlaw 
adventures, however, had one more dramatic act. 
“A QUICK JUDICIOUS HANGING MIGHT EVEN UP MATTERS”  
Dubois County Sheriff Herman Castrup and Deputy Peter Huther brought the handcuffed 
prisoners by train from the Indiana penitentiary at Jeffersonville to Huntingburg. From 
there, the group traveled to Jasper in a two-seat carriage driven by George Castrup. The 
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sheriff had warned his deputy to be on guard of the older brother, who was known to be 
the more volatile of the pair. Two miles north of Huntingburg, in the wilds of the Patoka 
River bottoms, George asked for a cigar. Darkness had fallen and the sheriff wanted to 
make sure the handcuffs were still secured on George Reeves’s wrists, so the carriage 
was stopped and the request granted. By match light, the sheriff judged the handcuffs 
were secure, but, puffing on the cigar, Reeves suddenly jumped from the carriage, 
running into the darkness and the heavily wooded countryside. Huther, a slightly built 
man, hurried after the escaping Reeves, the deputy firing blindly into the dark night, 
holding back only one bullet for an emergency.  
As George Reeves began scaling a bank, Huther caught up and grabbed at the 
fleeing man’s legs, only to discover the criminal had removed one of his handcuffs. The 
hulking Reeves used the half-freed cuff to try to beat Huther to death, viciously swinging 
it like a deadly club. As the deputy desperately dodged blows, he barely managed to lift 
his pistol and fire his last bullet into Reeves’s chest. Even then, the powerful bandit 
wrestled Huther down to the ground. Finally, the deputy beat his assailant back with the 
pistol and Reeves fell, dead.61  
Newspapers from all over the state and the nation followed the story of the 
attempted escape and death of George Reeves, along with the ensuing trial of John 
Reeves. George Reeves’s body was buried in the Jasper cemetery a day later, not far from 
the grave of Deputy John Gardner, one of the men Reeves had murdered 16 years before, 
adding to the melodrama.62  
The Jasper courtroom was packed with spectators, and more than 50 witnesses 
testified. At first, John Reeves denied that he had ever been to Dubois County, but 
witness after witness came forward and identified him. Other witnesses told of their 
memories of the day of the murder and the last words of the deputies killed, but the 
defense came back with the point that only the direct narrative of the dying, gathered in 
an official manner, could be used in a court of law. Then the former prosecuting attorney 
who had overseen the murder investigation in 1885 revealed that the record of Deputy 
William Cox’s dying declaration had been misplaced and apparently lost.63  
The prosecution came back with other arguments and witnesses. Doctor Kempf 
described the sorry state of William Cox as Cox had lingered for two years before dying: 
“Bowels and bladder had to be removed artificially. His legs withered away and the flesh 
on his back rotted away.”64 Meanwhile, John Reeves’s young, sad-looking wife and 
cooing little baby were prominent factors in the courtroom. Reeves’s case was helped, 
too, by his alternative story about the shooting—which indicated that the deputies might 
have not identified themselves and one deputy had been plainly drunk and aggressive. 
The jury and the crowd in the courtroom sat on the edges of their seats when he spoke. 
Oddly too, Reeves gained some respect when he refused to tell the judge who had helped 
him and his brother escape from prison in Kentucky, explaining he would rather go to jail 
then betray a friend. 
The verdict, called a compromise on the part of the jury by the Jasper Herald, 
was a shocker.65 Reeves was sentenced from two to twenty years for manslaughter. The 
Jasper Weekly Courier believed the convicted man would probably serve only two years 
of that time and suggested that “a quick, judicious hanging might even up matters.”66 
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Reeves, in fact, served only one year and one month before being released for good 
behavior and bad health.67 This research found no records of what happened after his 
release; John Reeves simply disappeared into the dark waters of time.  
The Reeves Gang never received the recognition of groups like the Jesse James or 
Dalton Gangs in the border region of the country, but they did manage to escape the 
wholesale lynching that fell upon the Reno and Archer Gangs, who also terrorized the 
same general area of Southern Indiana. And though the Reeves Gang never achieved the 
level of a “social bandit” group supported by local citizens, they did evolve beyond petty 
crimes in Indiana. Moving on to Kentucky, they become a sophisticated and far-reaching 
group of safe robbers. Over the years, newspaper stories about George and John Reeves 
were of great interest to the public, especially as the turn of the 19th century approached, 
and their surprise arrest in 1901 brought back the memories of the so-called Jesse James-
types of desperadoes to a nation just beginning to idealize the days of the American 
frontier. Thanks to the abundance of newspaper reports, the Reeves Gang’s story, lost to 
time until this study, adds rich narrative to the literature of criminal activity in the Lower 
Midwest in the post-Civil War era.  
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ABSTRACT  
Indigenous Americans living with type 2 diabetes in urban areas like 
Chicago face significant challenges to meeting the care recommendations 
of their medical providers. Based upon mixed-methods research, including 
both qualitative and quantitative measures, in Chicago’s Indigenous 
community, I have found that diabetes-care and -prevention challenges 
faced by individuals in this community include (1) the high financial and 
time costs of care, (2) lack of recognition of or response to acute 
symptoms of high glucose levels, (3) prioritization of other life 
responsibilities, (4) distrust of western medicine, and (5) fatalistic views 
about diabetes development and prognosis. If we are to reduce rates of 
type 2 diabetes and its related complications in Indigenous American 
populations, we need to reframe our view of who Indigenous peoples are 
and what the type 2 diabetes epidemic means in these communities, and 
consider how to best develop solutions for care that are feasible in urban 
settings. This aim can be achieved through a greater awareness of the 
challenges faced by urban Natives caring for type 2 diabetes and by 
engaging with these communities to develop collaborative programs to 
improve care in these settings. 
KEY WORDS  Native American Health; Anthropology; Chronic Condition Care; Urban 
The Indigenous peoples of the Americas face significant disparities in health and in 
access to health care in the United States of America. Urban Indigenous communities are 
affected by these disparities while being one of the most understudied and underserved 
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ethnic minority populations within the nation. Today, nearly 80 percent of Indigenous 
peoples in the United States live outside of reservations, with the majority of those living 
in urban areas (Norris, Vines, and Hoeffel 2012). All data on Indigenous health, however, 
is skewed toward reservation spaces, where the majority of Indian Health Services 
facilities can be found and from which the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
gathers its data on Indigenous health. Nationally, Indigenous peoples have the highest 
rates of diabetes, with 15.1 percent of the population living with the disease (Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention 2017). Although there are drastically fewer studies of 
urban Indigenous health, several studies have identified high rates of diabetes in these 
populations (Kramer 1992; Rhoades, Roubideaux, and Buchwald 2004). Studies have 
also found that urban Indigenous peoples face higher rates of diabetes-related mortality 
(Jacobs-Wingo et al. 2016). In this article, I investigate the challenges to diabetes care in 
an urban population and offer suggestions for improving care models for the future. 
Indigenous peoples living with diabetes in urban areas, like Chicago, Illinois, face 
significant challenges to meeting the diabetes care recommendations of their medical 
providers. These populations are overlooked by health communities in city spaces. 
Although the majority of Indigenous people live in city spaces, they still make up a 
relatively small proportion of the city populations. For instance, in Chicago, the city with 
the eighth largest Indigenous population, Indigenous people made up 0.5 percent of the 
population, according to the 2010 Census (Norris et al. 2012; United States Census 
Bureau 2012). Despite their relatively small size in terms of total population, urban 
Indigenous peoples and their health concerns need, and deserve, attention. Based upon 26 
months of qualitative and quantitative research, in this article, I describe the challenges to 
meeting diabetes-care needs in an urban indigenous community, and I suggest some ways 
to meet the needs of urban Indigenous communities through a collaborative approach.  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This paper is based upon 26 months of research I conducted with Chicago’s Indigenous 
population between 2007 and 2017.1 I used both qualitative and quantitative methods in 
this study, including 124 semistructured interviews and the collection of 53 surveys.  
I recruited interview participants using the snowball method of sampling. I first 
met several medical practitioners, diabetes patients, and caregivers through the wellness 
department of the American Indian Center (a cultural community center). Those first 
interviewees introduced me to additional research participants. I completed 124 
interviews with 97 participants for this study (Table 1). Interviewees identified 
themselves as citizens of 26 American Indian Nations from across the United States and 
Canada. The study included 93 interviews about diabetes with individuals living with 
type 2 diabetes, as well as with family caregivers and medical professionals. These 
semistructured interviews investigated individual understandings of diabetes and 
experiences with its daily care. The 31 remaining interviews were oral history interviews 
conducted with community elders about their experiences relocating to Chicago in the 
mid-20th century.  
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Gender     
 Male 15 (37.5%) 13 (43.3%) 1 (7.7%) 9 (33.3%) 
 Female 25 (62.5%) 17 (56.7%) 12 (92.3%) 18 (66.7%) 
Age     
 18–30 4 (10.0%) 7 (23.3%) 3 (23.1%) 0 (0%) 
 31–45 8 (20.0%) 9 (30.0%) 2 (15.4%) 0 (0%) 
 46–60 13 (32.5%) 13 (43.3%) 5 (38.5%) 11 (40.7%) 
 61–75 13 (32.5%) 1 (3.3%) 3 (23.1%) 11 (40.7%) 
 76+ 2 (5.0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (18.5%) 
Years with diabetes     
 Less than 1 8 (20.0%) — — — 
 1–2 5 (12.5%) — — — 
 3–5 10 (25.0%) — — — 
 6–10 4 (10.0%) — — — 
 11–15 5 (12.5%) — — — 
 16–20 1 (2.5%) — — — 
 21 or more 7 (17.5%) — — — 
Has type 2 diabetes     
 Yes 40 (100%) 0 (0%) 3 (23.1%) 12 (44.4%) 
 No 0 (0%) 30 (100%) 10 (76.9%) 15 (55.6%) 
Type of care provider     
 Physician — — 1 (7.7%) — 
 Dietician — — 1 (7.7%) — 
 Nurse — — 7 (53.8%) — 
 Community health 
worker — — 
4 (30.8%) — 
Works primarily with Native population   
 Yes — — 10 (76.9%) — 
 No — — 3 (23.1%) — 
Note: Overlap of participants exists across the diabetes interviews and oral history interviews. 
Dietary surveys were collected at a community event held in November of 2015 
at the American Indian Center; 53 community members completed an 11-page survey 
about their demographic information, their general health and health care choices, and 
their typical eating habits.  
I analyzed interview data using NVivo coding software. Important themes were 
identified by analyzing the frequency of mention or occurrence in the data. I analyzed 
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survey data by entering responses in an Excel workbook and computing data for relevant 
demographic information. In this article, I focus on the data from interviews, as they 
provide a rich view of the complicated nature of diabetes care in Chicago’s Indigenous 
community. Survey data provide some basic demographic information about this 
population to supplement the interview data.  
RESULTS 
Indigenous Americans living with diabetes in urban areas, like Chicago, face significant 
challenges to meeting the diabetes care recommendations of their medical providers. I 
contend this is not an issue of noncompliance with doctors’ recommended care routines; 
rather, these challenges result from the complexity of caring for diabetes within this 
population in the urban space. Study participants living with diabetes, as well as their 
family caregivers, understand their doctors’ recommended diabetes care guidelines: to 
monitor blood glucose levels with home testing supplies, and to manage blood glucose 
levels by taking medications as prescribed, counting and limiting carbohydrates 
consumed throughout the day and increasing physical activity when possible. The 
feasibility of meeting their doctors’ recommended orders, however, is hindered by other 
factors in their lives, including financial and time costs of care, not recognizing or 
responding to acute symptoms of high glucose levels, other life responsibilities, distrust 
of western medicine, and fatalistic views about diabetes development and prognosis. As I 
will show below, some of these factors compound with one another to further complicate 
and hinder care in this situation. Below, I outline these factors before discussing ways to 
engage with communities to overcome some of the challenges they face.  
Riddle and Herman (2018) describe the cost of diabetes care as the elephant in the 
room for practitioners aiming to improve the daily care of their patients. For patients 
caring for the disease daily, cost is not the elephant in the room but rather the elephant 
positioned on their chest and preventing them from meeting the daily diabetes care 
routines. Joan, a 49-year-old Potawatomi–Puerto Rican woman, explained, for instance, 
that she understood the basic components of what type of diet she should eat to manage 
her glucose levels, a diet she developed in consultation with a registered dietician.2 She 
found, however, that the food items recommended by her care team were ultimately more 
expensive to purchase than the higher-calorie and lower-nutrient foods that better fit into 
her family budget: “Well I see her [the dietician], but then the stuff she tells you are like 
impossible. I tell her sometimes when you’re on a fixed income it’s impossible to buy 
what you’re supposed to have.”  
Based on the 2015 survey data collected in this study, 20.4 percent of this 
population live below the 2015 national poverty line. Additionally, another 38.8 percent 
live on the border of the poverty line, with incomes just $1,000–$5,000 above the poverty 
threshold for their household size (Table 2). In addition to the higher costs of healthier 
foods that Joan references are the increasingly high costs for diabetes care supplies: 
insulin, oral medications, and blood glucose testing supplies. According to self-reported 
insurance status for the survey participants, 37.0 percent of this population do not have 
health insurance, 6.5 percent are covered through Medicare, 26.1 percent have health 
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insurance through their employers, and 30.4 percent have insurance through their own 
means (Table 3). Many Indigenous Americans living in Chicago may receive health 
services and medications at a reduced or minimal rate through American Indian Health 
Services of Chicago (AIHSC), which is located in Chicago’s Uptown neighborhood. 
Although this neighborhood was once home to a significant portion of Chicago’s 
Indigenous population, most of the Indigenous population no longer live in this 
neighborhood because of rising housing costs thanks to gentrification, so access to these 
lower-cost care services and supplies are limited by the location of AIHSC and its nearby 
partner pharmacy. 
Table 2. Participants’ Economic Status 
  N = 49 
Households below the poverty line 10 (20.4%) 
Households near the poverty line 19 (38.8%) 
Households well above the poverty line 20 (40.8%) 
Note: Four of the 53 respondents did not reply to this question. 
Table 3. Participants’ Insurance Status 
  N = 46 
Uninsured 17 (37.0%) 
Insured through employer 12 (26.1%) 
Insured through own means 14 (30.4%) 
Medicare 3 (6.5%) 
Note: Seven of the 53 respondents did not reply to this question. 
Building upon these issues of high financial costs of food and medical care is the 
issue of distrust in the western medical profession, particularly when run and funded by 
the government. Individuals in Indigenous communities around the United States base 
this distrust upon past atrocities committed under the guise of healthcare offered by the 
U.S. government as part of treaty agreements, and because of this history, urban 
Indigenous Americans are apprehensive of western medical care. (See Pearson [2003] 
and Harmon [2010] for examples and discussions of this history.) Financial cost is also a 
significant issue for urban Natives in completing their diabetes care routines, and 
seemingly clear-cut avenues for reduced-cost medical services and supplies do not 
necessarily resolve the issue for them.  
Another form of cost that inhibits the capability of Chicago Natives to care for 
their diabetes in the ways they would like is time cost. Living in Chicago, where 
commute times are the third longest nationwide, at just under 60 minutes round trip, can 
limit the time available to prepare wholesome meals, remember to test blood glucose 
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levels, ensure that medications are taken as prescribed, and find time to be physically 
active (Robert Half 2017). In this population, people report not just commute times but 
also work responsibilities, caring for children and grandchildren, and household needs as 
factors limiting their time available to care for diabetes. Carmen, a 69-year-old Oneida 
woman living with diabetes, explained in this way:  
I don’t eat regular like I should I try to, but it’s so hard 
when you gotta go to work and this and that and you just 
don’t have time. . . . I usually forget to take my 
medicine. . . . So usually when they come, the American 
Indian Health comes on Wednesdays . . . it [her blood 
glucose level] is usually pretty high. It’s in the two 
hundreds, you know.  
When reading Carmen’s statement, one may wonder how she does not recognize prior to 
testing that her blood glucose is elevated. In interviews with Indigenous individuals 
living with diabetes, I found that the majority interviewed noted that they do not always 
feel physically ill when their blood glucose is elevated, so the urgency of caring for 
diabetes may not be immediately felt, whereas work, family, and other health-care 
responsibilities can represent more-pressing concerns. In this community, 72.5 percent of 
individuals living with type 2 diabetes were living with other health conditions (Table 4). 
Diabetes care is not a priority because for many, the symptoms of high blood glucose 
levels may not be felt or recognized in the early years after diagnosis. 
Table 4. Participants Living with Type 2 Diabetes and One or More Other Diseases 
  N = 40 
Living with diabetes and one or more other diseases 29 (72.5%) 
Living with diabetes alone 11 (27.5%) 
 
If a majority of individuals living with diabetes do not recognize the immediate signs of 
elevated blood glucose levels and they have limited access to diabetes-management 
supplies, there is little way for this issue to be resolved as it currently stands. Greater 
access to glucose-testing supplies would help to increase awareness of the individual 
signs of high, low, and normal blood glucose levels. When diabetes patients cannot afford 
blood glucose monitors and test strips, they tend to their diabetes management on their 
own terms. Some individuals, such as Sylvia, a 67-year-old Chippewa woman, explain 
that although they cannot measure their glucose levels as often as recommended, they do 
strive to keep an eye on their diabetes management through resources available in the 
city, including free glucose screenings at community events and at local pharmacies. In 
some cases, free glucose monitoring is the only option patients have to test their glucose 
levels. Although this free testing available at community centers is incredibly valuable to 
members of this population, it is not a long-term solution. People of all racial and ethnic 
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backgrounds who are caring for diabetes need to have access to affordable glucose-
testing supplies at home for successful diabetes management.  
A final and unique component of diabetes-care challenges in Chicago’s 
Indigenous community is the ubiquity of diabetes in this population. Many of the 
challenges described above are common across many racial and ethnic populations living 
with diabetes. One distinctly Native challenge to diabetes care is the commonality of this 
disease in the population. In the 2009 stage of this research, an informal raise-of-hands 
survey taken during a community event attested to the high rate of diabetes diagnosis in 
Chicago’s Indigenous population; at this event, when the dietician asked who had a 
family member with diabetes, nearly every attendee in the crowd of more than 50 people 
raised a hand. In informal conversations with Indigenous individuals during the years of 
this study, I spoke with individuals who were not living with diabetes but who insisted 
that it was only a matter of time before they developed the disease; these people often 
said that they were “not diabetic yet.” This conception of heightened risk for diabetes 
development is not only based on the ubiquity of diabetes in this local community but 
also further heightened and shaped by public health campaigns. 
Throughout local community and health centers, individuals can find pamphlets 
from the American Diabetes Association and the National Diabetes Education Project 
that promote lifestyle changes to prevent and stop diabetes. While each of these 
pamphlets and posters with hopeful messages supports ideas of control and prevention, 
these message of hope and support were preceded by descriptions of Indigenous 
Americans as being at high risk for diabetes. This media states, “Type 2 diabetes is more 
common than ever in young American Indians and Native Alaskans,” and “Diabetes is a 
growing problem for Native Americans. Many Native Americans have Type II diabetes.” 
This labeling of groups of people as at risk has an unintended lasting effect on the groups 
identified as such. It leads to fatalistic views, which may inhibit the taking of proactive 
steps toward diabetes prevention in a group such as Chicago’s Indigenous community.  
Chicago’s Indigenous community has mixed responses to fatalistic conceptions of 
diabetes. There are people in the community who believe they will develop diabetes and 
do not take action to change their lives to prevent it. In an interview, Roy, a 35-year-old 
Oglala Sioux–Navajo man, expressed a concern that he is likely to develop the disease 
someday. Though he believes he is at risk for developing diabetes, Roy explains that he is 
not ready to find out if he has diabetes at this point in his life: 
I’ve thought about, but then thinking about it’s like, if you 
really want to know, it’s like, going to change your whole 
life. And right now I don’t want that to change. I mean I’m 
aware of it, and I’ve always thought about it too every once 
in a while, like, you know those sweets right there, I want 
it, you know. 
There are also people who believe they will develop diabetes but, unlike Roy, 
adjust their lifestyles by eating what they consider healthier foods and increasing physical 
activity to prolong the time before they will develop the disease. Although fatalistic 
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views are widespread in this community, some participants describe making life 
adjustments with the expectation that they can and will prevent the development of type 2 
diabetes altogether, so while fatalistic views about the disease are prevalent in this 
population, some members are actively engaging in lifestyle activities that they intend to 
either prevent the disease entirely or extend the time before its development. Ultimately, 
the prevalence of the disease in conjunction with public health media fostering the idea of 
heightened risk of diabetes in this population can lead to fatalistic views about its 
development, and in some cases, this can inhibit and prohibit steps toward prevention. 
The majority of participants in this study described a real desire to care for 
diabetes and to prevent the development of complications, but obstacles stand in their 
way. Some of these obstacles are common across multiple populations with diabetes—
particularly obstacles related to costs of diabetes care. Other obstacles are unique to this 
community—notably the distrust of western medicine and the ubiquity of the disease in 
the community. If we are to effectively reduce rates of diabetes and its complications in 
Indigenous American populations, we need to reframe our view of who Indigenous 
Americans are and what the diabetes epidemic means in these communities, and to 
consider how to best offer solutions for care that are feasible in the urban setting. This 
aim can be achieved through engagement and collaboration with these communities.  
DISCUSSION 
Although there is no quick fix for this situation, I see this as an opportunity to open a 
conversation about how to better ally with marginalized and underserved communities 
afflicted with high rates of chronic conditions such as type 2 diabetes.  
First and foremost, work on diabetes care and prevention needs to be 
collaborative, engaging with the population in need of care. This is particularly true 
because the vast majority of diabetes-care and -prevention work is done outside of 
clinical settings. Local community members know their own needs and capabilities best, 
and engaging with leaders in local communities will produce better long-term outcomes. 
There are projects with demonstrated success in preventing diabetes in Indigenous 
communities, and collaborative work within Indigenous communities in the past has 
demonstrated real promise in projects relating to diabetes prevention (Jiang et al. 2013; 
Macaulay et al. 1998; Potvin et al. 2003). This is an area that offers great possibility for 
future success. Based on interviews and discussions at community events in this study, 
there are three ways in which progress toward more effective diabetes care can begin: 
(1) increasing education about healthy living, (2) reframing our views health and care, 
and (3) returning to traditional practices in the city space to improve care.  
In this study, I asked each interviewee what they would like to see happen in 
the future. The overwhelming majority of community members said they would like 
to see more education. They would like to see education about diabetes that offers 
feasible suggestions for preventing diabetes and improving its care. Further, they see 
diabetes as only one area in a larger health-education need. The development of 
wellness education programs that focus on how to not only prevent diabetes but also 
improve health more generally would be of the greatest benefit. Some examples 
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include cooking classes on how to make healthier versions of meals that families 
enjoy and are easy to make, and promotion of increasing physical activity by showing 
people how to work physical activity into their already busy lives so such activity is 
both nonthreatening and attainable.  
The second area where care can improve for diabetes is the reframing of our ideas 
of diabetes care into a broader scheme of health care. The majority of participants 
interviewed in this study who were living with diabetes were also living with other health 
conditions, including high blood pressure, heart disease, arthritis, cancer, and obesity 
(Table 4). Recognizing that diabetes rarely occurs on its own and is part of a larger health 
challenge that needs to be addressed in a new way is the first step in this process. Some 
of the examples of education that foster improved care of the whole body—promoting 
physical activity in attainable ways, for instance—would be beneficial not only for 
diabetes care and prevention but also for heart health and weight control.  
The incorporation of traditional Indigenous practices into diabetes prevention and 
care could be revolutionary in the urban setting. Diabetes treatment programs 
incorporating traditional cultural practices such as talking circles and Native games as 
well as traditional foods have been effective in reservation spaces (Bruna 2015; Olson 
1999, 2001; Smith-Morris 2006; Venkat Narayan et al. 1998; Wilson et al. 1994). 
Chicago’s Indigenous community has been focused on programming that weaves 
together traditional activities and city life throughout much of its history—for instance, 
the American Indian Center planted a traditional medicinal garden outside its building, 
and American Indian Health Services of Chicago developed diabetes talking circles. 
Partnering with local community centers that are already engaged in the development of 
programming based in traditional practices offers great potential for future diabetes 
prevention and care in this community.  
In addition to these three areas that offer some tangible possibilities, we need to 
see larger societal change for improving the health of not just urban Indigenous 
populations but the broader U.S. population. Food that is nourishing, filling, and healthy 
needs to be accessible to everyone, whether they reside in urban or rural spaces. People 
need better-paying jobs and greater access to health care and medical supplies. Meeting 
these aims is no small charge, but if health is to be equitable, these larger social issues 
need to be addressed.  
ENDNOTES 
1. This study was approved by the Social and Behavioral Sciences Internal Review 
Board of the University of Wisconsin–Madison under protocol number SE-2009-
0188, the Minimal Risk Internal Review Board of the University of Wisconsin–
Madison under protocol number 2012-0345, and the Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Internal Review Board of Northwestern University under protocol number 
00201965. 
2. All names are pseudonyms. 
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Colonizationism versus Abolitionism in the Antebellum North:  
The Anti-Slavery Society of Hanover College and Indiana 
Theological Seminary (1836) versus the Hanover College Officers, 
Board of Trustees, and Faculty* 
J. MICHAEL RALEY 
Hanover College 
ABSTRACT 
In March 1836, nine Hanover College and Indiana Theological Seminary 
students, almost certainly including Benjamin Franklin Templeton, a 
former slave enrolled in the seminary, formed an antislavery society. The 
society’s Preamble and Constitution set forth abolitionist ideals 
demanding an immediate emancipation of Southern slaves with rights of 
citizenship and “without expatriation.” Thus they encountered the ire of 
Hanover’s Presbyterian trustees—colonizationists who believed instead 
that free blacks and educated slaves, gradually and voluntarily 
emancipated by their owners, should leave the United States and relocate 
to Liberia, where they would experience greater opportunity, equality, and 
justice than was possible here in the United States and simultaneously 
exercise a civilizing and Christianizing influence on indigenous West 
Africans. By separating the races on two different continents with an 
ocean between them, America’s race problem would be solved.  
The efforts of the colonizationists failed, in part because of a lack of 
sufficient resources to transport and resettle three million African 
Americans. Then, too, few Southern slaveholders were willing to 
emancipate their slaves and finance those former slaves’ voyages, and 
most free blacks refused to leave the country of their birth. In Liberia, left 
largely to their own resources, colonists encountered disease, the enmity 
of local tribes, the threat of slavers, and difficulties in farming that left 
these former slaves struggling for existence, even if free blacks who 
engaged in mercantile trade there fared well. In the United States, the 
trustees’ conviction that American society was racist beyond reform, 
together with their refusal to confront the system of slavery in the South in 
 
* Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to J. Michael Raley, 427 Mulberry 
Street, Madison, Indiana  47250; raleyjm@hanover.edu; (812) 866–7205.  
I am grateful to Starla Raley and to the anonymous reviewers for reading drafts of this 
essay. Archivist Jen Duplaga made available documents in the Hanover College archives, and 
Patricia Lawrence and Michael Ellis of the Hanover College Duggan Library assisted with 
interlibrary loan requests. 
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hope of preserving the Union and their refusal to allow even discussion of 
the subject of slavery on the Hanover campus, left their central question 
unanswered: Would it ever be possible for people of color and whites to 
reside together in the United States peaceably and equitably? The trustees’ 
decision exerted another long-term impact as well. Although today the 
campus is integrated, Hanover College would not admit an African 
American student until 1948. 
KEY WORDS  Slavery; Free Blacks; Colonizationism; Abolitionism; Liberia 
Hanover College (founded in 1827) celebrates a longstanding, rich heritage of interracial 
equality. During its early years, Hanover welcomed a young African American student 
named Benjamin Franklin Templeton (1809–1858) to the campus, and for the past 
several decades, the college has been integrated. Currently, Hanover College proudly 
boasts 39 Benjamin Templeton Scholars who, as “exceptional students who have 
participated in or led programs that promote diversity, human rights or social justice for 
race, gender, religion, national origin, sexual orientation or gender identity, are invited to 
compete for a renewable, full-tuition scholarship award” (Hanover College 2020). In 
May 2015, Hanover College even awarded Templeton a posthumous Bachelor of Arts 
degree, and yet history also tells us that there has been a disconnect here, for between 
Templeton’s departure from the Hanover campus (1836) and 1948, a span of 112 years, 
not one African American student was admitted to Hanover College. Further, it turns out 
even Benjamin Templeton was never officially admitted to Hanover College. Instead, he 
studied for three years in Hanover’s Preparatory Department before entering Indiana 
Theological Seminary (ITS), the Presbyterian seminary chartered in 1829 on the Hanover 
campus that later relocated to Chicago and today is known as McCormick Theological 
Seminary (Cressy 1832:9; Dunn 1883:14; Hanover College and ITS 1833:6, 1834:10, 
1834–35:10, 1835–36:3).1  
Templeton was an African American who had been born a slave in South 
Carolina in 1809 but then had been freed by his deceased master’s will. In 1813, young 
Templeton and his family accompanied their former mistress, Ann Williamson, to Ohio 
when she relocated to escape slavery and to be near one of her sons, Presbyterian minister 
William Williamson. When the Chillicothe Presbytery consented in 1831 to fund a 
portion of his training for the ministry, Templeton enrolled at Ripley College, where John 
Rankin (1793–1886), an abolitionist, was chairman of the board of trustees and also 
active in the Underground Railroad (Hagedorn 2002:60–64; Rankin 1873:33). Though all 
went well at first, a racist steamboat worker named Franklin Shaw [Snow] soon attacked 
Benjamin, lashing him brutally with a cowhide whip, a vicious event that generated much 
controversy among the residents of Ripley. Threatened simultaneously with the 
withdrawal of the college’s students from Southern slave-owning families who demanded 
Templeton’s dismissal from the college, along with the refusal of Northern abolitionists 
to continue supporting the college financially if Templeton was not allowed to stay, 
Rankin decided to tutor Templeton privately in his home through the end of the 1832 
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spring semester. Rankin then sent Templeton to two of his friends—Hanover College 
founder John Finley Crowe (1787–1860) and president James Blythe (1765–1842), both 
conservative opponents of slavery—confident that they would treat Benjamin well. 
Templeton finished the three-year course of study in the Preparatory Department and 
studied for one additional year at ITS in 1835–36.  
Templeton’s early years at Hanover were uneventful, though racial tensions 
throughout the Ohio River valley were running high. In September 1836, following racial 
disturbances and turmoil at Hanover, Templeton left Indiana Seminary. Accepted as a 
candidate for the ministry by the Chillicothe Presbytery that fall, Templeton transferred 
to Lane Theological Seminary, where he earned his diploma two years later and 
afterward was licensed as a missionary by his presbytery. After serving briefly as a 
missionary at Ripley, Templeton founded the Sixth Presbyterian Church at Pittsburgh in 
1841 and, from 1844 until his death in 1858, served as pastor of Philadelphia’s Second 
African Presbyterian Church (Delaney 1852:126; Furnish 2014:199; Galbraith 1899:110; 
Hagedorn 2002:60–64; Lane Theological Seminary 1881:14; Peabody 1837; Presbyterian 
Theological Seminary 1939:40; Rankin 1873:17; Hanover College and ITS 1833:6, 
1834:10, 1834–35:10, 1835–36:3).  
Templeton’s departure from Hanover was tied to a series of events that were 
unleashed in March 1836, when nine Hanover College and Indiana Theological Seminary 
students, almost certainly including Templeton, formed an anti-slavery society. The 
society’s Preamble and Constitution set forth abolitionist ideals demanding an immediate 
emancipation of Southern slaves, with rights of citizenship and “without expatriation” to 
Liberia (McAuley et al. 1836). In so doing, they encountered the ire of Hanover’s 
Presbyterian officers, faculty, and trustees—supporters of the American Colonization 
Society (ACS) who believed that free blacks and educated slaves, gradually and 
voluntarily emancipated by their owners, should leave the United States and relocate to 
Liberia, where they would experience greater opportunity, equality, and justice than was 
possible in the racist United States and simultaneously exercise a civilizing and 
Christianizing influence on indigenous West Africans (Tomek 2011:1–17). By separating 
the races on two different continents with an ocean between them, America’s race 
problem would be solved. The efforts of the ACS failed in part because of a lack of 
sufficient resources to transport and resettle three million African Americans. Then, too, 
few Southern slaveholders were willing to emancipate their slaves and finance those 
former slaves’ voyages, and most free blacks refused to leave the country of their birth. 
Meanwhile, in Liberia, colonists left largely to their own resources encountered disease, 
the enmity of local tribes, the threat of slavers, and difficulties in farming that left these 
former slaves struggling for existence, even if free blacks who engaged in mercantile and 
professional occupations there generally fared well (Burin 2005:148–57; Clegg 
2004:144–50, 227–37; Liebenow 1987:16, 18–23; Tyler-McGraw 2007:127–28; Yarema 
2006:21, 28, 36).  
Here in the United States, the failure of the ACS’s agenda, coupled with their 
decision not to attempt to reform white racism—indeed, their conviction that white 
American society was racist beyond reform, together with their refusal to confront 
directly the system of slavery in the South in the hope of preserving the Union—left 
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unanswered their central question: Would it ever be possible for people of color and 
whites to reside together in the United States peaceably and equitably? The trustees’ 
decision to not allow any discussion of the subject on the Hanover campus exerted 
another long-term impact as well, for not until 1948 did Hanover College admit its first 
African American student, and, alas, even then not without controversy. In June 1954, 
however, the Hanover trustees officially removed any remaining bars against admitting 
African Americans, paving the way for the greater diversification found at Hanover 
College today (Baker 1978:196–97; Hanover College Board of Trustees 1949–68:47; 
Hanover College History Department 2018). 
INDIANA’S BLACK LAWS AND THE INFAMOUS ARTICLE XIII  
OF THE 1851 CONSTITUTION  
Despite their antislavery rhetoric, most Northern white evangelicals of the antebellum era 
did not welcome African Americans as their neighbors. Restricting the rights and 
freedoms of Indiana’s free black communities along the Ohio River border region and 
further north during this period was a series of Black Laws—prohibitions against black 
suffrage, black militia service, African American testimony in trials of whites, and 
interracial marriages—that had been enacted by the Indiana state legislature and 
remained in force despite repeated calls by Free Soilers during the 1840s and 1850s to 
abolish them. Adding to the mix, the 1850 Federal Slave Act infamously allowed slave 
catchers and kidnappers to come north of the Ohio River in pursuit of fugitive slaves, 
much to the chagrin of many Northerners, and the 1850–51 Indiana State Constitutional 
Convention not only refused to repeal the Black Laws already in place but also added 
Article XIII, which stipulated in Section 1, “No negro or mulatto shall come into or settle 
in the State, after the adoption of this Constitution” (Indiana Historical Bureau 2020; 
Kettleborough 1916:1:360–63; Sewell 1976:180–82; Thornbrough 1957:68–73). Former 
Hanover Preparatory Department principal and college professor William McKee Dunn 
was the sole downstate delegate to vote against barring blacks from entering the state. In 
the ensuing referendum, the state’s voters, including a majority of Jefferson County 
residents, overwhelmingly ratified Article XIII—113,828 to 21,873—in part out of 
support for the Union, coupled with apathy or a lack of sympathy for runaway slaves and 
general prejudice against blacks, to whom southern Indiana delegate William C. Foster 
disparagingly referred as “vermin” (Esarey 1915:1:460; Miller 1938:183; Sewell 
1976:182; Varble 2014:66–71). 
Though African Americans living north of the Ohio River had many friends in 
Southern Indiana, an inherent racism, coupled with a belief by white evangelicals of the 
benefits of colonizationism, predominated long before passage and ratification of Article 
XIII. We learn something of this from a record left by E. S. Abdy, an English visitor to 
Madison in May 1834 (Abdy 1835:2:363–74). Abdy had landed by steamer at Madison, 
intending to travel north to Indianapolis, but had been unable to do so because of the poor 
quality of the road north. While he was trying to determine how to proceed, he visited a 
barbershop run by a free black man in Madison’s Georgetown district. There, in the midst 
of conversation about one of Abdy’s fascinations, local race relations in the United 
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States, the barber told Abdy of a settlement of free black farmers just four miles from 
Madison, which Abdy decided to visit the next day. There, he found a family named 
Crosby, who had relocated from Kentucky some years earlier.  
Though suspicious of her visitor at first, upon learning that Abdy was an 
Englishman, Mrs. Crosby opened up. She explained that although the blacks of their 
community had been treated well at first, this had gradually changed and for the past 
three or four years, their white neighbors had regarded them with “scorn and disdain.” In 
fact, she wished that her family had never moved from Kentucky. Even more disturbing, 
their white neighbors were now pressuring them to sell their farm and relocate to Liberia. 
This message had even been conveyed by white Sunday school teachers who were 
instructing the black children. The entire settlement was thus in a quandary about what 
they should do. The black settlers realized that the emigration plan “had nothing to 
recommend it, but the hope it held out of lessening their numbers, and their degradation.” 
At the same time, they clearly were no longer welcome in Southern Indiana. Aside from 
the race issue, their white neighbors had grown envious because the blacks had arrived 
early, chosen excellent land, cleared it of timber, and put it into profitable farm 
production (Abdy 1835:2:363–66; Cox 2018:45–46; Franklin and Schweninger 
1999:189–99; May 1861).  
COLONIZATION AS THE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF SLAVERY 
Beyond the issue of race relations between free blacks and whites in the North, the 
United States had the problem of slavery in the South. Four potential solutions were 
proposed: (1) the immediate abolition of slavery and the emancipation of all slaves with 
citizenship rights proposed by “radical” and “reformist” abolitionists, with the former 
stressing the complicity of the North in the nation’s sin of slavery and the latter the 
North’s fundamental goodness; (2) the prolongation and expansion of slavery as an 
institution in the American South and West as advocated by proslavery interests; 
(3) letting everything take its natural course without interference; and (4) the education 
and Christianization of slaves, coupled with their gradual emancipation in the United 
States, proposed by more moderate abolitionists, and their relocation to Liberia or some 
other location as advocated by colonizationists or emigrationists and the slaves’ owners 
(Fox 1919:44–45; Kraditor 1989:7–10). In their discussions of race and slavery, as well 
as of theology, Baptists, Methodists, and Presbyterians alike were deeply divided. While 
the Southern branches of these denominations generally supported slavery, most 
Northern Protestants viewed slavery as evil yet advocated a slow, gradual, and largely 
voluntary process of education and emancipation, accompanied by the expatriation of 
former slaves and free blacks to Liberia, where they could exercise a civilizing religious 
influence upon the indigenous West African peoples (Longfield 2013:91–98; 
Thornbrough 1965:12–13, 16–17, 20–24). Most Southern Evangelicals, in contrast, 
considered slavery itself to be a Christianizing institution and merged the Golden Rule 
with their understanding of a divinely ordained hierarchical world, arguing, in the words 
of Southern Presbyterian spokesperson James Henley Thornwell, “The [golden] rule . . . 
simply requires, in the case of slavery, that we should treat our slaves as we should feel 
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that we had a right to be treated if we were slaves ourselves” (Adger and Girardeau 
1871–73:4:429; Carwardine 1993:153–59; Longfield 2013:98–110).  
Those Southerners who supported colonization did so because the American 
Colonization Society, founded in 1816 by New Jersey Presbyterian minister Robert 
Finley and others, initially had focused upon relocating free blacks to Africa. Free blacks, 
slaveholders argued, had never effectively been integrated into the American population, 
and their rising numbers now posed a serious threat to the continued existence of slavery 
in the South (Liebenow 1987:13; Yarema 2006:15–18). In contrast, Northern Protestants 
advocating colonization strove to reconcile white racism and blacks’ disadvantages with 
their own understanding of Christian liberty and belief in human potential. 
Simultaneously, they sought to address the citizenship questions and socioeconomic 
issues posed by emancipation through the relocation of African Americans to Liberia 
(Kraditor 1989:27–28; Thornbrough 1965:16–17). A broad emancipation seemed 
impractical to most colonizationists. Many doubted that the federal government 
possessed the constitutional authority to enact a general emancipation provision, and 
large numbers of uneducated, emancipated slaves suddenly having to fend for themselves 
in the United States would surely create a socioeconomic crisis. Further, given the 
inherent racism across America, African Americans would never truly be free in the 
United States, and the expatriation of freed slaves would lessen, if not eliminate, the 
danger of a race war in the South. If they could eliminate the free black population while 
gradually convincing slaveholders to emancipate their slaves and send them to Liberia, 
the evil of slavery would disappear, racial tensions would no longer be an issue in the 
United States, blacks emigrating to Liberia would thrive, and Africans would become 
civilized (Fox 1919:142–43; Staudenraus 1961:viii). 
Even Quakers, famous for their support of the Underground Railroad in Indiana 
and Ohio, did not always relish the thought of having black neighbors. Whereas Levi 
Coffin’s network of Indiana Friends labored to help fugitives escape to Canada, Quakers 
in Pennsylvania and North Carolina supported the efforts of the ACS. As Claude A. 
Clegg noted, “One of the great draws of the ACS’s program for many Friends, and 
countless others, had been that it aimed to permanently remove both slavery and blacks 
from the country, as well as all of the problems of discrimination, citizenship, and 
security related to their existence in America. . . . [T]he natural inclination of the Quakers 
to seek a deliberated, conciliatory, and lasting resolution of their manumission dilemma 
meshed well with the claims of ACS spokesmen that free blacks had no real future in the 
United States” (Clegg 2004:137–8). Quaker Elliot Cresson of Philadelphia, a frequent 
spokesperson for the ACS and a humanitarian opponent of slavery, believed that 
educated blacks, who had little hope of escaping the racist yoke in the United States, 
would thrive economically and politically if only they were given an opportunity in 
Liberia. This argument was supplemented by the “civilizing principle” of Alexander 
Crummel and others, according to which the peoples of Africa eventually would become 
civilized and adopt Christianity through the influence of educated, Christianized free 
blacks and former slaves who relocated to Liberia. In sum, given the enormous religious, 
social, economic, and political concerns, along with the threat of secession and civil war, 
that loomed on the horizon and threatened to come to the fore with an immediate 
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emancipation, colonizationists opted instead for a more moderate approach that relied 
upon a combination of moral suasion and human reason to rid the North of free blacks 
and sought to work with and accommodate slaveholders in the Upper South by 
postponing and only gradually effecting the emancipation of slaves. Thus would they 
address the slavery issue and yet preserve the Union. Even Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
coming from a strong Presbyterian family, in Uncle Tom’s Cabin supported colonization, 
along with the responsibility of Christians to educate and aid blacks’ emigration to 
Liberia (Blackett 2008:14–15; Burin 2005:22; Fox 1919:143; Henry 2008:83–85; Moses 
1975; Stowe 1910:2, 458–61, 472). 
Of course, the ACS never had much chance of success. The colonizationists’ 
argument ignored the facts that Africa is a large continent, rather than a country, that 
most African American slaves had been born in the United States, and that even those 
who had been born in Africa were likely from a region with a culture and language quite 
different from those found in Liberia. Further, state funding to support ACS expatriations 
in Virginia in 1833, for example, provided less than half the cost for an emigrant’s 
passage and six months’ sustenance (estimated at about $75 per emigrant), a sum that 
was denied entirely to emancipated black slaves unless paid by their former owners or 
through them being hired out. As a result, from the 1820s through the late 1840s, the 
society became increasingly dependent upon donations. Meanwhile, ridding the country 
of free blacks without mandating emancipation of the slave population—the initial focus 
of the ACS and the ACS-affiliated Indiana Colonization Society (ICS)—when the very 
existence of free blacks, Southerners argued, enticed slaves to escape or, worse yet, to 
rebel or revolt, promised to allow slavery to continue unabated in the South (Blackett 
2008:14; Fox 1919:88–89; Tyler-McGraw 2007:47, 57–59; Yarema 2006:29–30).  
Support for the ACS among Southern plantation owners later waned as they saw 
the ACS’s growing call for the gradual emancipation and emigration of slaves and an 
eventual end to the institution of slavery (Burin 2005:33; Yarema 2006:22). Moreover, 
most free blacks and slaves rejected the very idea that they should leave the country of 
their birth and citizenship, despite their treatment at the hands of whites, especially if 
required to do so without their family members, though the decision could be 
complicated if they faced the possibility of sale in the Deep South should they refuse 
manumission and expatriation upon the testament of their owners (Burin 2005:57–58, 61, 
73–78; Staudenraus 1961:32–34, 188–93). Thus, wealthy black Philadelphia sailmaker 
James Forten rejected the methodology of colonization, insisting that if blacks were to 
emigrate, it would be on their own terms to a location of their own choosing, such as 
Canada, Haiti, or, after 1847, the Republic of Liberia. Frederick Douglass, in contrast, 
rejected both colonization and emigration altogether. Here in the United States, blacks 
faced racial discrimination, but a forced deportation would violate their civil rights even 
as the Trail of Tears in had violated those of the Cherokee 1838 (Power-Greene 2014:6–
16, 135).  
Likewise, despite the argument of P. J. Staudenraus (1961:249) that the ACS had 
offered Americans one final opportunity to achieve a “gradual and peaceful obliteration 
of slavery” through a separation of the races that might have averted a civil war, the ACS 
claim that its plan would help sustain the Union never had any substantive basis in 
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reality. Elliot Cresson and his humanitarian associates who opposed slavery came under 
fire from immediatists because the emancipated slaves who arrived in Liberia were rarely 
adequately equipped and funded to colonize the region. In calling for gradual 
emancipation, “antislavery colonizationists became too conservative for the northern 
reform community, even though their antislavery stance made them too radical for the 
South” (Tomek 2011:130). Still, humanitarian colonizationists remained convinced that a 
successful colonial venture would affirm black worth and prove the ills of slavery 
(Kraditor 1989:4; Tomek 2011:100). Despite their moderate approach, however, ACS 
members seeking to eradicate slavery were making a far more radical argument that 
would transform the South into a “diversified free labor market economy, in which black 
Americans, bond or free, would play no role.” The threat of a free-labor all-white 
economy ultimately drew the ire of proslavery Southern Democrats because they 
recognized that the commercialization of the Deep South would mean the end of the 
plantation owners’ way of life (Egerton 2002:147–49, 158–59).  
HANOVER COLLEGE FOUNDER JOHN FINLEY CROWE  
AND PRESIDENT JAMES BLYTHE 
Like many Northern conservative evangelicals, most of the trustees and faculty of 
Hanover College and ITS opposed slavery, at least nominally, and favored gradual 
emancipation, accompanied by expatriation to and colonization in Liberia as a missionary 
effort on the western coast of Africa. In 1822–23, Presbyterian minister and future 
Hanover College founder and vice president John Finley Crowe served briefly as 
corresponding secretary for the Abolition Society of Kentucky, which called for “the 
abolition of slavery in a way which will consist with the constitution and laws of the 
Commonwealth” (Crowe 1822–23:1(6):82). According to Crowe’s daughter, her father 
had long “doubted the righteousness of slavery,” but even as the young editor and 
publisher of the Abolition Intelligencer and Missionary Magazine (1822–23) at 
Shelbyville, Kentucky, his “abolitionism was mild” (Moore 1900:22–23). Kentuckian 
slave-owning opponents of Crowe, however, hardly viewed his abolitionism as mild; 
rather, they accused Crowe’s editorials and work on behalf of the Abolition Society of 
Kentucky of intending to “incite slaves to rebellion!” (Crowe 1822–23:1(3):33). Yet as a 
moderate emancipationist, Crowe declared in his first editorial (May 1822):  
All . . . that the society can hope to effect is, to meliorate, as 
they may have opportunity the situation of free people of 
colour, by giving them proper aid and encouragement in the 
discharge of the great duties of morality and religion—to 
defend the rights of those who are legally free, but are likely 
to be still kept in bondage, and to prepare the public mind for 
taking the necessary preparatory measures for the future 
introduction of a system of laws, for the gradual abolition of 
slavery, as those degraded people may be prepared for the 
enjoyment of civil liberty. (Crowe 1822–23:1(1):1–2)  
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In the very next issue (June 1822), however, Crowe published the constitution of 
the Indiana Auxiliary American Colonization Society, which he would later join in the 
hope that it might give rise to a similar organization in Kentucky, and in July, he 
published the “Report of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church on 
Slavery,” which recommended “to all our people to patronize and encourage the 
[American Colonization] Society, lately formed, for colonizing in Africa, the land of 
their ancestors, the free people of colour in our country.” He also published reports 
from Sierra Leone and Liberia to keep his readers informed about their progress 
(Crowe 1822–23:1(2):22–23, 1(3):34–37, 1(5):71, 1(10):157).  
One of the agents authorized to sell subscriptions to Crowe’s Abolition 
Intelligencer was none other than John Rankin, who at the time was serving as pastor 
of the Concord Presbyterian Church at Carlisle, Kentucky, one of the original 12 
churches that formed the Kentucky Abolition Society (Crowe 1822–23:1(6):31; 
Hagedorn 2002; Rankin 1873; Ritchie 1852:19–26). Following repeated warnings and 
threats from Kentucky slaveholders because of his editorials, and also struggling from 
a lack of subscriptions, Crowe decided to abandon publication of the Abolition 
Intelligencer and by June 1823 had accepted a call as minister of the Presbyterian 
Church at Hanover, Indiana, “the land of civil and religious liberty.” There, in 1827, 
he would found the Hanover Academy (changed to Hanover College in 1833) and, as 
a member of the ACS, continue to advocate for the gradual end of slavery and the 
expatriation of educated, Christianized people of color to Liberia as colonist 
missionaries (Crowe 1822–23:1(11):113; Dunn 1883:9; Millis 1927:45–46; Moore 
1900:23).  
Two decades later, in June 1845, Crowe addressed the ACS, reminding his 
audience of the society’s principal goals before recounting the history of Liberia and 
the critical role that he believed it was then playing in the transformation of Africa. 
The goals of the ACS, he explained, were “the salvation of a continent of 150,000,000 
of immortal human beings & the anihilation [sic] of the slave trade with all its 
unutterable horrors. The immediate, though secondary & incidental objects are the 
providing . . . [of] an honorable home for the expatriated colored man and at the same 
time furnishing a favourable theater for the development of his mental powers, and 
for giving a demonstration of his capacity for self government” (Crowe 1845:30). 
Founded in 1820, Liberia was now laying “the foundation of a free & happy 
government with all the appliances of education & religion.”  
In Liberia, Crowe continued, one could find the hallmarks of advanced 
civilization: laws, courts of justice, civil institutions, churches, schools, the press, 
towns and villages, agriculture and commerce, comfortable houses, and increasing 
wealth, all without the slave trade. “In this way the minds of the nations have been 
changed in regard to the slave trade, and more has been done to remove this scourge 
of Africa, by the little colony of Liberia, than by the British nation with her Spanish 
treaty and all the world put together” (Crowe 1845:33). Not all went as well as this 
suggests, yet in answering his opponents, Crowe pointed out that some 2,000 African 
Americans had relocated to Liberia, where they were providing benefits to a continent 
heretofore dominated by “all the horrors of those intestine & interminable & bloody 
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wars, which have been instigated by slave trade,” and such evil could be counteracted 
only by “the civilization & Christianization of the native Africans themselves” 
(Crowe 1845:35). 
James Blythe, slave-owning Presbyterian minister, former president of 
Transylvania University, and professor at Lexington Medical College, had told 
Kentucky Presbyterians in 1830 that church discipline should be applied to 
slaveholders only “for neglecting to treat their slaves as fellow beings and fellow 
immortals, or for neglecting to raise them up in the fear of the Lord.” Like many other 
Christians, he felt “compelled to hold slaves” even while striving to “bring about a 
total emancipation” (Feight 2014:36n.47; Ranck 1872:44–45). Blythe, “the leading 
Kentucky Presbyterian minister of his generation,” had served as moderator for the 
Presbyterian General Assembly in 1815 (Feight 2004:16–17). He was also a close 
friend of John Rankin; when en route to the Concord Church at Carlisle, the Rankin 
family stayed with the Blythes for a week during the annual Presbyterian communion 
season (Rankin 1873:17). Blythe also had been Crowe’s professor and a frequent 
preacher at the First Presbyterian Church when Crowe was a student at Transylvania 
University in Lexington, Kentucky. A fellow supporter of the ACS, Blythe called 
upon ministers of the West Lexington, Kentucky, Presbytery to preach in support of 
the ACS every July 4, and when he finally freed most of his slaves in 1832 prior to 
relocating to Indiana, he arranged for at least one of them to emigrate to Liberia 
through the ACS (Feight 2014:36–37; Ranck 1872:44–45). In his inauguration 
address at Hanover College on January 1, 1833, President Blythe proclaimed,  
Christianity has taught the world to abhor slavery; to pity 
the black man in his chains; to take men of every clime 
and color by the hand, and call them brothers. She has 
enkindled a light on the western coast of Africa, which is 
at once to overwhelm that benighted continent in gospel 
glory, to convert the American master and tyrant into the 
negroes’ friend, and to mark the dark path of the most 
abandoned of all human character, the slaver. In all these 
things, the church acknowledges she has but begun; still 
the work is in glorious progress. Her motto is, “The 
regeneration of the world.” 
Despite their plan to send blacks to Africa and to thereby save the Union, 
however, colonizationists increasingly came under fire from Southern slaveholders 
because of the threat they posed to the Southern economy and the Southern way of 
life. Beginning in 1831, they also came under intense attack from the other end of the 
spectrum: William Lloyd Garrison and the radical abolitionists. Just five years later, 
John Finley Crowe and President Blythe would have to respond to nine student 
abolitionists who had found their way to the Hanover College and ITS campus. 
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WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON AND THE RADICAL ABOLITIONISTS 
William Lloyd Garrison, the abolitionist founder of the American Anti-Slavery Society 
(AASS) and the editor of The Liberator (1831–1865), started out as a colonizationist but 
soon came under the influence of James Forten, who had become an opponent of the 
ACS following a meeting at the Mother Bethel African Methodist Episcopal (AME) 
Church in Philadelphia in January 1817, at which 3,000 African Americans unanimously 
rejected the society’s plan to relocate free blacks to Africa. These free blacks were 
convinced that colonization would only perpetuate slavery in the United States (Katz 
2015; Staudenraus 1961:33). Forten began a correspondence with Garrison that continued 
even as the newly formed American Society of Free Persons of Colour was meeting in 
Philadelphia and New York in 1831, both to address American racism and to denounce 
the colonizationist practices and teachings of the ACS (Power-Greene 2014:17–45; 
Tomek 2011:132–62). James and Charlotte Forten and their daughters and sons became 
so well known as a result of their efforts as antislavery activists that, during his tour of 
the United States in 1834, the Englishman E. S. Abdy made it a point to visit them at 
Philadelphia (Abdy 1835:3:129–32, 319–21; Winch 2007:152).  
At the Second Annual Convention of the People of Colour, held at Philadelphia in 
June 1832, the delegates (with William Lloyd Garrison in attendance and also addressing 
the Convention) asserted, “the doctrines of the said [American Colonization] Society are 
at enmity with the principles and precepts of religion, humanity, and justice, and should 
be regarded by every man of color in these United States as an evil, for magnitude, 
unexcelled, and whose doctrines aim at the entire extinction of the free colored 
population and the riveting of slavery” (Williams 1883:2:75). In his Thoughts on African 
Colonization, published that same year, Garrison accused the society of apologizing for 
slavery, of recognizing slaves as property, of opposing the immediate emancipation of all 
slaves, of aiming at the expulsion of all blacks from the United States, and of denying 
free blacks any possibility of improving their plights in the United States. He also 
included many statements by prominent people of color, including a resolution adopted 
by the Colored Citizens of New York in 1831 in which they claimed “this country, the 
place of our birth, and not Africa, as our mother country.” They considered “all attempts 
to send us to Africa . . . as gratuitous and uncalled for” (Garrison 1832:1:I–X, 2:14). 
An influential network was in the process of forming. Garrison and Northern 
abolitionists accused the ACS of plotting to “rivet the chains of the slave” (American 
Abolitionists 2020b; Fox 1919:141). In 1832, Garrison serialized John Rankin’s Letters 
on Slavery (1826) in The Liberator (Hagedorn 2002:67; Rankin 1873:42–43; Ritchie 
1852:29–31). Later, Garrison credited Rankin’s collection for his “entering the anti-
slavery conflict” (Griffler 2010:61–63; Hagedorn 2002:58). The Liberator’s circulation 
reached students at Lane Seminary in Cincinnati, thanks to the wealthy merchant Arthur 
Tappan, later president of the AASS, who purchased additional copies of the paper and 
had them sent to the seminary. Other converts in Garrison’s expanding network included 
Lane Seminary student and AASS agent Theodore Weld as well as the editor and owner 
of The Philanthropist in Cincinnati, James G. Birney (American Abolitionists 2020a,b). 
At Lane Seminary, Weld persuaded the students to host a series of debates on slavery in 
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February 1834 and then to form their own antislavery society. Later that same year, Weld 
and John Rankin embarked upon a yearlong tour, giving speeches throughout Ohio in 
support of abolition (Hagedorn 2002:68). James Birney, too, would become involved in 
the Lane Seminary episode, as well as in the Hanover story that followed two years later.  
Birney and Weld corresponded with each other during the early 1830s and met 
face-to-face on the Lane Seminary campus in 1834 (Abzug 1980:87, 95–97, 105, 116–
17). The impact was dramatic. Birney, a Kentucky native and former slave owner who 
had lived for 15 years in Alabama before returning home and being elected vice president 
of the Kentucky Colonization Society, had just been given an appointment as the official 
ACS agent for five Southern states. Now, in a stark turnabout, he renounced gradual 
emancipation and colonizationism in favor of immediatism and abolitionism. In his Letter 
on Colonization, which was addressed to Rev. Thornton J. Mills, Corresponding 
Secretary of the Kentucky Colonization Society, and published by the Office of the Anti-
Slavery Reporter in 1834, Birney documented his conversion to abolitionism and publicly 
challenged the ACS claim that free blacks were emigrating to Liberia of their own 
consent (Birney 1834:3–8; Yarema 2006:62–63):  
If . . . this “consent” may lawfully be obtained by the 
imposition of civil disabilities, disfranchisement, exclusion 
from sympathy; by making the free colored man the victim 
of a relentless proscription, prejudice and scorn; by 
rejecting altogether his oath in courts of justice, thus 
leaving his property, his person, his wife, his children, and 
all that God has by his very constitution made dear to him, 
unprotected from the outrage and insult of every unfeeling 
tyrant, it becomes a solemn farce, it is the refinement of 
inhumanity, a mockery of all mercy, it is cruel, unmanly, 
and meriting the just indignation of every American, and 
the noble nation that bears his name. (Birney 1834:7) 
Birney argued further that Robert Finley and the colonizationists had made the 
mistake of trying to remove the free blacks without addressing the underlying issue of 
slavery. Instead, “the wrong practice of oppression—the unjust denial to the free colored 
class of the charitable conduct of a refined and christian people, should have been boldly 
met by the right principles of men’s equality, and their duty to each other as social 
beings.” The real problem for Birney was that, whereas “the poet has said ‘man never 
is—but always to be blessed’—colonization, in substance, says, slavery ‘never is—but 
always to be removed’” (Birney 1834:30, 43–44). 
In sharp contrast to proslavery advocates, radical abolitionists regarded slavery as 
a moral evil forbidden by both the U.S. Constitution and the Bible. In opposition to the 
ACS, the Constitution of the American Anti-Slavery Society (1833) made it clear that the 
AASS sought “the entire abolition of slavery in the United States . . . [along with] its 
immediate abandonment, without expatriation.” Further, the AASS promised to 
“endeavor . . . to abolish slavery in all those portions of our common country . . . and 
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likewise to prevent the extension of it to any State that may be hereafter admitted to the 
Union.” In addition, the AASS aimed “to elevate the character and condition of the 
people of color, by encouraging their intellectual, moral, and religious improvement, and 
by removing public prejudice, that they may . . . share an equality with the whites, of civil 
and religious privileges” (Kraditor 1989:5). In short, Herbert Aptheker (1989) argued, 
these revolutionaries aimed at nothing less than bringing down the entire Southern 
slaveholding system and, along with it, the elimination of every manifestation of racism 
in American society through the immediate and unconditional emancipation of all slaves 
in the United States, with full rights of citizenship. This would have deprived the 
economically dominant and politically powerful slave-owning Southern plantation class 
of its property, wealth, and power without financial compensation (Aptheker 1989:xi–
xviii). Aptheker’s assertion, coupled with Egerton’s argument (cited above), suggests that 
radical abolitionists and the ACS were despised by Southern plantation owners because 
each sought to replace the plantation economy of the South with a free market economy, 
albeit via very different methodologies, the former seeking to emancipate and employ the 
(former) slaves, the latter to remove the former slaves to Liberia. 
At the same time that he was criticizing colonizationists and slaveholders, 
Garrison grew critical of the major Protestant religious denominations because with but 
rare exceptions, either they advocated moral suasion in pursuing a gradual emancipation 
through moderate abolitionism or colonialism or they supported slavery (Blight 2008:6, 
Sinha 2016:466). Unlike the Northern Protestant colonizationists who sought to preserve 
the Union at almost any cost and the Southern Protestants who talked of seceding to 
protect slavery, Garrison called for radical abolitionists to withdraw from the Union to 
escape the trappings and evils of slavery. “NO UNION WITH SLAVEHOLDERS!” was 
the oft-recited motto of The Liberator. Yet his disunionism soon grew far more complex 
than this early formulation suggests: 
But let it be understood that the call for a dissolution of the 
existing American Union is not addressed . . . exclusively 
to the non-slaveholding States, but to all the people, 
SLAVEHOLDERS included—to the whole country. It is a 
simple declaration, that liberty and slavery cannot coalesce 
or exist under the same government; that tyrants, and the 
enemies of tyranny, can never walk together on amicable 
and equal terms; that all contracts to uphold slavery are of a 
piratical character; that liberty should be proclaimed to all 
who are sighing in bondage. “He that hath ears to hear, let 
him hear.” . . . 
This revolution is to be commenced by freemen, carried on 
by FREEMEN, consummated by FREEMAN. IT IS THE 
GREAT LIBERTY MOVEMENT. The anti-slavery 
seceders from this pro-slavery Constitution and Union are 
the genuine LIBERTY PARTY—and all others, by 
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whatever name called, or whatever may be their 
pretensions, are PRO-SLAVERY PARTIES. Let us all 
unite in the cry—”NO UNION WITH 
SLAVEHOLDERS!” (Garrison 1833) 
Garrison believed that the U.S. Constitution supported slavery and that both North 
and South were racist and proslavery in spirit: “A repeal of the Union between northern 
liberty and southern slavery is essential to the abolition of one, and preservation of the 
other” (Sinha 2016:470–71). Only a complete reform of American society, a national 
cleansing, could effectively eliminate Southern slavery and Northern racial prejudice to 
lead the nation down a new, reformed path. To do so barred any compromise, yet 
Garrison’s brand of moral absolutism presumed that a transformation of society could 
indeed take place, one person at a time (Garrison 1844). David W. Blight thus observed, 
“Garrison sought a new order, not the absence of order” as colonizationists charged. 
“With this holy, utopian standard of human conduct, Garrison laid down his challenge: 
perfect thyself; do not return evil for evil; make all humankind your country; take 
responsibility for the nation’s sins, past and present, and thereby free thyself by freeing 
the slave” (Blight 2008:10).  
Garrison’s argument notwithstanding, colonizationists such as Reverend Daniel 
Dana of New Hampshire resented what they viewed as Northern sectional interests that 
castigated the South and sought to exempt the North from any blame. Instead, Dana 
called for the entire nation to atone for a national guilt that had included slave ships, the 
forging in Northern iron blast furnaces and forges of the “fetters and manacles” with 
which American slaves had been bound, and perhaps worst of all, the growing wealth 
from Northern commerce related to the Southern slave industry. This national guilt had to 
be purged, first by accepting the guilt and then by offering an effective response and 
solution that would be accepted by all. Such a course of action had largely been 
overlooked by Northerners who had washed their hands of any guilt (ACS 
1825:1(5):146). 
Free blacks in Louisville, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, New York, and elsewhere 
resisted expatriation to Liberia, as did those living near Madison, Indiana, with whom E. 
S. Abdy had come into contact in 1834. Bishop Richard Allen, founder of the AME 
Church, wrote in 1829: “This land which we have watered with our tears and our blood, 
is now our mother country” (Cox 2018:46). Indiana’s free blacks responded to the 
colonization project supported by the ICS by joining the Negro Convention Movement 
(NCM), which had originated at Philadelphia but had gained chapters at Madison and 
Indianapolis by 1842. In opposition to the ACS, the NCM rejected colonization and 
called instead for the immediate emancipation of all blacks, with full citizenship rights, 
including suffrage. In response, whites in New York and Philadelphia rioted and attacked 
the black communities of the two cities in July and August 1834. Edward Abdy returned 
to Philadelphia in September 1834, just after the riot there, and learned from James 
Forten himself that Forten’s 15-year-old son had been badly beaten and Forten’s own life 
had been threatened. Abdy (1835:3:319–24) reported, “One of the sufferers, a man of 
wealth and great respectability [perhaps James Forten], was told afterwards by a white, 
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that he would not have been molested, if he had not, by refusing to go to Liberia, 
prevented others from leaving the country.”  
A few years later, Madison’s NCM chapter convened in January 1842 and sent 
the minutes from the meeting to the chapter at Indianapolis. In turn, the Indianapolis 
brethren invited the chapter at Madison to join them at a statewide meeting in Terre 
Haute that spring to select delegates to the upcoming NCM national convention. The 
Indianapolis chapter concurred with the Madison brethren: “[W]e believe no well 
informed colonizationist is a devoted friend to the moral elevation of the people of 
color.” They also affirmed “the importance of a general union among our people.” The 
call for the upcoming NCM convention at Terre Haute circulated among black 
communities statewide to mobilize support, but blacks were not the only ones who 
understood the potential impact of such a broad movement. The white editor of the 
Indiana State Sentinel warned “the lovers of the country to be on the look out” for the 
dangers posed by the pending state NCM convention at Terre Haute, whose delegates 
“hope to impose upon the country a ‘colored’ President” (Foner and Walker 1979:1:173–
75). To many of Indiana’s white evangelicals, the dangers posed by the state’s free blacks 
seemed grave and abundantly clear. 
THE LANE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY (1834) 
In February 1834, under the leadership of Theodore Weld and the promotion of Arthur 
Tappan, President of the AASS, the Lane Theological Seminary students and faculty 
hosted the Lane Debates. The president of Lane Seminary was Presbyterian minister 
Lyman Beecher, father of Henry Ward Beecher and Harriet Elizabeth Beecher (m. Calvin 
Ellis Stowe in 1836), well-known supporters of colonization and acquaintances of Ripley 
College’s John Rankin (Hagedorn 2002:71; Rankin 1873:1, 59). Two questions were 
“discussed” during the Lane Debates:  
1st. Ought the people of the Slaveholding States to abolish 
Slavery immediately? 
2d. Are the doctrines, tendencies, and measures of the 
American Colonization Society, and the influence of its 
principal supporters, such as render it worthy of the 
patronage of the Christian public? (Stanton 1834:3) 
The debates on each question ran for nine evenings, two and a half hours each 
evening, for a total of 45 hours of public debate and discussion. President Beecher, John 
Rankin, and several other notables as well as the faculty and students attended the 
sessions. James Birney, too, followed the progress of the debates. Seven of the students 
were sons of slaveholders, and another student, James Bradley, had been a slave himself 
until he had been able to purchase his freedom. At the end, the answer to the first 
question was an overwhelming yes, and to the second question, with but one exception, 
no. Many student and faculty colonizationists changed their minds in the course of the 
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debates and presentation of firsthand testimony and facts. This led Henry B. Stanton, who 
reported the proceedings, to conclude “that prejudice is vincible, that colonization is 
vulnerable, and that immediate emancipation is not only right, and practicable, but is 
‘expedient’” (Birney 1890:135–37; Hagedorn 2002:68–71; Lesick 1980:79–84; Stanton 
1834:3–5). 
At the conclusion of the debate, 18 students who now supported abolitionism 
formed the Anti-Slavery Society of Lane Seminary. The society’s preamble stated its 
purpose, guiding principles, and means of accomplishment. Collectively, the students 
sought “the immediate emancipation of the whole colored race within the United States.” 
By this, the members meant “the emancipation of the slave from the oppression of the 
master, the emancipation of the free colored man from the oppression of public 
sentiment, and the elevation of both to an intellectual, moral, and political equality with 
the whites.” Rather than being required to emigrate to Liberia, emancipated slaves should 
“be employed as free laborers, fairly compensated,” in the United States. Slavery, the 
students continued, “paralyzes conscience, turns hope to despair, and kills the soul. . . . It 
tears asunder parents and children, husbands and wives, sisters and brothers, and 
consigns them to distant and hopeless bondage, desolate and heart-broken.” Moreover, 
slavery “cripples the energies of the whole nation, . . . makes our Constitution a mockery, 
converts our national Declaration into a rhapsody of sentimentalism, convicts us of 
hypocrisy at the bar of the world, neutralizes the power of our example as a nation, and 
checks the progress of republican principles.” Having observed the ills of slavery, the 
members of Lane’s antislavery society refused to hold their peace “while these, our 
brethren, are immolated upon the altar of prejudice and pride.” In opposing slavery, they 
pledged “to use only such means as are sanctioned by the laws of the land, the dictates of 
humanity, the principles of justice, and the Gospel of Christ” (Allan et al. 1834). 
As these student activists filled the pulpits of black churches and instructed 
members of the local black community, public outcry grew. One Cincinnatian declared, 
“The 19th century has not before witnessed so strange a compound of folly, madness, 
vanity, ambition, self-complacency, and total contempt of law and public sentiment” 
(Abzug 1980:98). President Beecher hoped that the entire controversy would go away 
quietly while he traveled in the east that summer to raise funds. Convinced that slavery 
would ultimately disappear by the end of the century, he saw no fundamental conflict 
between the ACS and Lane’s antislavery society; whereas the former was establishing a 
colony of free blacks in Liberia, the latter was laboring to emancipate slaves in the 
United States. Tensions, however, continued to simmer. In June, a committee of 
students informed the faculty that they would not abandon Cincinnati’s black 
community. In July, after the society had raised $100 to print and post 1,000 copies of 
James Birney’s Letter on Colonization, members were caught in the act of preparing 
them for shipment by informants of the trustees. In August, while President Beecher 
was still traveling in the east, the executive committee of the trustees recommended 
banning all extracurricular student organizations and granting the faculty power to 
expel students without specification of cause. Their target was Theodore Weld, but 
their concerns went beyond the slavery issue to student recruitment and the stagnating 
flow of donations to the seminary. Conceding that he had lost control of the situation, in 
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October, Beecher signed the Declaration of the Faculty of Lane Seminary, which 
enshrined into law the restrictions approved by the trustees, henceforth prohibiting any 
discussion of slavery on the Lane campus (Abzug 1980:110–22). Whereas for the 
students, the central issues were freedom of speech and theological support for 
abolitionism, for Beecher, the central issue was the students’ insubordination and lack 
of concern for the good of the institution (Lesick 1980:141). In a letter to the editor of 
the Cincinnati Journal, John Rankin publicly defended the students’ actions against 
President Beecher (Hagedorn 2002:71–72). When discussions of slavery and the proper 
role of higher education in addressing such issues arose at Miami University, Kenyon 
College, and Illinois College, however, similar restrictions were imposed (Lesick 
1980:145). Hanover College would soon follow suit. 
At this point, 51 members of Lane’s growing antislavery society, facing certain 
expulsion, chose to leave the seminary, but before doing so, they signed and published A 
Statement of the Reasons Which Induced the Students of Lane Seminary to Dissolve Their 
Connection with That Institution (Miter et al. 1834). An additional 20 students failed to 
return that fall, and 24 students later withdrew without recording their reasons. The 
students regarded “free discussion” as their “inherent and inalienable” right. The 
problem, from the students’ perspective, was that the trustees recognized free speech 
“rather as a privilege which could be granted at the discretion of the faculty, than as a 
duty and a right above their bestowment.” Worse yet, the students were being 
commanded to disband as a result of public opinion. “The particular reason assigned by 
the trustees in justification of their action at this juncture, is, ‘the proceedings among the 
students on the SUBJECT of SLAVERY.’”  
In the past, the students had taken up various reform topics, including temperance, 
moral reform, and so forth, without issue, until they had come to slavery. Their 
discussions on this subject had been informed not only by a large selection of abolition 
pamphlets but also by colonizationists. Having decided that slavery was a sin, the 
members of Lane’s antislavery society had dedicated themselves to filling pulpits and 
making schools, lyceums, and a circulating library available to Cincinnati’s black 
community. They had fulfilled their seminary responsibilities, prayed and studied, and 
maintained cool tempers, despite accusations to the contrary by the trustees. In return, 
they had been commanded to cease discussion and to discontinue their antislavery 
society; if they refused, they would be dismissed from the seminary. The students 
informed the trustees and faculty that, morally and ethically, they could never comply 
with this command. “God forbid that we should abandon a cause that strikes its roots so 
deep into the soil of human interests, and human rights, and throws its branches upward 
and abroad, so high and wide into the sunlight of human hopes, and human well-being” 
(Miter et al. 1834:4–7, 16–18). Students at Marietta College and Western Reserve 
College also withdrew from their institutions rather than abandon the cause (Lesick 
1980:146). 
In the aftermath, many newspapers supported the actions of the Lane Seminary 
trustees and faculty, but ironically, the Cincinnati Catholic Telegraph asked whether the 
students at Lane did not have the right to interpret Scripture for themselves as Luther and 
Calvin had insisted (Lesick 1980:142–43). In the fall of 1834, Lane was left with only 
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eight students, but by the spring of 1837, the enrollment swelled to 41; as the fall of 1837 
and the financial panic approached, however, it appeared that there would be none. The 
institution surely would have closed but for the heroic recruiting efforts of President 
Beecher, who convinced the trustees to rescind their new regulations and labored 
tirelessly to recruit and support new and returning students while simultaneously 
broadening the spectrum of the student body. He returned to campus with commitments 
from 13 students, and in the following year (fall of 1838), the seminary again had 35 
students enrolled (Beecher 1837; Federal Writers’ Project 1943:34–35, 290; Hayward 
1904:79–80; Lane Theological Seminary 1837, 1881:14; Lesick 1980:131, 138–39, 234; 
Presbyterian Theological Seminary 1939:40). In January 1840, Beecher explained to his 
son George, “Our students . . . , a better class of young men in talent, study, attainment, 
and contented, kind feeling than we have ever had, . . . come to us . . . through two ranks 
of opposition—Old School and ultra Abolitionists, though . . . most of our students are 
conservative Abolitionists” (Beecher 1865:2:444–45; Phillips 2016:69).  
Perhaps this explains how and why Benjamin Templeton would transfer to Lane 
after leaving Hanover in September 1836 and after having been accepted as a candidate 
for the ministry by the abolitionist Chillicothe Presbytery in Ohio in the fall of 1836. 
Perhaps John Rankin played a role in bringing Templeton to Lane; though he had been 
critical of the Lane trustees’ and faculty’s actions in 1834, three of Rankin’s sons 
attended Lane, one of whom entered in the fall of 1837 (Hagedorn 2002:72; Lane 
Theological Seminary 1881:17).  
Some of the Lane Rebels went to Oberlin, taking with them funding supplied by 
Arthur Tappan, and leveraged their collective bargaining power to accept black students, 
including James Bradley, which they agreed to do in a dramatic 5–4 decision, with the 
chair casting the tie-breaking vote (Lesick 1980:170). Forty-eight of these students were 
ordained as ministers, in which capacity they worked for antislavery causes. Eighteen 
Rebels were employed as paid agents for antislavery societies, including the abolitionist 
American Missionary Association, and many of the Lane Rebels served as delegates to 
antislavery conventions (Lesick 1980:167–69, 235). Weld became an agent of the AASS 
and went on a yearlong speaking tour with Rankin. Still others continued working in 
Cincinnati, teaching the free black community and helping fugitive slaves (Abzug 
1980:123–49; Hagedorn 2002:72). None of this was lost upon the students at Hanover.  
THE ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY OF HANOVER COLLEGE  
AND INDIANA THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (1836) 
Beginning in the 1830s and continuing into the 1850s, “ecclesiastical” abolitionists such 
as William Lloyd Garrison, John Rankin, and Lane Seminary product and interracial 
Berea College Founder Rev. John Gregg Fee “trained their fire on proslavery ministers.” 
Fee had studied at Lane Seminary in 1842–43 after President Beecher had moved the 
seminary into the New School camp (Presbyterian Theological Seminary 1939:48). 
Meanwhile, “political” abolitionists such as Alvan Stewart, G. W. F. Mellen, Gerrit 
Smith, William Goodell, and Lysander Spooner, many of them members of the Liberty 
Party during the 1840s, adopted an antislavery constitutional argument in opposition to 
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proslavery advocates and even the Garrisonians, who believed that the U.S. Constitution 
supported slavery. In contrast, political abolitionists stressed the Fifth Amendment, which 
mandates, “No person shall be . . . deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due 
process of law.” Thus they interpreted the constitution as completely supportive of 
liberty. Divisions within the abolitionist ranks also followed other issues of the day, such 
as the Woman Question and temperance reform. Yet despite their internal differences, 
and unlike colonizationists, abolitionists were agreed on one thing: “No Christian 
fellowship with slaveholders!” (Bill of Rights 1789; Sinha 2016:462–78; Thornbrough 
1965:18).  
Though slavery remained a hotly contested issue throughout the Ohio River 
valley, a group of nine students at Hanover College and Indiana Theological Seminary 
formed their own auxiliary to the American Anti-Slavery Society in March 1836. These 
students’ strong abolitionist stance was promoted throughout the Ohio River valley via 
the 16-page Preamble and Constitution of the Anti-Slavery Society of Hanover College 
and Indiana Theological Seminary, with Miscellaneous Articles on the Subject of Slavery, 
published at Hanover by the future president of the Indiana Anti-Slavery Society and vice 
president of the AASS, James Morrow. The pamphlet’s wording, structure, and key 
points strongly suggest the students had before them a copy of the Lane “Preamble.”2 
Indiana Seminary students John McAuley and Joseph G. Wilson were elected president 
and secretary of the society, respectively, and Hanover College students Sylvanus Jewett 
and Abraham Fulton, managers. The other five members are not named, though one 
likely member was the former slave, Benjamin Templeton.  
The Constitution declared, “The objects of this society shall be to effect, by moral 
and constitutional means, the entire emancipation of our fellow men, now in slavery in 
the UNITED STATES, and to elevate them to their proper rank as rational, accountable, and 
immortal beings; and thus to save our liberties from the grasp of tyranny, and our country 
from the judgments of Heaven.” Slavery was “utterly irreconcileable with the precepts of 
Christianity,” they insisted. Silence and complacency were inexcusable. “So long as 
slavery exists in our Church, or Government, Christians cannot hold their peace, and be 
guiltless in the sight of God.” Convinced that “God has made man free, and endowed him 
with certain inalienable rights,” they argued (following the Fifth Amendment) that 
slavery had wrested from those in bondage “the right of personal security, the right of 
personal liberty, and the right of private property.” In short, slavery undermined the 
Golden Rule, usurped the prerogatives of God by claiming human beings as property, 
annihilated earthly marriage, rendered parental authority null and void, and trampled the 
human rights of African Americans (McAuley et al. 1836:2–7). 
Above all, the society’s members maintained, it was their duty as citizens, 
students, and Christians “to investigate and discuss the subject of slavery, and to use all 
constitutional and prudent means, to bring it to a speedy termination.” They dared not 
follow “those professors whose measure of morality is convenience and interest, may plot 
treason against humanity, break allegiance with Christ their king, and apostatise [sic] 
from God.” Rejecting the goals of the ICS, they insisted that immediate “emancipation 
without expatriation” was “the duty of the master, the right of the slave, and the only 
remedy at once safe and practicable, for the system of slavery.” To those who feared 
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anarchy might result, they explained that they were calling for former slaves to be 
granted full rights of citizenship, albeit “under the control and government of law.” They 
also believed that all blacks should be allowed to work as free laborers paid just wages 
(McAuley et al. 1836:5–6). Such a “just, adequate and safe” remedy for slavery would 
remove the evil from society and also ensure the safety of the former masters. Thus the 
nine abolitionists took their stand. 
THE HANOVER COLLEGE TRUSTEES’ RESPONSE  
TO THE ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY OF HANOVER COLLEGE  
AND INDIANA THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 
To the trustees’ thinking, the formation of the Hanover College antislavery society and the 
publication of its Preamble and Constitution called for a strong response. In his 
unpublished History of Hanover College, J. F. Crowe explained the board’s concerns: “As 
the whole West was just then deeply agitated by the organization of Abolition Societies, 
both in the Slave-holding & non Slave-holding States; by which Churches were divided & 
fierce political parties formed; the Board regarded the subject as being of sufficient 
importance to justify some investigation” (Crowe 1857:64). The Hanover College trustees 
subsequently approved a resolution prepared by a joint committee of trustees and directors 
of the ITS chaired by President Blythe, which had met to discuss an “an Anti-Slavery 
Pamphlet recently published in this place.” Their resolution was published in the Cincinnati 
Daily Gazette and then reprinted by James Birney in The Philanthropist:  
Resolved, unanimously, that it is with deep regret, the 
Board of Trustees of Hanover College have seen a 
pamphlet, recently published, entitled “Preamble and 
Constitution of the Anti Slavery Society of Hanover 
College and Indiana Theological Seminary.”  
The Trustees & Faculty of Hanover College simply desire 
the public to know that no such society is authorized by 
them; nor will be encouraged by those who are entrusted 
with the management of the Institution. They moreover 
have reason to believe that at least nine-tenths of the 
students connected with the Institution, entirely disapprove 
and condemn the course pursued by the said Society.  
It has been the uniform wish and practice of the Faculty of 
the College, as far as may be consistent with the freedom of 
personal and private opinion, to discourage among the 
students the public discussion of all those exciting 
questions which at present agitate the American public. A 
leading principle with all the authorities of the Institution 
has been to impress upon the minds of the Students that 
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they come here, not to attempt to guide the public mind, but 
to be qualified to act an eminent and useful part in future 
life. They are taught to obey, that in [the] future they may 
be prepared to command. 
In fine the Board are convinced that the most prudent & 
effectual plan of obviating any injurious effects, likely to 
result from the formation or the existence of such a Society, 
will be to leave it to the influence of the voluntary 
disapprobation of an enlightened public, of the officers & 
of the Students of the Institutions implicated. (Birney 1836, 
April 8; Crowe 1857:64; Hanover College Board of 
Trustees 1833–1844:66–69:March 29, 1836)3  
Clearly, the trustees disapproved of the society and wanted to see it vanish from 
the campus, along with all public discussion of the slavery issue, and yet the odd ending 
here of leaving the matter to public and peer pressure begs explanation. Perhaps the 
trustees, hoping to avoid the disastrous results witnessed at Lane Seminary, felt that 
taking further action would only alienate the students further. When the slavery issue 
came up at Andover Seminary, for example, the students acquiesced to the faculty’s 
demands without further incident. Whatever their reasoning, the Hanover trustees had 
set a precedent. Any open discussion of the slavery issue on campus or active 
involvement by the Hanover College faculty, trustees, or students in local or state 
abolitionist societies henceforth would be in opposition to the trustees and was to be 
discouraged (Crowe 1857:64–71; Furnish 2014:194–95; Lesick 1980:145–46; Millis 
1927:57–58). To the trustees, it must have seemed that this chapter in the history of 
Hanover College was closed. 
JAMES G. BIRNEY’S RESPONSE TO THE HANOVER TRUSTEES’ ACTION 
The action taken by the Hanover College trustees was not the end of the story. Believing 
their resolution would end the matter, the trustees were no doubt surprised to learn that 
editor James Birney had decided to not only reprint their statement of March 29, 1836, in 
The Philanthropist but also follow it with his own public critique of the trustees’ position: 
The above manifesto is more liberal—or rather less illiberal, 
than might have been expected—when it is considered, that 
the President of the College [Dr. James Blythe] is, even yet, 
after all the light that has been thrown on the sin of 
oppression, a slaveholder. . . . The Trustees and Faculty, it 
would seem, have not been altogether blind to the experience 
of similar bodies [e.g., at Lane Seminary], in the enactment 
of laws which would drive from the institution every young 
man who has independence of soul enough, to direct to its 
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proper use, the mind that God has bestowed upon him. . . . 
The proceeding on the part of the Trustees and Faculty . . . is 
certainly a new position, that they have assumed—formally 
arraying themselves against a portion of the students—and 
calling on the public and the remainder of the students . . . to 
take sides with them, and put down, by their concentrated 
disapprobation, what they, themselves, are not courageous 
enough to suppress. . . . The fact is, in the few remarks of the 
Trustees and Faculty may be found the true reasons of the 
general inefficiency of our college graduates. They are 
taught to “obey” that others may have the pleasure of 
“commanding”—with the promise, that some day, they also 
may be inducted into the generalship. 
We trust, those noble minded young men will thank God, 
that they are thought worthy to suffer in his cause, and 
remember, that He is the commander, whom they are to 
obey. (Birney 1836, April 8) 
President Blythe, who had owned slaves all his life, even as a Presbyterian 
minister, now found himself on the defensive, accused of continuing to own one or more 
slaves. Whether he still had slaves in Kentucky is not known, but he had left at least one 
elderly black female slave behind in Kentucky when he had come to Hanover in 1832, 
only to have her join him in Indiana the following year, perhaps without his having 
legally manumitted her before she left Kentucky (Feight 2014:36–37,n. 51).  
Crowe, Blythe, and the trustees were also facing other issues at the time, 
including severe financial constraints, declining enrollment, contentious campus debates 
over controversial theological and political issues of the day, student disciplinary 
problems, divisions emerging within the faculty over administrative policy, and a major 
curriculum reform and reassignment of courses that left Blythe teaching an entirely new 
course in the 1835–36 academic year on top of his other responsibilities as president. 
This new course, entitled “Mental and Moral Philosophy, Evidences of Christianity, and 
Jurisprudence, Especially as It Respects the Constitution and Government of the United 
States,” with three new lectures to prepare each week, would have taxed even the most 
experienced professor, let alone one who was also balancing presidential duties (Crowe 
1857:64–71; Furnish 2014:192–97; Millis 1927:57–58; Moore 1900:53). Given all this, 
the trustees’ resolution disavowing responsibility for the formation of the students’ 
antislavery society might have appeared fairly mild, if also divisive among the student 
body as a whole, but the abolition-vs.-colonization debate clearly had touched a nerve.  
In the pamphlet in which they published their Preamble and Constitution, the 
officers of the student antislavery society had included three additional essays entitled, 
respectively, “The Right of the Colored Population to the Enjoyment of Freedom in 
America,” “Slavery and Romanism,” and “Bible versus Slavery.” In the first and most 
important of these essays, the students began by drawing a critical distinction: “The 
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people of this nation profess that all men are born free,” while in practice “two millions 
and a half are born slaves.” Those who dared expose the evils of slavery, the students 
continued, had been declared “reckless incendiaries.” The trustees’ “mild” disavowal of 
the society notwithstanding, all discussion on the subject had been forbidden. Indeed, in 
an exchange with Editor Birney in the fall of 1835 later referenced in The 
Philanthropist, Blythe had made it clear that he would never tolerate abolitionism on 
the Hanover campus.  
“Slavery must not be brought to the test of truth,” the students had in essence been 
told, and “the privilege of making merchandise of immortal beings must not be called in 
question.” “Why is it,” they asked, “that reason is dethroned, and justice disregarded, and 
humanity outraged and heaven insulted, and all this by the professed worshippers of the 
living God?—while he who lifts a warning voice against this complicated system of 
wickedness and abomination is denounced as an enemy to the public weal. . . . Have we 
indeed become bankrupt to virtue?” The reason for such treatment, the students 
concluded, is that “blacks have not a right to be free in this country.” Instead, blacks and 
whites were to reside on different continents, separated by an ocean. Here the students 
attacked the core of the trustees’ position:  
The notion has become prevalent, that this is the white 
man’s country, and must not be polluted by the foot prints 
of him, who has ever been a slave. ‘Let the Atlantic ocean 
heave its mighty billows between the two races.’ This is the 
charm which soothes the conscience, and perverts the 
judgment, and makes tyrants of freemen, and hypocrites of 
christians, and is deemed excuse sufficient, for practicing a 
system of iniquity, which is unexampled in cruelty, and 
unparalleled in crime. 
Those enslaved in the United States were in fact “natives of this land, . . . citizens by 
birth.” In the United States, their fathers and mothers had lived and died, and in the 
United States, they wished to be free to live and marry and build homes and rear families. 
On what basis should such claims be denied and they be banished from their native land? 
Thus, the students concluded, “The law which deprives the black man of liberty is unjust. 
It is contrary to the law of God and the rights of man, and is a flagrant violation of the 
fundamental principles of our own government” (Birney 1836, April 1; McAuley et al. 
1836:7–9).  
Two popular Hanover professors, Mark Niles and John Harney, and at least one 
board member (perhaps William Reed; see below) were equally incensed at the curtailing 
of classroom discussion of the political and religious controversies dominating the public 
discourse at the time. Meanwhile, Blythe proscribed any public discussion on “exciting 
subjects.” The professors threatened to resign if the trustees did not dismiss President 
Blythe, and they attacked him on the one point for which such an accomplished yet aging 
president might be deemed vulnerable—his mental aptitude—in order to replace him 
with a man who was younger and in the prime of life, without considering that the 
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college curriculum reform and other difficulties had placed upon Blythe an all-but-
unbearable burden. In his History of Hanover College, Crowe (1857:65–66) explained 
that all had gone well during the first three years of Blythe’s presidency. In the end, 
however, Blythe was compelled to resign, effective at the end of the term in September 
1836, though both Niles and Harney also left Hanover soon afterward. In a letter to the 
board dated September 5, 1836, Blythe explained that “until two months ago there was 
not the slightest difference of opinion in the Faculty as to the government of the college”; 
since that time, however, he had “stood alone.” Blythe believed that part of the reason for 
the opposition he had encountered of late was the conservative opinion that he held, 
which also confirms the students’ accusations:  
That to admit the formation of any society for debate, in 
any college or public School, except such as hold their 
meetings with closed doors, is not only dangerous, but in 
the excited state of Society at large will ruin any institution. 
Closed doors are the only conservative principle in those 
Societies. True, this matter never was debated in the 
faculty; but opinions were given, & consequent practice 
pursued by the Students, directly at variance with this 
principle. I trust no one will suppose that this course gave 
me offence because it was contrary both to my opinion & 
practice; but it did wound me deeply because I thought I 
foresaw the very results that have been produced as it 
respects the Students.  
I acted upon the above principle within two weeks after I 
became President of your college. Upon my own 
responsibility I interdicted even discussion on exciting 
Subjects. The subsequent tranquility of the house, on [the 
subjects of] New & Old School, Jacksonism & anti-
Jacksonism, ought to be sufficient proof of the prudence of 
the course. (Crowe 1857:71; Hanover College Board of 
Trustees 1833–44:88–89) 
President Blythe, with the support of Crowe and the trustees, had been the one to 
restrict debates on controversial subjects to behind closed doors, ostensibly for the good 
of the college. This proscription had applied to religious as well as political controversies 
and had been issued without much public outcry, but all that had changed with the 
formation of the abolitionist antislavery society, the staging of public campus debates on 
the slavery issue, and publication of the society’s Preamble and Constitution for wider 
circulation. This was more than Blythe, Crowe, and the trustees could stand, and in the 
end, it cost Blythe the presidency of the college.  
Just four months after the Hanover College antislavery society experiment, a 
small group of “perhaps six or eight individuals” met together for three consecutive 
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evenings at South Hanover “for the purpose of discussing the sublime merits of domestic 
slavery.” During those three eventful days and evenings in July, the “commonly retired, 
pleasant and delightful village [of South Hanover] was in commotion” and “mobbing was 
the order of the day.” Discussions off campus must have continued, for the short-lived 
Jefferson County Anti-Slavery Society (JCASS) began meeting at the Carmel Associate 
Presbyterian Church on October 3, 1836.4 Many Northern white evangelicals, we have 
seen, regarded those who demanded an end to communion with slaveholders to be 
unchristian in their demeanor. The system might be bad, they argued, but slaveholders 
were good Christians entrusted with the conversion and proper treatment of their slaves. 
In contrast, Associate Presbyterians, also known as Seceders from their history in 
Scotland, refused to admit slaveholders to communion, though some favored gradual 
emancipation linked to colonization over immediatism.  
Others underwent a transformation from colonizationist to abolitionist views 
during the critical years of 1834–37 when the JCASS was founded. Close ties must have 
existed between the now-defunct Anti-Slavery Society of Hanover College and ITS, on 
the one hand, and the newly formed JCASS, on the other.5 Not only did the memberships 
of the two organizations overlap, but the JCASS members declared, as the student society 
had done previously, “Our object is, the entire emancipation of our fellow men, now in 
slavery in the UNITED STATES, and their elevation to their proper rank, as rational, 
accountable, and immortal beings. We desire to accomplish this object because, slavery 
as practised in America . . . is exposing our liberties to the grasp of tyranny, and our 
country to the judgments of Heaven.” The members pledged to “endeavor to effect the 
abolition of slavery, not by exciting discontent in the minds of the slaves—nor by 
denying the legal right, by which one million of freemen hold as slaves, two millions and 
a half of their fellowmen—nor by advocating congressional interference with the 
constitutional powers of the slave states . . . ; but by the use of such means only as are 
sanctioned by the laws of the land, the dictates of humanity, the claims of justice, and the 
precepts of the gospel.” Rather than violating the property rights of slave owners, they 
advocated using moral suasion to convince slave owners “that emancipation is the duty 
of the master, the right of the slave, and the only remedy, sure safe and practicable, for 
the system of slavery” (Birney, October 21, 1836, October 13, 1837).  
The year of 1836, then, was clearly a pivotal moment in the history of Hanover 
College. Hanover’s nine abolitionists had challenged the trustees, directors, and faculty of 
the college and seminary by questioning their commitment to the antislavery cause. Even 
in advance of the trustees’ resolution, these students had posed the rhetorical question 
“Why is it that discussion is smothered, and the press manacled, and silence imposed 
upon all, concerning that subject [i.e., slavery], in which are involved the interests of this 
whole nation?” (McAuley et al. 1836:8). This suggests that James Morrow may have 
been warned against publishing any future pamphlets of the antislavery society. The 
trustees and faculty made it clear that they neither supported these discussions nor would 
tolerate such a radical abolitionist position among the students at Hanover College and 
ITS. In their defense, the Hanover trustees found themselves in a difficult position, for a 
substantial portion of the student body hailed from slave-owning families. Crowe, Blythe, 
and the trustees and faculty claimed, perhaps correctly, that nine-tenths of the Hanover 
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student bodies rejected the society’s radical position. One of the Hanover College 
students recalled years later that some of the abolitionists on campus had even dared to 
cross the Ohio River to, like the Lane Seminary students, teach Kentucky blacks “to read 
the Bible in the Sabbath schools they started. This ‘fired the southern heart,’ and a 
number [of students] from the South left the college in disgust” (Gilliland 1883:50). This 
came at a time of “great pecuniary embarrassment,” as Crowe put it, the near bankruptcy 
of the institution from Hanover’s “manual labor system,” which proved to be financially 
unviable after the college endeavored to supplement the students’ labors with artificially 
high wages and was abandoned, leading to more withdrawals. Hanover’s enrollment 
dropped from 215 in 1835 to 174 in the fall of 1836. At the same time, the college faced 
other serious issues as noted above (Crowe 1857:64; Dunn 1883:16; Hanover College 
and ITS 1835–36:11, 1836–37:15).  
FREE BLACKS AND FORMER SLAVES WHO EMIGRATED 
FROM INDIANA TO LIBERIA 
Only 85 blacks left Indiana for Liberia during the lifetime of the ICS (1820–64), of which 
72 survived the journey (Henry 2008:210–11). Both Hanover College and the city of 
Madison supported the ICS, and though the numbers always remained comparatively 
low, Jefferson County ranked among the top three counties in the state with the highest 
number of blacks who relocated to Africa. Congress and state legislatures, including 
Indiana, appropriated funds to assist emigrants with the purchase of land and supplies, the 
construction of defensive forts, the payment of teachers, and the costs of their passage 
and first six months of living expenses (Henry 2008:123–44; Liebenow 1987:13, 18; 
Yarema 2006:36). Many of the donations to the ICS and ACS to assist African 
Americans emigrating to Liberia, however, came from Presbyterian women (Henry 
2008:89–91). Likewise, the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church proclaimed its 
support for the ACS. The Methodist Episcopal Annual Conference of New York, meeting 
in May 1834, resolved “that this conference view with increasing interest and favor, the 
truly noble and philanthropic enterprise of colonizing the free people of color of these 
United States, with their own consent, on the coast of Africa.” The New York Methodists 
declared further, in company with other Protestant churches, “that each preacher be at 
liberty to take up collections on or about the 4th of July, for the benefit of the American 
Colonization Society.” At the same time, New York Methodists proclaimed their disdain 
for the abolitionists who were voicing their opposition to the ACS (ACS 
1835:10(4):127). 
Throughout the 1830s, 1840s, and 1850s, of course, the donations of the ACS were 
hurt by the increased opposition they faced from abolitionists, who opposed expatriation in 
the belief that the two races could coexist peacefully within American society and who 
argued that colonization was little more than a racist scheme to rid the country of blacks. 
Thus, the assistance rendered by the state governments, together with funding by the ACS 
and black slaves’ former masters as well as donations by eastern merchants, shippers, and 
bankers seeking to capitalize upon the Liberian venture, was never enough. It should come as 
no surprise, then, that the early African American settlers who relocated to West Africa 
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endured a great deal of suffering and sacrifice. Most emancipated slaves lacked the financial 
resources needed to succeed in Liberia. Many relocated African Americans also suffered the 
ill effects of smallpox, malaria, and other illnesses on the ships and that were prevalent in 
West Africa, against which they had little or no immunity. The indigenous West African 
tribes did not welcome the African Americans to their shores (Burin 2005:148–50; Clegg 
2004:144–50, 227–37; Tyler-McGraw 2007:128; Yarema 2006:21, 28, 36). Further, as Gus 
Liebenow (1987:16) noted, “The settlers and their agent did not appreciate that the concept of 
‘sale’ of land had no meaning in societies where land was distributed communally on the 
basis of usufructuary right of occupancy rather than individual private freehold. Hostility 
intensified as the settlers later pressed tribal residents into service as field hands and 
household domestics and imposed American forms of speech, justice, and commerce in the 
area under their control.”  
ACS managers lamented that the illegal slave trade continued along the West 
African coast with “undiminished atrocity and activity.” Despite the efforts of the U.S. 
and British navies, coupled with those of the ACS settlements, “slavers came and went 
along the Liberian littoral just as emigrant ships did” (Clegg 2004:101). Meanwhile, 
Liberian society quickly assumed a hierarchy not unlike that between the minority of 
emigrant settlers and the sixteen or so indigenous “heathen” tribes of the hinterland that 
constituted the majority, whom the settlers felt a responsibility to “civilize.” At the top of 
social hierarchy were the approximately 5,000 free blacks who had arrived early on, 
followed by about 7,000 blacks who had been emancipated or had purchased their 
freedom from their owners in the United States. Of 19,000 total arrivals through 1865, 
nearly 6,000 blacks at the bottom of Liberian society had been recaptured from slave 
ships by the U.S. Navy. These African “Congoes” had never set foot in the United States 
and neither spoke English nor were familiar with American customs (Burin 2005:152–54; 
Liebenow 1987:18–20, 24). As Claude A. Clegg (2004:6) has argued, “African American 
immigration to Liberia—and the fluid, ever-changing identities of the emigrants 
themselves—must be understood as being enmeshed in the constantly evolving meanings 
of slavery, freedom, colonialism, race, citizenship, and migratory patterns that 
characterized the development of nineteenth-century Atlantic cultures.” 
The many difficulties that beset these early pioneers are reflected in their 
correspondence with those back in the United States. Between 1848 and 1854, the ACS 
chartered 41 ships that carried about 4,000 African American emigrants to Liberia (Yarema 
2006:47). One former African American family, Peter and Harriet [Hariat] Clay Thompkins 
and their children, relocated from Hanover to the “Kentucky” settlement in Liberia in 1851 
with John Finley Crowe’s support. Within a few months, however, Harriet Thompkins had 
lost four daughters plus her husband and a son-in-law, due in large part to an outbreak of 
smallpox on the vessel carrying them from New Orleans to the Liberian Republic. Desperate, 
with no housing or means of financial support and living “among strangers,” Harriet wrote to 
her “Frend Rev Dr Crow” from the Kentucky settlement in Liberia, pleading desperately for 
aid (Thompkins 1852; cf. Burin 2005:146–48). In response, Crowe and his friends at 
Hanover and Madison immediately collected $30 and sent the sum to the national office of 
the ACS for the purchase of goods to be sent on to the widow Thompkins via the next ship 
leaving for Liberia, as none were scheduled to do so from New Orleans. Rev. William Wylie 
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McLain, once an ITS student and member of the JCASS at Hanover and now secretary of the 
ACS in Washington, DC, oversaw the purchases for Harriet Thompson and arranged for their 
shipment free of charge (Crowe 1852; Library of Congress [n.d.]; Lugenbeel 1852). 
Churches and schools of the various Protestant denominations, along with activity by their 
missionaries such as Lott Carey and Colin Teague, quickly became part of the landscape that 
dotted the coast of Liberia. Educated free blacks who had arrived early with capital, politics, 
law, and mercantile trade numbered among the preferred professions. Emancipated slaves 
who arrived later and lacked such means were left to struggle or else to farm, an existence 
that most Americo-Liberians disdained because it reminded them of the bonds of slavery 
they had experienced in the United States. Farming was difficult in Liberia, with excessive 
rainfall between April and October, insects that devoured crops, and soils that required 
different farming techniques to avoid depletion. Initially at least, it seemed that only the 
Congoes knew how to farm successfully under such conditions. Still, the colonists in Liberia 
enjoyed religious liberty and an absence of white racism in a beautiful country (Burin 
2005:150–57; Clegg 2004:144–47; Liebenow 1987:20–23). 
A year later, though still struggling, Harriet Thompkins was more adjusted and 
appreciative of the scenic land in which she was residing. She was now as content in Liberia 
as she “could be with eny [sic] country in the world.” Her health, along with that of her 
remaining children, was good. Her son, Josiah, was attending school, and she and her 
surviving daughter, Ann Eliza, had joined the local Presbyterian church. At the same time, 
however, she was still penniless and struggling to pay the rent for her house. War had broken 
out, and most of the men of the local militia had gone off to fight, leaving only a few at home 
to stand guard. The shipment of supplies and goods that Crowe and McLain had sent had 
been lost when the ship in which they had been sent sank off the coast of Liberia. Harriet 
Thompkins again asked Dr. Crowe for aid in the form of the barest of necessities: nails, soap, 
cotton calico cloth, secondhand clothing, some provisions, a small spinning wheel, and 
something to help her get her house finished (Anthrop 2000:13; Thompkins 1853). The 
following year she observed, “Every thing seems to prosper, Except that the late emigrants 
suffer & die by scoors [sic]. This is not caused so much by the climate as from exposure. 
Houses cannot be rented for them in any one settlement.” In closing she again asked for aid 
so that she might finish building her house (Thompkins 1854).  
Harriet’s letters were in many ways typical of other emigrant letters from the period. 
As Marie Tyler-McGraw (2007:139, 165) explained, “Most frequently, newcomers wrote 
first of their delight in the landscape and their liberties. . . . But these letters were frequently 
followed by grim lists of those who had sickened and died and, especially among 
emancipated slaves, accounts of their difficulties in making an adequate living.” Harriet did 
not mention that the 1847 Liberian Constitution recognized only black male Liberian land-
owning church members as citizens. 
CONCLUSION 
John Finley Crowe, James Blythe, and the Hanover trustees no doubt believed, or at least 
had convinced themselves, that in their support of colonization, they were not only 
helping to solve the race problem in the United States but also were acting in accord with 
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their Christian faith and the dictates of reason in encouraging the education and 
expatriation of free blacks and recently emancipated slaves to a land where they might 
experience greater opportunity, equality, and justice. Meanwhile, the colonists would 
exert a civilizing and Christianizing influence upon the indigenous peoples of western 
Africa. Ironically, though, at the same time that colonizationists claimed to oppose 
slavery, they also feared ending it too abruptly. Considerable anxiety stemmed from 
consideration of the potential short- and long-term effects of flooding the American labor 
market with large numbers of free blacks and the possible resulting massive 
unemployment of whites in mostly lower-paid occupations, as well as from Southern 
slaveholders’ fear that their former slaves might rise up and seek revenge once they had 
been freed.  
In sum, no matter how well intended their actions, by concluding that white 
American society was racist beyond reform—rather than striving to reduce tensions 
between free blacks and whites in the North, to confront seriously the system of slavery 
in the South, or even to allow any discussion of the subject on the Hanover campus—the 
Hanover trustees and other colonizationists of their day not only allowed the system of 
slavery to continue unabated in the South but also laid the groundwork for prolonged 
racial tensions in the United States that have continued to the present day. Meanwhile, the 
13,000 African Americans who eventually found their way to Liberia between the 1820s 
and 1860s, rather than discovering a land of plenty, encountered disease, the enmity of 
local tribes, the threat of slavers, and difficulties in farming or else were compelled by 
necessity to work in low-paying occupations with poor housing conditions that left most 
former slaves struggling for existence, even if those free blacks who engaged in Liberian 
mercantile and professional occupations generally fared well. 
Short-lived though it may have been, the Anti-Slavery Society of Hanover 
College and Indiana Theological Seminary exerted a significant influence upon its 
members as well as upon the lives of those they touched, and even upon the college itself. 
Despite the continued Old School leadership of Hanover College, a minority of 
abolitionist New School Presbyterians were serving as faculty, trustees, alumni, and 
friends of the college by the 1840s and 1850s. While on campus for the August 1846 
commencement, a group of them met secretly at night in the Philalathean Society Hall 
(today the Hanover Presbyterian Church). There, they expressed their support for a new 
weekly, The Examiner, which was about to be published in Louisville, Kentucky. Then, 
however, the conversation turned to the need to rename and relocate the newspaper to a 
safer venue—perhaps Washington, DC—where it would be less likely to suffer attack 
and the destruction of its presses. Just a few years later, in 1851–52, The National Era, 
whose new name had been coined by Hanover College professor Minard Sturgus, would 
publish Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin serially (Baker 1978:55–57). 
Publication of the book followed soon afterward, with 120 reprintings during the first 
year alone. The rest is history. Professor Sturgus was a strong abolitionist who had been a 
student at Hanover at the time of its antislavery society in 1836 and, by his own 
admission, had converted to abolitionism after having witnessed the mobbing of the 
antislavery society’s secretary, Joseph G. Wilson, in July 1836 (Philanthropist February 
19, 1839). Later, Wilson was active in the Underground Railroad and antislavery societies 
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in Medina and Huron Counties, Ohio, and served as an agent for the AASS (Drayton 
1836:192; Furnish 2014:192). Anti-Slavery Society President John McAuley became a 
Seceder pastor who was active in the Underground Railroad at Rimersburg, Clarion 
County, Pennsylvania (Davis 1887:122). And Benjamin Templeton went on to serve black 
Presbyterian churches in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.  
In pursuing the expatriation of free blacks and emancipated slaves, colonizationists 
denied blacks who remained in the United States, throughout both North and South, the 
basic rights of U.S. citizenship guaranteed to them in the Declaration of Independence and 
the U.S. Constitution. As the recent police shootings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and 
far too many other African Americans, along with the rallies of the KKK in places like 
Charlottesville, Virginia, in 2017 sadly demonstrate, the fundamental problem of how 
whites and people of color might coexist peaceably and equitably in the United States 
remains unanswered.  
Twenty-one years passed after the departure of Benjamin Templeton for Lane 
Seminary before another African American student was considered for admission to 
Hanover College. In 1857, another year of great financial uncertainty and heightened 
sectional and racial tensions, the Sloan Scholarship Fund was donated to support the 
education of an African American student at Hanover College. The donor nominated an 
outstanding applicant, Moses Broyles [Broiles], for admission under its terms. In response, 
the faculty passed a resolution, approved by the trustees, stating that, “considering the 
present circumstances of the institution, and its situation (locality),” admitting Mr. Broyles 
would be “inadvisable.” The trustees then refunded the scholarship to the donor.  
Broyles had been born a slave in Tennessee, brought to Kentucky, where he 
purchased his freedom, and then attended Eleutherian Institute at Lancaster, Indiana, about 
ten miles north of Hanover, for three years. He joined the Baptist church and, in 1857, the 
same year that the Hanover faculty and trustees rejected his application, Broyles was called 
to be pastor of the Second Baptist Church at Indianapolis, where he also founded a school 
for African American children. In 1858, he helped found and assumed duties as the 
moderator of the Indiana Association of Negro Baptist Churches (Furnish 2014:376; Stott 
1908:263; Thornbrough 1957:157–58).  
Despite Broyles’s obvious qualifications, the reasoning at Hanover College had 
been clear for some time. In January 1851, Rev. W. W. Hill, Secretary for the Western 
Executive Committee (Louisville, KY) of the Board of Domestic Missions of the 
Presbyterian Church in the USA, had written to John Finley Crowe about the issue of 
slavery, which had flared up once more on the Hanover campus at the instigation of the 
new professor of natural science, Jared M. Stone. “Was sorry to hear that Mr. Stone had 
broached the slavery question in any shape,” Hill wrote. “All agitation of the subject in 
the College will do no good to the slave and will injure the College. Hundreds in slave 
states would rather send their sons to a free state if they are not annoyed by agitations of 
that question” (General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the USA 1850:606; Hill 
1851; Millis 1927:203). This brief mention brings up several unanswerable questions, 
though it does appear that Crowe and the trustees thought along similar lines, namely that 
in striving to put the college first, they repeatedly refused to take a firm stand against the 
evils of slavery.  
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With the rejection of Broyles, President William Alfred Millis concluded in his 
History of Hanover College (1927:67), “the race question was settled.” Not until 1948 
would Hanover College admit its first African American student, Alma Gene Prince. 
Still, despite the support of President Albert Parker and his wife, Katherine, Prince’s 
admission faced opposition from some of Hanover’s trustees. In June 1954, however, the 
trustees officially approved a new set of “Principles for Admission to Hanover College,” 
which contained no prohibition against admitting African American students. Although a 
second African American student would not be admitted until the fall of 1957, more 
followed in the 1960s and 1970s, gradually paving the way for the greater diversity found 
on the Hanover College campus today even if, as at many other institutions of higher 
learning, this process has been slower at times than many would have preferred and 
remains even now a work in progress (Baker 1978:196–97; Hanover College Board of 
Trustees 1949–1968:47; Hanover College History Department 2018).  
ENDNOTES 
1. Hanover College and ITS (1833–37) is provided in the reference list with a 
standardized author and title to represent the Hanover College and Indiana Theological 
Seminary academic catalogues issued between 1833 and 1837. In these publications, 
the title, city, and publisher varied slightly from year to year, as shown below. 
1833 
South Hanover College and Indiana Theological Seminary. South Hanover College 
and Indiana Theological Seminary. Catalogue of the Corporation, Faculty, and 
Students. January, 1833. Cincinnati, OH: McMillan and Clopper, 1833. 
1834  
South Hanover College and Indiana Theological Seminary. Catalogue of the Officers 
and Students of South Hanover College, and Indiana Theological Seminary. 
February, 1834. South Hanover, IN: Morrow and Bayless, 1834. 
1834–35 
Indiana Theological Seminary and Hanover College. Catalogue of the Officers and 
Students of Indiana Theological Seminary and Hanover College. 1834–5. 
Hanover, IN: Hanover College Press, 1835. 
1835–36 
Indiana Theological Seminary and Hanover College. A Catalogue of the Officers and 
Students of Indiana Theological Seminary and Hanover College, 1835–6. South 
Hanover, IN: Hanover College Press, 1836. 
1836–37 
Indiana Theological Seminary and Hanover College. A Catalogue of the Officers and 
Students of Indiana Theological Seminary and Hanover College, 1836–7. South 
Hanover, IN: James Morrow, 1837. 
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2. A comparison of the wording of the two documents suggests a close relationship 
between them. For example, the Lane “Preamble” states,  
By immediate emancipation, we do not mean that the slaves 
shall be turned loose upon the nation to roam as vagabonds 
and aliens—nor that they shall be instantly invested with all 
political rights and privileges—nor that shall be expelled from 
their native land to a foreign clime, as the price and condition 
of their freedom. But we do mean—that . . . they shall really 
receive the protection of law; that the power which is invested 
in every slaveholder, to rob them of their just dues, to drive 
them into the field like beasts, to lacerate their bodies, to sell 
the husband from his wife, the wife from her husband, and 
children from their parents, shall instantly cease; that the 
slaves shall be employed as free laborers, fairly compensated 
and protected in their earnings; that they shall be placed under 
a benevolent and disinterested supervision, which shall secure 
to them the right to obtain secular and religious knowledge, to 
worship God according to the dictates of their consciences, 
and to seek an intellectual and moral equality with the whites. 
(Allan et al. 1834). 
The parallel passage in the Hanover Preamble reads: 
By emancipation we do not mean that the slave shall be 
“turned lose” to prey upon society, uncontrolled by law; nor 
. . . that they be admitted to all social and political privileges; 
but we do mean that they be admitted to the enjoyment of all 
their rights, and placed under the control and government of 
law; that all title of property in man immediately cease, that 
every husband have his own wife, and every wife her own 
husband, that parents have the control and government of 
their children, and that children belong to their parents, that 
they be permitted to consult their own interests, and to enjoy 
the proceeds of their own labor; the master having the 
privilege of retaining their services, by employing them as 
free laborers, and paying them just wages; that the 
acquisition of knowledge be no longer forbidden under 
severe penalties; and that ALL, wearing Jehovah’s image, be 
received and welcomed as brethren, by those who profess to 
be followers of Jesus Christ. (McAuley et al. 1836:6) 
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3. Present at the meeting of the Hanover College Board of Trustees on March 29, 1836, 
were Hanover College President Rev. James Blythe, D.D.; Rev. John Matthews, 
D.D.; Joshua D. Russell; judge and former speaker of the Indiana House of 
Representatives Williamson Dunn; Dr. J. M. Venable; William Reed; Robert 
Marshall; and Hanover College founder and vice president John Finley Crowe 
(Hanover College Board of Trustees 1833–1844:66). For a similar restriction placed 
on the literary societies of Hanover College, see the trustees’ minutes from September 
25, 1839 (Hanover College Board of Trustees 1833–1844:164–66). The trustees 
recognized “that the Faculty entertain no disposition to restrict in any improper 
manner the liberties and privileges of these societies, or unreasonably to interpose in 
their ordinary transactions, yet it is evident that whatever affects the character and 
reputation of the College and its power to accomplish the objects for which it is 
established, must fall under the general rule of being subject to the supervision and 
control of the Faculty and of this Board.” 
4. The JCASS must have been short-lived, for on April 11, 1840, the members of 
the Neil’s Creek Anti-Slavery Society at Lancaster considered organizing 
another Jefferson County Anti-Slavery Society (Neil’s Creek Anti-Slavery 
Society 1839–1845). 
5. Members of the JCASS included Carmel pastor and JCASS president James 
McConnell Henderson; Carmel elders Col. James Morrow (who had printed the 
Hanover College society’s Preamble and Constitution) and JCASS treasurer 
James Anderson; Carmel church member and JCASS vice president Robert Taylor 
Sr.; Hanover Presbyterian Church elder, Hanover College board member, and 
JCASS vice president William Reed; David B. Reed; J. R. Swain; Madison 
Second Presbyterian Church member and future American Sunday School 
missionary and New School Presbyterian pastor William D. Rosseter; Madison 
Second (“New School”) Presbyterian Church pastor James H. Johnston; Scotland 
native and Hanover College Modern Languages and Indiana Theological 
Seminary professor of ecclesiastical history Rev. Oswald Hunter; Hanover 
College graduate and Indiana Seminary student Robert K. Simpson; Hanover 
College and Indiana Seminary Anti-Slavery Society members and Indiana 
Seminary students Joseph G. Wilson and John McAuley; and Indiana Seminary 
student William Wylie McLain, who later served for many years as the secretary 
of the ACS in Washington, DC. These all had known Benjamin Templeton, who 
had just left Hanover for Lane Seminary in September 1836 (Furnish 2014:213–
15, 226; Philanthropist October 21, 1836, October 13, 1837). Another attempt to 
form a Jefferson County antislavery society came four years later (Neil’s Creek 
Anti-Slavery Society 1839–45:April 11, 1840). 
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Gentrification and Racial Transformation in One Neighborhood  
in the City of Cincinnati during the Great Recession* 
EVELYN D. RAVURI 
Saginaw Valley State University 
ABSTRACT 
This article examines the process of gentrification and racial transition in 
one neighborhood in Cincinnati between 2000 and 2016. Madisonville 
(Tract 55) was defined as a racially integrated middle-class neighborhood 
in the 1970s. In the early 2000s, substantial private and public investments 
in the neighborhood initiated the process of gentrification and an in-
migration of wealthier (mostly white) residents. This revitalization of 
Madisonville coincided with the Great Recession of 2008 and with a 
massive exodus of the middle-class African American population. Median 
housing values and median rent in Madisonville increased significantly 
between 2010 and 2016, indicating that cost of living had become too 
expensive for a percentage of the population. In 2000, the white and 
African American population in Tract 55 had comparable median 
household incomes, but by 2016, white median household income was 3.5 
times that of African Americans, suggesting that two separate and unequal 
housing markets had emerged. Using Google Street View and a 
gentrification index designed by Hwang (2015), this article undertakes 
documentation of the process of gentrification between 2009 and 2016 to 
visually support that gentrification occurred in the built environment after 
the Great Recession.  
KEY WORDS  Gentrification; Google Street View; Racial Transition 
Gentrification, defined as the in-migration of individuals with higher incomes to 
formerly disinvested neighborhoods, has undergone two changes since it was first 
identified in the United States in the 1960s. First, gentrification has diffused down the 
urban hierarchy, from larger to smaller cities (Hackworth and Smith 2001; Lees, Slater, 
and Wyly 2008). Second, gentrification has spread further from the core of the central 
city and has been identified at the suburban-central city interface (Hackworth 2019; 
Wyly and Hammel 2004).  
 
* Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Evelyn D. Ravuri, 152 
Gilbertson Hall, Saginaw Valley State University, 7400 Bay Road, University Center, MI  48710. 
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The term gentrification was coined by Ruth Glass (1964), who noted that during 
the 1950s, the middle class moved into disinvested neighborhoods in London that had 
maintained a stock of structurally sound housing obtainable at a relatively modest cost 
and that provided these individuals with access to employment opportunities in the city. 
Shortly after Glass’s “discovery” of gentrification in London, the process was also 
noted in large cities in the United States. It is uncertain whether the gentrification 
process was related to economic restructuring that led to changes in the spatial structure 
of the city or changes in lifestyle preferences. Neil Smith (1979) argued that substantial 
profit could be made from investing capital in disinvested neighborhoods that were in 
proximity to downtown employment opportunities and other urban amenities. For 
decades, investment had accrued to the suburbs, where inexpensive land was available. 
Retail, manufacturing, and other services also relocated to the suburbs (Mieszkowski 
and Mills 1993). By the 1960s, deindustrialization led to a restructuring of the labor 
force that focused on services instead of manufacturing (Sassen 1990). Much of that 
new high-wage, professional-service employment has since concentrated in central 
cities (Florida 2005; Hartley, Kaza, and Lester 2016). Ley (1986) acknowledged that 
the postindustrial transition changed the nature of work but argued that changes in 
preferences for urban living drove gentrification. Access to amenities was one of the 
major reasons why gentrifiers selected certain inner-city neighborhoods.  
In Cities and the Creative Class, Richard Florida (2005) introduced his 
“creative capital” approach, which states that in a postindustrial society, creative 
individuals (artists, educators, scientists, and business professionals) are attracted to 
cities by not only economic motives but also lifestyle choices. He refers to the three 
T’s: technology, talent, and tolerance. Creative cities are ones that have adapted to the 
latest technology, which further attracts talented individuals who are looking for cities 
that are inclusive of a diversity of racial/ethnic and lifestyle alternatives (tolerant). Not 
surprisingly, the “creative class” overconcentrated in the nation’s largest cities. 
Florida’s approach can also be applied to individual cities to explain why certain 
neighborhoods in a city gentrify. Often, these are neighborhoods in proximity to the 
central business district or to a major university or health-care complex (technology) 
that attracts a highly talented labor pool desiring proximity to employment. Bradley 
Bereitschaft (2014) studied the creative class in 70 mid-sized U.S. cities to test whether 
Florida’s finding that highly talented individuals concentrate in certain neighborhoods 
was applicable outside the nation’s largest cities. He found that in most of these cities, 
the creative class was more attracted to downtown neighborhoods than to other 
locations in the metropolitan area because of access to both employment opportunities 
and amenities. 
This article examines two changes in the locational aspects of gentrification 
(down the urban hierarchy and away from the city center) using one gentrifying 
neighborhood (Madisonville) in the City of Cincinnati, Ohio, as a case study. As late as 
2000, only four census tracts in Cincinnati were identified as gentrified (Wyly and 
Hammel 2004). Since 2000, Cincinnati’s downtown has been totally revitalized, 
expanding gentrification in this area (Woodward 2016). That revitalization provided a 
catalyst for additional development in neighborhoods farther from downtown, and by 
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2016, several inner-ring suburban neighborhoods had undergone the gentrification 
process (Simes 2016).  
Gentrification in Cincinnati is tracked by two methodologies. The first method 
relies on quantitative data from the U.S. Census to explore changes in the demographic 
and economic composition between 2000 and 2016 in one gentrifying tract in the inner-
ring suburban neighborhood of Madisonville. The second method utilizes Google Street 
View to examine changes in the built environment between 2009 and 2016. Google Street 
View imagery became available in 2007 and is a useful tool for documenting changes in 
the built environment (Bader et al. 2017). Of specific interest is the unfolding of the 
gentrification process in Madisonville during the Great Recession. I argue that the 
rapidity of gentrification, as measured by census data (quantitative) and changes in the 
built environment (qualitative), was due to the City of Cincinnati’s revitalization program 
and the housing foreclosure crisis. It appears that these two processes worked together to 
revitalize the neighborhood, leading to positive outcomes for some players (the City of 
Cincinnati, investment corporations, and the gentry) while negatively affecting housing 
opportunities for the low-income population. 
This article is divided into five sections. The first section provides a literature 
review of the stages of gentrification and how gentrification is affected by economic 
recessions. The second section lays out the data and methodology. The third section 
provides a short history of Madisonville. The fourth section presents the results, and the 
fifth section concludes with suggestions for further research. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Stages of Gentrification 
Philip Clay’s (1979) model of gentrification involves four stages. In Stage 1, housing 
stock in disinvested neighborhoods is renovated by middle-class risk takers. These tend 
to be young adults with high educational levels but moderate salaries. They slowly 
transform the built environment by using their own skills (sweat equity1). In Stage 2, the 
neighborhood becomes more attractive and small-scale investors renovate housing and 
commercial properties. In Stage 3, developers move into the neighborhood and 
gentrification becomes a money-making venture. Banks now view the area as safe for 
investment, which results in the arrival of additional middle-class residents. In Stage 4, 
specialized commercial districts may develop close to the business district or to major 
institutions such as universities, hospitals, and research complexes. Land prices have 
increased substantially by this final stage.  
Hackworth and Smith (2001) build upon the work accomplished by Clay (1979) 
by examining the process of gentrification through “waves.” The first wave lasted from 
the 1950s to the early 1980s and saw gentrification as a sporadic process that was rare 
outside of large northeastern cities of the United States. Gentrification was funded 
largely by government agencies, as banks were not willing to risk investment in 
neighborhoods that had experienced disinvestment during the processes of 
suburbanization and deindustrialization. Specifically, the first wave occurred as the 
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United States transitioned from an economy focused on manufacturing to one focused 
on service and information sectors. This change resulted in a preference for central 
locations in many cities. The second wave began during the early 1980s and lasted until 
the early 1990s. Gentrification had by then diffused to smaller cities in the United 
States, but the recession of the early 1990s led to a decline in gentrification-related 
investment. During the third wave of gentrification (postrecession 1993), investment 
increased in the central-city neighborhoods that had begun the gentrification process 
but was also noted in neighborhoods farther from the central city. This era of large-
scale investment was promoted by private interests and was also supported by 
government funds.  
Accompanying the third wave of gentrification was a change in housing policy 
in the United States that affected the spatial structure of neighborhoods in many cities. 
Local and state governments placed emphasis on deconcentrating poverty by attempting 
to bring the middle class back to cities to increase the cities’ tax revenues (Moskowitz 
2017; Newman and Ashton 2004). By the end of the 20th century, city governments 
also invited to invest in cities those private investors (whether corporations or 
individual homeowners) that would provide the housing and amenities sought after by 
the middle class (Hackworth and Smith 2001). Some city areas were too high-risk and 
required another strategy, however. Edward Goetz (2011) examined one governmental 
strategy for increasing the tax base of cities: the dismantling of public housing projects. 
Between 1996 and 2007, 394 public housing projects were demolished in the 139 
largest cities in the United States. Like the urban-renewal projects of the 1950s, this 
demolition of public housing paved the way for investment in prime locations within 
U.S. cities and facilitated the gentrification process.  
Since the 2001 recession, a fourth wave of gentrification has been added by 
Lees, Slater, and Wyly (2008). The fourth wave was an era in which banks provided 
loans to high-risk borrowers in poorer neighborhoods. During the Great Recession, 
many homeowners who secured these unconventional loans were unable to pay their 
mortgages and were forced into foreclosure (Cheng, Lin, and Liu 2015; Ghent, 
Hernandez-Murillo, and Owyang 2014). This was a perfect opportunity for speculators 
in poorer neighborhoods to capitalize on the misfortune of the low- and middle-income 
homeowners (Herbert et al. 2013).  
Manuel Aalbers (2019) has recently added a fifth wave of gentrification. 
Whereas previous waves of gentrification were funded through individuals, local 
government agencies, or national development firms, the fifth wave resulted in 
international companies investing in neighborhoods as a form of speculation and wealth 
storage. Samuel Stein (2019) refers to this as the “rise of the real estate state.” Real 
estate has become a safe investment in an economically volatile global economy and is 
fundamentally reshaping the urban landscape in many U.S. cities. Much of this real 
estate remains empty in cities like New York for much of the year and both contributes 
to increases in costs of living and eliminates housing opportunities for low- and middle-
income populations (Hackworth 2019). 
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Recessions and Gentrification 
Unfortunately, there is a dearth of studies on the relationship between the Great 
Recession and gentrification, necessitating a review of previous recessions on the process 
of gentrification. Given that only one decade has elapsed since the Great Recession, this 
is not surprising. David Ley’s (1992) examination of the effect of the 1982–1983 
recession on gentrification in six Canadian cities is one of the earliest studies on the 
effect of recessions on the gentrification process. Contrary to Ley’s hypothesis that 
recession would stall or reverse the gentrification process, he found that it accelerated in 
the six cities between 1981 and 1986. Ley claimed that the reorganization of the spatial 
structure of cities in general from economic restructuring had already made inner-city 
neighborhoods more attractive to white-collar employees by the mid-1980s than they had 
been in the 1970s. Larry Bourne’s (1993) results contradicted those of Ley (1992), 
however. Bourne envisioned gentrification as a short-term process and claimed that 
suburbanization would regain popularity during the economic recession of the early 
1990s. Bourne came to this conclusion by examining three unsubstantiated hypotheses. 
The first was that the supply of young gentrifiers was significantly less than it had been in 
the 1970s and 1980s and that aging baby boomers would not be attracted to inner-city 
neighborhoods. Second, Bourne incorrectly predicted that the growth of high-wage jobs 
in the service sector of North American downtowns would slow and that inner-city living 
would become less attractive to professionals. Lastly, Bourne claimed that neighborhoods 
with the best potential for gentrification had already been exploited. He did not foresee 
that gentrification on the urban fringe would become a major process after the 1990s.  
Jason Hackworth (2002) claimed that the 1990 recession fundamentally changed 
the form of gentrification in U.S. cities. Using New York City as a case study, he selected 
three neighborhoods that had gentrified during the late 1980s. He found that the 
gentrification process had not stalled during the recession of the early 1990s and that this 
was largely because these three neighborhoods had secured investment from the local 
government and private corporations (instead of individuals). A study (Lees and Bondi 
1995) on the effect of the recession of the early 1990s on the gentrification process in two 
neighborhoods in New York City differed from that of Hackworth and Smith (2002). The 
gentrification process was stanched in the Lower East Side of Manhattan as incumbent 
and potential residents were unable to afford residence in the neighborhood. In Park 
Slope, Brooklyn, gentrification began in the 1950s and was aided by the investment of 
utility companies in the 1970s but slowed significantly by the 1990s. Lees and Bondi 
attribute this slowing of gentrification in Park Slope to saturation in the housing market, 
not to the economic recession of the early 1990s.  
Wyly and Hammel (1999) examined whether the recession of the early 1990s 
negatively affected the gentrification process in eight U.S. cities (Boston, Chicago, 
Detroit, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Seattle, and Washington, DC). The authors 
found no evidence that the recession affected gentrification. This was largely a result of 
housing finance methods. After 1993, banks were much more willing to lend in marginal 
neighborhoods or to higher-risk borrowers than they had been prior to this time. The 
authors hypothesize that mortgage lending in gentrified areas should grow at least as fast 
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as the city average. They found that between 1992 and 1997, conventional home 
purchases in core gentry areas2 of the eight cities grew at 2.5 times that of the suburban 
rate while those in fringe gentry areas grew by 2.4 times that of suburbia. It appears that 
changes in the way loans were made and in ideas concerning which areas of the city to 
invest in paved the way for further gentrification in cities in the United States in addition 
to leading to the economic crisis of 2008. 
A study by Hartley and Kolliner (2014) examined the effect of the Great 
Recession on gentrification in 59 of the largest cities in the United States, with the 
purpose of determining if the recession had dampened the process of gentrification there 
in comparison with the suburbs. The researchers accomplished this by comparing income 
ratios between the suburbs and gentrified neighborhoods of the respective cities. The 
authors concluded that during the Great Recession, gentrified neighborhoods were more 
affected by the economic downturn than were their suburban counterparts. Hartley and 
Kolliner did not account for stage of gentrification in their analysis, however, whereas 
Loretta Lees (2009) found that the stage of gentrification had a major effect on economic 
performance during the Great Recession. Those neighborhoods that gentrified earlier 
(i.e., those close to the cores of cities) weathered the economic downtown better than 
those in marginal neighborhoods that had just begun the gentrification process. Lastly, 
Candace Coleman’s (2012) analysis of the effect of the 2008 subprime mortgage crisis on 
the gentrification process in 14 U.S. cities found that the recession did not adversely 
affect the process of gentrification.  
DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
Data 
Demographic, housing, and economic data from the 2000 and 2010 U.S. Census and the 
American Community Survey (ACS) for 2012–2016 were used for this analysis to track 
the gentrification process in Tract 55 of Madisonville. Google Street View imagery was 
used to document changes in the built environment between 2009 and 2016. Census tracts 
have populations, on average, between 2,000 and 4,000 residents and will serve as the 
unit of analysis in this paper. 
I seek to answer the following question: How did the gentrification process unfold 
in Madisonville (Tract 55) during and after the Great Recession? The subcomponents of 
this general question include (1) How did gentrification change the demographic and 
economic characteristics of the tract? and (2) How was the built environment changed 
during the gentrification process? 
Methodology 
Identifying Gentrification. Hammel and Wyly’s (1996) definition of gentrification 
was used to identify two census tracts (Tract 55 and Tract 108) in Madisonville as having 
gentrified between 2000 and 2016. Hammel and Wyly first identify census tracts in a city 
as “gentrifiable,” meaning that the tracts’ median household incomes are below the city 
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average at the beginning of the study period. A tract must then experience the following 
three conditions over the study period: (1) percentage change in median household 
income exceeding city average, (2) percentage change in bachelor’s degree or higher 
exceeding city average, and/or (3) percentage change in housing values/median rents 
above the city average.  
The second part of my analysis borrows from field study research of Wyly and 
Hammel (2004). Instead of canvasing neighborhoods, however, I used Google Street 
View to conduct an analysis of structural conditions in Madisonville as of 2016 to 
determine the stage in the gentrification process (after Hwang [2015] and Hammel and 
Wyly [1996]). This is discussed in a section below. 
Google Street View. Google Street View is used to detect changes in the 
landscape at the tract level using a method developed by Hwang (2015).  
Evidence for gentrification in the built environment was examined between two 
time stamps: 
1. Recession = 2009 
2. Post-Recession = 2016 
Using imagery from Google Street View allows a detailed view of the built 
environment at the height of the Great Recession. It is important to allow a lag time in 
viewing any type of imagery on the built environment (DeVerteuil 2004; Hwang 2015; 
Yonto and Thill 2020). Although the Great Recession officially began in 2007/2008, it 
seems reasonable that it would take about one year for the built environment to show 
the effects of the inability to maintain residential or commercial properties. 
Unfortunately, imagery cannot be shown before 2007, as Google Street View became 
operational in 2007. Although some imagery from 2007 exists for Madisonville, 
coverage is sporadic and does not allow a visualization of the built environment for all 
sampled blocks; 2009 is thus used as the departure point. The endpoint of 2016 for the 
study allows a few years for revitalization efforts to come to fruition and to be 
displayed on the landscape.  
Although using Google Street View to examine changes in the urban landscape is 
more cost- and time-efficient than a physical examination of the study area, Hwang and 
Sampson (2014) noted in their study of 140 potentially gentrifying census tracts in 
Chicago that this process would still be too time-consuming. The authors decided on a 
random survey of blocks within those 140 census tracts. After selection of the census 
tracts, at least 4 blocks and at least 10 block faces per census tract were needed. A block 
face is one side of a street within the block. This allows a detailed analysis of a limited 
number of block faces from which generalizations can be drawn. The 140 census tracts of 
interest in the city of Chicago had, on average, between 10 and 20 blocks. Tract 55 in this 
study had 90 blocks; thus, it was decided that a 20 percent sample of blocks within the 
study area would be undertaken, which would largely align with Hwang and Sampson’s 
(2014) methodology. Following is a detailed description of how to use Hwang’s Google 
Street View methodology. 
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A Walk-Through of the Gentrification Index Process. This analysis of 
gentrification on the built environment follows from the work of Jackelyn Hwang (2015), 
who used Google Street View to examine changes in Chicago’s built environment during 
the Great Recession. By visually inspecting the urban landscape for the years 2007–2009 
and 2011–2013, she constructed a gentrification index. This gentrification index 
consisted of three criteria measured on a binary scale (present or absent): 
1. A composition mix score comprising two measures:  
A. The condition of the preexisting structures in 2009. 
If at least 75 percent of the structures in the block 
face were in good condition, a 1 was allocated to 
this component and the auditor skipped to 
component 2. If not, a 0 was allocated to this 
component 1 and the auditor moved to measure 1B. 
B. The presence of new structures (a judgment call of 
10–15 years old) on the block face, new traffic-
control signs, new public courtesies, and new 
large-scale development. These were all recorded 
as 1 if present and 0 if absent, giving 1B four 
binary measures.  
2. Beautification, including new signage and 
improvements to the streetscape and landscape. If these 
features were present on the block face, a 1 was 
recorded; if not, a 0. 
3. Lack of disorder/decay, litter, abandoned lots, and 
decaying structures (other than buildings). If no 
disorder was present, the component received a 1; if 
not, a 0. 
 
Formula for the Gentrification Index (GI): 
 
 
This process was carried out for each block face (one side of a block) and was 
averaged to obtain a composite score, which was divided by the number of block 
faces surveyed.  
After viewing these blocks, Hwang created a five-stage gentrification index that 
ranged from disinvestment/decline (Stage 1) to early, middle, and late gentrification 
(Stages 2–4) to class turnover (Stage 5). Table 1 provides an example of the process. 
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1.a. Built environment in good conditiona  1 1 0 
b. Presence of new/rehabilitated structures 0 0 0 
Average score on 1b 0.5 0.5 0 
2.a. Efforts to discourage disorder 1 1 1 
b. Personal frontage beautification 1 1 0 
c. Vacant/public space beautification  0 1 0 
Average score on 2 0.66 1 0.33 
3.a. Lack of litter 1 1 0 
b. Lack of decaying structures 1 1 0 
c. Lack of unkempt vacant lots  0 1 0 
Average score on 3 0.66 1 0 
Average of 1,2, and 3 0.61 0.83 0.11 
Average for Tract 0.58 (early gentrification)  
a 0=not present; 1=present. 
b Score of <0.50 = disinvestment; 0.50–0.57 = early gentrification; 0.58–0.64 = middle gentrification; 
0.65–0.80 = late gentrification; >0.80 = turnover. 
Source: Author’s interpretation of Hwang 2015. 
A SHORT HISTORY OF MADISONVILLE 
The area that would later become Madisonville (Figure 1) was a Native American 
settlement that arose in the 1400s, built by people we refer to today as the Fort Ancient 
moundbuilders.3 The site attracted substantial interest from archaeologists during the 
late 1800s and early 1900s and was reputed to contain one of the largest archaeological 
collections of burials and middens in the Midwest (Brown 1999). The area was first 
surveyed by William T. Darling in 1819 and platted for settlement by 1829 (Writer’s 
Program 1943). By 1841, Madisonville had a population of approximately 400 
residents. Present-day Whetsel Avenue and Madison Road were old Native American 
trails (City of Cincinnati 2002) and provided the foundation for the first roads in 
Madisonville. Madisonville’s growth continued after the completion of the Marietta and 
Cincinnati Railroad in 1866 (Writer’s Program 1943), and by 1898, Madisonville was 
connected to downtown Cincinnati by streetcar.  
By the early 1900s, the Norwood Trough4 was the second most important 
concentration of industry in the Mill Creek Valley and connected Madisonville to this 
important epicenter of industrial activity in the Cincinnati area. In 1911, Madisonville 
was annexed to the City of Cincinnati (Writer’s Program 1943). Between the 1930s and 
1960s, Madisonville was the business center for eastern Cincinnati (City of Cincinnati 
2002), but suburbanization and the construction of highways led to the community’s 
demographic and economic decline during the 1970s (Maloney and Auffrey 2013). By 
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the 1970s, substantial blight had affected residential, business, and industrial areas of 
Madisonville and provided the impetus for revitalization of the community (City of 
Cincinnati 2002). In the early 2000s, Madisonville was identified by “Go Cincinnati” (a 
plan on investment potential in Cincinnati neighborhoods by the City of Cincinnati) as a 
neighborhood with potential for economic development, and this led to the “Quality of 
Life Plan” that framed the revitalization of Madisonville’s business, industrial, and 
residential properties (Madisonville Community Urban Redevelopment Corporation 
[MCURC] 2016). This plan was coordinated through the City of Cincinnati but was 
vested with the interests of the Madisonville community.  
Figure 1. City of Cincinnati, Madisonville, Tract 55, Satellite Imagery 
 
RESULTS 
Madisonville Tract 55 Census Data 
Table 2 displays Tract 55’s population by race from 2000 to 2016. The total tract 
population declined by 7.4 percent. While the African American population declined by 
36.9 percent between 2000 and 2016, the white population increased by 83.2 percent. In 
2000, African Americans constituted 77.7 percent of Tract 55’s population, but by 
2016, only 53.0 percent. Whites comprised 19.0 percent of Tract 55’s population in 
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2000, but 37.7 percent by 2016. One of the main arguments against gentrification is that 
it displaces the resident lower-income (mostly minority) population (Kennedy and 
Leonard 2001; Sutton 2018). According to the 1965 classification of racial change from 
Taeuber and Taeuber,5 it is likely that displacement of African Americans occurred 
between 2010 and 2016.  
Table 2. Population Change in Tract 55, 2000–2016 
 2000 2010 2016 






















Sources: 2000 U.S. Census; 2006–2010 ACS; 2012–2016 ACS. 
Although we cannot determine displacement from census data, interviews with 
long-term Madisonville residents in 2016 confirmed that there had been an in-migration 
of whites and an out-migration of African Americans over the past few years (Rinehart 
2016). This decline in the African American population is troubling in that as of 2007, 
Madisonville had been noted as a stable racially integrated community for the past 30 
years (Brown and Baize 2009). In the following discussion, I will argue that the 
displacement was caused by both gentrification and the Great Recession. 
Comparison of Tract 55 with the City of Cincinnati on Select Economic, Social, 
and Housing Characteristics, 2000–2016. Table 3 compares Tract 55 with the City of 
Cincinnati on median household income, the percentage of population over 25 years of 
age with at least a bachelor’s degree (educational attainment), median housing values, 
and median rent in the years 2000, 2010, and 2016. A median household income below 
the city average in 2000 made Tract 55 eligible for gentrification (according to Hammel 
and Wyly’s 1996 criteria). In 2000, Tract 55’s median household income was slightly 
below that of the City of Cincinnati (0.96), but by 2016, Tract 55 had a median household 
income slightly above that of the city (1.02).  
Although there was little change in aggregate median household income for Tract 
55 in comparison to the city between 2000 and 2016, that was not the case for 
educational attainment, which increased substantially in Tract 55 during this time. In 
2000, only 15.4% of the population over age 25 in Tract 55 had at least a bachelor’s 
degree, compared to 26.6% for the city. By 2016, 35.4% of Tract 55’s residents had 
attained this level of education, compared to 33.8% for the city. The increases in 
educational levels for both Tract 55 and the city are not surprising, in that the percentage 
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of the U.S. population with a college degree has been increasing every decade since 
1940, according to the U.S. Department of Education (1993), the 2000 U.S. Census, and 
the 2010 ACS. Doubling in the percentage of the college-educated population in Tract 55 
over only 16 years, however, indicates in-migration of higher-educated individuals into 
Tract 55 and/or exodus of lower-educated individuals. The discrepancy between growth 
of median household income and growth of educational levels in Tract 55 is not 
surprising. Many highly educated in-migrants to gentrifying neighborhoods are in the 
early stages of their careers and have not had time to earn higher incomes (Blasius, 
Friedrichs, and Ruhl 2016) or are in occupations that require higher education but do not 
necessarily generate high incomes (e.g., artists, community activists, social workers).  
Table 3. Education and Median Household Income, Housing Value, and Rent for 
the City of Cincinnati and Tract 55, 2000–2016 




Cinci. Tract 55 
City of 
Cinci. Tract 55 
City of 
Cinci. 
Med. Income $28,424 $29,493 $32,342 $33,681 $35,231 $34,629 
Bachelor 
Degree+a  15.4% 26.6% 22.1% 31.7% 35.4% 33.8% 
Med. Housing 
Value $73,700 $93,000 $89,000 $129,700 $105,100 $120,300 
Med. Rent $397 $444 $632 $593 $707 $662 
a Percentage of population older than 25 years with a bachelor’s degree or higher. 
Sources: 2000 U.S. Census; 2006–2010 ACS; 2012–2016 ACS. 
Although the City of Cincinnati had identified Madisonville as a candidate for 
revitalization by the 1990s, large-scale development through the City of Cincinnati and 
private corporations did not occur until after 2010. In Stage 1 of gentrification, however, 
higher-educated individuals with fewer financial resources move into the neighborhood, 
as cost of living tends to be lower, and begin to fix up the neighborhood (Clay 1979). 
According to Smith (1979), gentrification will occur outside of the core of the city after 
central-city neighborhoods have been revitalized. In Cincinnati, investments in 
Downtown and Over-The-Rhine had already been capitalized upon by 2010, leaving 
investors searching for other neighborhoods where the payoff was greater. Although the 
investment was not completed during the years examined in this study, two hundred 
million dollars has been set aside for investment in Madisonville at the intersection of 
Madison and Red Bank Roads (Tweh 2016). This is an expansion of Medpace and will 
result in 250 multifamily housing units, 250,000 square feet of office space, 100,000 
square feet of commercial space, and a 239-room hotel/conference center. It is likely that 
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these investments will attract the middle class and professionals who will replace the 
early pioneers of gentrification (Clay 1979).  
In 2000, median housing values in Tract 55 were only 78.5 percent of those of the 
city. Both Tract 55 and the city experienced increases in housing values between 2000 
and 2010, likely because of the housing bubble; however, Tract 55 housing values 
increased by 18.1 percent between 2010 and 2016 while the city experienced a 7.2 
percent decline in housing value. By 2016, median housing value in Tract 55 had 
increased to 87.4 percent that of the city, still allowing homebuyers with limited financial 
resources to purchase housing in Tract 55 at a reasonable price.  
Median rent increased substantially between 2000 and 2016 for both Tract 55 and 
the city, but the city’s 49.1 percent increase between 2000 and 2016 was below that of the 
78.1 percent increase for Tract 55. Whereas median rent in Tract 55 was 89.4 percent of 
that in the city in 2000, it was 107 percent that of the city in 2016. Although owner-
occupied housing was still a bargain in Madisonville in 2016 in comparison to other parts 
of the city, increases in median rent may have put pressure on those with fewer financial 
resources and may have led to out-migration of some of these individuals. 
There is evidence to suggest that affordable housing in Madisonville may be 
experiencing pressure. According to a community impact report using data from the MLS 
of Greater Cincinnati, the average sale price of houses in Madisonville in 2013 was only 
$65,736, but by 2017, the average sale price was $117,000.6 This would seem to suggest 
that new housing and revitalization of aging housing stock had increased demand for 
housing in Madisonville. This is not surprising, as millions of dollars of investment were 
slated for Madisonville redevelopment during the past decade (Tweh 2016). Even with 
increases in median housing values in Madisonville, these prices are more affordable than 
median housing values in neighboring Hyde Park and Oakley and may have incentivized 
some homebuyers to purchase in Madisonville. The latest data from Zillow (2019) 
estimated median housing values of $358,300 for Hyde Park and $270,100 for Oakley 
but only $106,700 for Madisonville.  
Select Housing Characteristics for Tract 55, 2000–2016. Total housing in Tract 
55 increased from 2,052 units in 2000 to 2,381 units by 2016, an increase of 16.0 percent 
(Table 4). Recall that the total population of the tract declined by 7.4 percent during this 
same period. This mismatch between population and number of housing units is likely 
due to declines in average household size. According to national trends in household size, 
88 percent of household growth between 2005 and 2030 will be from childless 
individuals (Center for Neighborhood Technology 2011). These trends are a result of the 
baby boomers aging into the empty-nest/retirement stage as well as young adults delaying 
or foregoing childbearing. Many individuals in these categories are attracted to densely 
settled older neighborhoods closer to the city (Center for Neighborhood Technology 
2011). Madisonville is noted as having at least 15 architectural styles (City of Cincinnati 
2002); this array of housing stock would attract a variety of persons. The increase in 
housing units came about largely through new construction of apartment buildings (both 
market-rate and subsidized) as well as single-family housing built by the MCURC.7 The 
Quality of Life Plan, initiated in 2008, focused on removing dilapidated housing from the 
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inventory of housing units and replacing those units with new units (Demeropolis 2018), 
which is in accordance with a long-range revitalization plan focused on the Madisonville 
Business District (City of Cincinnati 2009). This remediation of blight and the 
consequent reduction in crime by 25.2 percent between 2015 and 2017 made Tract 55 
more attractive to newcomers with greater economic resources (CDC Association of 
Greater Cincinnati 2018). As previously stated, revitalization efforts along the Whetsel–
Madison intersection have attracted additional investment.  
Table 4. Select Housing Characteristics for Tract 55, 2000–2016 
 2000 2010 2016 
Number of housing units 2,052 2,423 2,381 
Owner-occupied housing 43.4% 34.3% 24.9% 
Vacant housing 11.3% 17.0% 16.9% 
Sources: 2000 U.S. Census; 2006–2010 ACS; 2012–2016 ACS. 
In 2000, 11.3 percent of dwelling units in Tract 55 were vacant. This high 
percentage of vacancies was likely a result of blighted buildings that were not suitable for 
occupation but had not yet been targeted for demolition. Vacancy increased to 17.0 
percent by 2010, likely due to the recession. Surprisingly, vacancy rates were still 16.9 
percent in 2016 after the city’s concerted effort to remove dilapidated buildings since 
2008. This failure to reduce the percentage of vacant housing units suggests that recovery 
from the Great Recession was slow. Recall that the ACS data represents an average of 
vacancy rates between 2012 and 2016; thus, much of the recent in-migration to Tract 55 
was not recorded as of 2016.  
Owner-occupied housing in Tract 55 underwent a major transformation between 
2000 and 2016. In 2000, 43.4 percent of the population was in owner-occupied housing. 
By 2010, only 34.3 percent of residents lived in owner-occupied housing, suggesting that 
the Great Recession negatively affected home ownership in Madisonville. Madisonville 
had the third highest foreclosure rate in Cincinnati in 2008 (Brown and Baize 2009), and 
by 2016, only 24.9 percent of residents were in owner-occupied housing.  
Comparison of Median Household Income for African Americans and Whites in 
Tract 55 and the City of Cincinnati. In 2000, median household income for African 
Americans in Tract 55 was 134 percent that of the City of Cincinnati. Because 
Madisonville was noted as a middle-class community (Brown and Baize 2009), a higher 
median household income for African Americans in Tract 55 than for their counterparts 
in the city was not surprising (Table 5). The financial vulnerability of the middle-class 
African American population residing in Tract 55 was visible by 2010, however. 
Whereas median household income increased for African Americans in the city, it 
declined between 2000 and 2010 for African Americans residing in Tract 55. This 
suggests that there was an exodus of middle class African Americans from Tract 55 
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between 2000 and 2010. Median household income of African Americans in Tract 55 
was still 1.23 times that of the city in 2010. By 2016, median household income of 
African Americans in Tract 55 was only 0.75 times that of their counterparts in the city, 
suggesting that a mass exodus of middle-class African Americans occurred because of 
the housing crisis, which affected Madisonville more acutely than the city as a whole 
(Brown and Baize 2009).  
Table 5. Comparison of Incomes for Tract 55 and City of Cincinnati, 2000–2016 
 African American  White 








2000 $20,984 $28,196  $36,467 $27,692 
2010 $22,816 $27,986  $47,067 $36,199 
2016 $21,814 $16,375  $50,937 $51,800 
Sources: 2000 U.S. Census; 2006–2010 ACS; 2012–2016 ACS. 
African Americans were more likely to have obtained subprime housing loans 
during the 1990s and early 2000s than were their white counterparts (Cheng et al. 2015; 
Ghent et al. 2014). The disruption caused by unemployment and adjustable mortgage 
rates/balloon payments likely caused economic hardship and foreclosure for many African 
Americans. We assume that a mass exodus of middle-class African Americans occurred, as 
the African American population declined by one third between 2010 and 2016.  
Conversely, in 2000, the median household income of whites in Tract 55 was 
substantially less (only 75.9 percent) than that of their white counterparts in the city. By 
2016, median household income for whites in Tract 55 was 1.02 times that of their 
counterparts in the city, suggesting that an in-migration of higher-income whites to Tract 
55 occurred between 2000 and 2016. It has been noted that since the Great Recession, the 
wealth gap between whites and African Americans had increased (Weller and Hanks 
2018) and that the African American middle class was economically worse off in 2014 
than it was in 2000 (Akee, Jones, and Porter 2019). In 2000, Tract 55 was a racially 
integrated middle-class neighborhood in which whites and African Americans had 
comparable median household incomes, but by 2016, the median household income of 
whites was 3.5 times that of African Americans, suggesting that two separate housing 
markets and populations were coexisting in Tract 55.  
Google Street View Analysis 
Tract 55 consisted of 90 blocks as of the 2010 census. Using a random number table, 18 
blocks were selected for analysis according to Hwang’s (2015) methodology using 
Google Street View.8 This resulted in the analysis of 60 block faces. In 2009, only 5 of 
18 blocks showed evidence of gentrification, meaning a gentrification score exceeding 
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0.50, by Hwang’s criteria (Figure 2A). Median household income, educational 
attainment, and median housing values/rents all increased at rates above the city 
average, indicating that Tract 55 underwent gentrification between 2000 and 2010.  
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By 2014/16, 12 of 18 blocks had experienced gentrification (Figure 2B). The 
block with the greatest change in scores from 2009 was 1003. During this time, this block 
went from disinvestment to middle-stage gentrification. This is not surprising, in that 
early gentrifiers often use sweat equity to revitalize housing stock (Clay 1979). An 
examination of the sampled tracts for the Google Street View analysis revealed no spatial 
pattern to the gentrification process as of 2009. The gentrified block in the western part of 
the tract had a score of 0.89 and likely had never experienced disinvestment. The four 
blocks that gentrified in the eastern part of the tract are spread out and reveal no spatial 
pattern. The general idea from viewing the 2009 map is that disinvestment was rampant 
in Tract 55.9  
Figure 2B displays gentrified blocks in Tract 55 as of 2014/16. The 
gentrification process appears to be related to proximity of gentrified tracts in 2009, 
suggesting that blocks adjacent to or near gentrifying areas are more likely to undergo 
gentrification than are those farther away (Hammel and Wyly 1996).10 The average 
gentrification score for Tract 55 in 2014/16 was 0.56 (Table 6), placing the tract in the 
early- to mid-gentrification stage. During this analysis, two block faces (one located in 
4027 and one in 1030) presented worse conditions in the built environment in 2014/16 
than in 2009.11 
Google Street View Examples. Figures 3A and 3B show a residential area along 
Kenwood Road in Block 1016. This block face scored 0.33 in 2009, largely because of 
the houses that were in disrepair. Note the rusted porch roof on the house to the left in 
Figure 3A. The lawn is mown, but no additional adornments have been applied to the 
landscape. Sidewalks and driveways are in some disrepair. Note in Figure 3B that by 
2016, the house to the right has been demolished and a well-kept vacant space has taken 
its place. Also note the incremental change in the white house, which received a fresh 
coat of paint on the porch. It also appears that a new sidewalk has been laid. This block 
face received a score of 0.55 in 2016. 







Change in Gentrification 
Stage 
Block 1000 0.47 0.52 From disinvestment to early 
gentrification 
Block 1003 0.44 0.61 From disinvestment to middle-
stage gentrification 
Block 1004 0.44 0.51 From disinvestment to early 
gentrification 
Block 1010 0.37 0.48 In disinvestment stage in both 
years, but improvement 
Concluded next page 
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Change in Gentrification 
Stage 
Block 1016 0.47 0.52 From disinvestment to early 
gentrification 
Block 1019 0.55 0.55 In early gentrification or 
nondisinvestment in both 
years 
Block 1026 0.33 0.48 In disinvestment stage in both 
years, but improvement 
Block 1030 0.44 0.44 No change 
Block 1032 0.61 0.67 In middle-stage gentrification 
or no disinvestment 
Block 3017 0.37 0.48 In disinvestment in both years, 
but improvement 
Block 3018 0.37 0.53 From disinvestment to early 
gentrification 
Block 3019 0.89 0.89 No disinvestment in either year 
Block 4008 0.51 0.55 In early gentrification in both 
years 
Block 4010 0.75 0.81 From late-stage gentrification 
or nondisinvestment to 
turnover stage 
Block 4015 0.41 0.52 From disinvestment to early 
gentrification 
Block 4017 0.41 0.48 In disinvestment in both years, 
but some improvement 
Block 4027 0.44 0.44 In disinvestment in both years 
Block 4028 0.44 0.52 From disinvestment to early 
gentrification 
    
Tract average 0.48 0.56  
a Score of <0.50 = disinvestment; 0.50–0.57 = early gentrification; 0.58–0.64 = middle gentrification; 
0.65–0.80 = late gentrification; >0.80 = turnover. 
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Sources: Google Street View, 2009 (A), 2016 (B). 
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Sources: Google Street View, 2009 (A), 2016 (B). 
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Figures 4A and 4B display a vacant lot on Owasco Street in 2009 and a newly 
built residence in 2016. It is likely that the area vacant in 2009 had previously contained a 
dilapidated structure that was removed when the City of Cincinnati implemented its 
demolition of blighted properties in Madisonville. The 2009 gentrification score for this 
block face was 0.33. Note that the new house has been built in the style of the older 
houses on the street and is consistent with the style of the existing housing stock. The 
2016 score for the block face was 0.61. 
Update on Built Environment in Tract 55 as of June 2019 
On June 13, 2019, I canvassed Tract 55 to document changes in the built environment 
since 2016. The most conspicuous change in the built environment was the Ackerman 
Group’s mixed-use complex at Whetsel Avenue and Madison Road, where large-scale 
development has occurred (Figure 5). This example illustrates that Madisonville had 
made use of in-fill and new development to spur economic growth in not only the 
decayed business district. 
Figure 5. Mixed-Use Development by the Ackerman Group 
 
Source: Author, June 13, 2019. 
CONCLUSION 
According to census data and Google Street View imagery, gentrification in Tract 55 
(Madisonville) began between 2010 and 2016. During this same time frame, the tract 
experienced displacement of the African American population, likely because of the 
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adverse effects of the housing crisis, which affected African Americans to a greater 
extent than their white counterparts. Even if the housing stock in Tract 55 is not what 
gentrifiers are looking for in terms of older housing with architectural character that 
could be found in neighboring Hyde Park or Oakley, it does provide a low-cost 
alternative for those who do not want to reside in the suburbs or who cannot afford 
properties in Hyde Park or Oakley. The results also show that the percentage of owner-
occupied housing declined substantially between 2000 and 2016, from 43.4 percent to 
24.9 percent. While much of this was likely a result of foreclosures in Madisonville, it is 
likely that many new arrivals are choosing to rent.  
Results from applying Hwang’s gentrification index indicated that Tract 55 
shifted from disinvested in 2009 to the early stage of gentrification by 2016. In this stage 
of gentrification, according to Clay’s (1997) model, individual “risk takers” enter a 
disinvested tract and gradually improve the built environment. A review of planning 
documents revealed that Madisonville was already primed for gentrification by the 1990s, 
however. As previously stated, the area was noted as an epicenter of jobs in the eastern 
part of Cincinnati, and a massive amount of investment went into the Madisonville 
Corridor after 2012 (Heyne 2016). It appears that Tract 55 had advanced to Stages 3 and 
4 by 2019, which was not included in the study time frame. In these stages of the 
gentrification process, investment of banks and corporations is prevalent.  
Tract 55 now has a well-educated middle-class white population and a lower-
educated, lower-income African American population. This is a major transition from the 
integrated community (both racially and economically) of Madisonville of the 1970s to 
1990s. The Quality of Life Plan (MCURC 2012) is an attempt to rectify this situation. As 
of 2013, Madisonville was the first neighborhood in Cincinnati to focus on implementing 
form-based code12 as a method to attract clientele and residents to Madisonville by 
providing mixed-use opportunities and a walkable neighborhood (Opticos Design 2013). 
Evidence for this major change in urban planning is found at the intersection of Madison 
and Whetsel Avenues, as illustrated in Figure 5. These new developments can also help 
ensure that the low-income population has an opportunity to remain in the neighborhood 
by providing affordable housing. This can be augmented with two policies for inclusive 
development (Ehrenfeucht and Nelson 2020). First, affordable housing needs to be 
maintained. This can be accomplished by offering density bonuses, which would, in 
effect, allow more-affordable housing to be combined with market-rate housing. Second, 
people need to be connected to employment opportunities. One example of a program 
providing such connections is MORTAR, which provides educational/employment 
opportunities for low-income individuals as well as a method to spur entrepreneurial 
development that services the needs of the low-income incumbent population. This 
process is currently taking place in Walnut Hills, a gentrifying tract outside of downtown 
Cincinnati, and could be implemented in Madisonville.  
ENDNOTES 
1. Sweat equity is a term used to indicate that individual homeowners renovate their 
homes as time and money permit. 
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2. Wyly and Hammel discriminated between core and fringe gentrification in their 
study. They did this via three steps: (1) examining scholarly research, planning 
documents, and the local press in the eight cities to obtain an inventory of gentrified 
tracts; (2) completing a block-by-block survey of tracts identified in step 1; and (3) 
using multivariate discriminant analysis to determine the core and fringe gentrified 
tracts using several socioeconomic variables. Fringe gentrified tracts were those 
where investment was modest, were spatially fragmented, or were in early stages of 
gentrification. 
3. Historical artifacts from this civilization are today housed in the Harvard Peabody 
Museum, the Smithsonian, the National Museum of the American Indian, and the 
Cincinnati Museum of Natural History. 
4. The Norwood Trough was an abandoned preglacial river valley. Its elevation, lower 
than that of the surrounding area, allowed the railroads and the Norwood Lateral 
(highway) to be constructed here. Prior to the 1800s, the trough allowed people to 
move through the area by foot (Potter 1996). 
5. According to Taeuber and Taeuber’s methodology, for displacement to occur, (1) the 
African American population must decline by at least 5.0 percent of the total tract 
racial composition and (2) an increase in the number of whites must occur, along with 
(3) a decline in the number of African Americans.  
6. The data from MLS of Greater Cincinnati are for all of Madisonville, which includes 
Tracts 55, 56, and 108. 
7. Interview with Bill Fischer, Interim Director of MCURC, May 21, 2019. 
8. Hwang’s blocks for her Chicago study ranged from about 10 to 20 blocks per tract, of 
which she randomly selected 4 blocks. I modified this and selected 18 blocks, which 
would be about 20 percent of the blocks in Tract 55, which would be comparable to 
Hwang’s methodology. 
9. It appears that the eastern part of Tract 55 was oversampled. This is not unexpected, 
in that the blocks in this part of Tract 55 are smaller than in other parts of the tract. 
About two-thirds of the blocks are located east of Stewart Avenue. Several of the 
blocks in the west were discarded in the sample because they contained private roads 
that were not accessible with Google Street View or because imagery for some of the 
roads was available for only one year, making a comparison between two timestamps 
impossible. 
10. The large number of blocks that were unsampled makes these observations largely 
unsubstantiated but does serve as an indicator of the gentrification process. 
11. The blocks did not experience declines in overall block score because other of the 
block faces were worse in 2009 than in 2014/16. 
12. College Hill, Walnut Hills, and Westwood also adopted the form-based code after 
2013 as a method of revitalizing their communities. 
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Documenting Current Practices of Accommodating Linguistic Needs 
of Deaf Defendants* 
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ABSTRACT 
Deaf defendants are an underexamined population in criminal justice 
research, and very few studies have examined their involvement in the 
criminal justice system. In addition, research on accommodating the 
linguistic needs of deaf defendants is sparse. Failure to accommodate the 
linguistic needs of deaf defendants presents several concerns, including 
disparate treatment and violations of ADA-guaranteed rights that may lead 
to inadmissible evidence, dismissals of cases, and not-guilty verdicts, as 
well as lawsuits and litigation, all of which create additional strain on an 
already overburdened system. The current study combines previous 
research on deaf defendants with the findings of data gathered from 
courtroom practitioners nationwide to gain an understanding of the current 
practices used to facilitate communication during criminal trials involving 
deaf defendants. 
KEY WORDS  ADA; Deaf; Defendants 
Deaf defendants are an underexamined population of the criminal justice system, and 
very few studies of deaf suspects, defendants, and offenders have been done (Miller, 
Vernon, and Capella 2005; Vernon and Greenberg 1999). Even less information is 
available on the most effective ways of facilitating communication with deaf defendants 
on trial. Without standardized practices and procedures for accommodating the linguistic 
needs of deaf defendants, the criminal justice system runs several risks, including 
disparate treatment and violations of rights that can lead to inadmissible evidence, 
dismissals of cases, and not-guilty verdicts, as well as civil lawsuits resulting in huge 
financial settlements and decisions picked up by taxpayers (Brodin 2005; Seaborn 2004). 
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 codified equal treatment of people with 
disabilities by outlawing their discrimination by any federal agency or department, as 
well as by any agency or department receiving financial assistance from the federal 
government (Shine 2019; U.S. Department of Justice 2010). In addition, the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) was established in 1990 and “prohibits discrimination 
 
* Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Dr. Beau Shine, Indiana 
University Kokomo, 2300 S. Washington, KE 336, Kokomo, IN  46902. 
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against people with disabilities in employment, transportation, public accommodation, 
communications, and governmental activities” (U.S. Department of Labor 2015). The 
ADA was created to assure all people equal rights and reasonable accommodations, 
regardless of mental or physical limitations. These rights were extended to suspects, 
defendants, and offenders, and they have significantly affected the way the criminal 
justice system deals with cases involving people with disabilities. 
While the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act 
of 1990 have helped to reduce disparate treatment, they have also presented 
difficulties, particularly from organizational perspectives. Since the passage of the 
Rehabilitation Act and the ADA, litigation filed on behalf of deaf suspects, 
defendants, and offenders in the criminal justice system has ballooned (Shine 2019; 
Vernon and Miller 2005; Vernon, Raifman, and Greenberg 1996; Wood 1984). 
Evidence has been made inadmissible, charges have been reduced, appeals have been 
filed, convictions have been overturned, cases with strong evidence of guilt have been 
thrown out, and lawsuits have been filed, all stemming from mistakes made in cases 
involving deaf suspects, defendants, and offenders. Deaf people face disadvantages at 
every stage of the criminal justice system, creating two systemic concerns. First, 
disadvantage erodes the credibility of the criminal justice system because of systemic 
injustice via disparate treatment, and second, not providing deaf people with equal 
rights raises both ethical and financial concerns. The prevention of equal rights and 
reasonable accommodations for deaf populations at the hands of criminal justice 
practitioners has led to increased expenses due to additional appeals and civil court 
costs, as well as costly financial settlements. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Obstacles Faced by Deaf Defendants 
Research by Vernon and Miller (2005) suggests deaf people face disadvantages across 
all stages of the criminal justice system. These disadvantages often result from a lack 
of understanding of deaf individuals and the barriers they face. To be fair to criminal 
justice practitioners, some of this lack of understanding is due to infrequent contact 
with deaf suspects, defendants, and offenders, as less than one percent of American 
citizens are deaf (Wood 1984). Given practitioners’ infrequent contact and 
interactions with deaf populations, they are often unaware of the most effective means 
of communicating with those who are deaf. 
Another, and perhaps the largest, problem deaf defendants face is the inability 
of criminal justice practitioners to understand the linguistic, cultural, and educational 
characteristics of deaf people (Mathers 2006; Vernon and Miller 2005). Given that 
equality is a central tenet of justice, it is essential that these disadvantages be addressed 
in order to minimize disparate treatment. Moreover, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and 
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 prohibit disability-based discrimination. 
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The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
Established in 1973, the Rehabilitation Act mandated equal treatment of the mentally 
and/or physically disabled by banning discrimination against them by any federal agency or 
department, as well as by any agency or department receiving funds from the federal 
government (McEntee 1995; U.S. Department of Justice 2010). The act paved the way for 
a wide range of services for the physically and mentally disabled. The Rehabilitation Act of 
1973 was created to minimize barriers to employment and to allow the pursuit of 
autonomous living, self-determination, and inclusion in American society. The 
Rehabilitation Services Administration, an agency of the U.S. Department of Education, 
oversees the act. Two sections of the act are applicable to the criminal justice system: 
Sections 504 and 508. 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 is a national law that protects 
qualified individuals from discrimination based on their disability (Shine 2019; Wegner 
1984). The nondiscrimination requirements of the law apply to employers and 
organizations that receive federal funding. Section 504 forbids employers, organizations, 
and agencies from barring individuals with disabilities an equal opportunity to obtain 
benefits and services. People with a history of or who are regarded as having a physical or 
mental impairment that “substantially limits one or more major life activities” are also 
covered. Major life activities include being able to walk, hear, speak, work, learn, and live 
independently. The federal government has provided billions of dollars to criminal justice 
agencies since the passage of the Rehabilitation Act, particularly since 9/11 (Williams 
2014). In addition, federal courts are funded entirely through federal assistance. As such, 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 applies to every court in the United States. 
The Rehabilitation Act was amended in 1998, mandating that federal agencies 
make their electronic and information technology accessible to disabled populations (U.S. 
Department of Justice 2010). Section 508 was passed to reduce technological barriers and 
create equal opportunities for people with disabilities, and to prioritize the development of 
technologies to achieve these goals. As such, the Department of Justice began employing 
accessible software, video, and media programs to assist individuals with disabilities, 
including those who are deaf and hard of hearing. 
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 added to the framework of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 by furthering equal opportunities and accessibility for 
disabled populations. The Americans with Disabilities Act is a comprehensive addition to 
civil rights legislation that forbids disability-based discrimination relating to employment, 
state and local government, public accommodations, commercial facilities, transportation, 
and telecommunications (U.S. Department of Justice 2010; McEntee 1995). The ADA 
applies only to people who qualify as disabled. According to the act, an individual is 
considered disabled if he or she has a mental or physical impairment that significantly 
impedes a “major life activity.” Major life activities are defined as the core activities 
involved in day-to-day life, including walking, talking, seeing, hearing, and learning.  
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After the passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, several civil 
rights cases came before the U.S. Supreme Court. A chain of Supreme Court decisions, 
including Sutton v. United Air Lines, Inc., 527 U.S. 471 (1999) and Toyota Motor 
Manufacturing, Kentucky, Inc. v. Williams, 534 U.S. 184 (2002), interpreted the Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990 in a way that made it challenging to prove that an impairment 
is a disability, consequently failing to protect those whom the legislation was designed for 
(U.S. Department of Labor 2015). In 2008, the ADA Amendments Act (ADAAA) was 
passed, making major changes to the ADA's definition of “disability” and widening 
coverage under both the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973. The changes defined what had been implicit up to that point, which was the 
basis for the Supreme Court’s difficulty in proving that impairments qualify as disabilities: 
an impairment that significantly impedes one major life activity is not required to inhibit 
other major life activities in order to be deemed a disability (Long 2008; U.S. Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission 2008). In addition, the ADAAA of 2008 expanded 
the list of major life activities to include caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, 
seeing, hearing, eating, sleeping, walking, standing, lifting, bending, speaking, breathing, 
learning, reading, concentrating, thinking, communicating, and working. 
Issues Surrounding Deaf Defendants and the Courts 
Courts have faced several issues when it comes to adhering to ADA standards and 
upholding equity during criminal trials involving deaf defendants. One concern relates to 
linguistic and reading challenges. Because of their limitations, deaf defendants, particularly 
the undereducated and prelingually deaf, may have difficulties participating in their own 
defense and are convicted and sentenced without fully comprehending their rights or the 
legal process (Vernon et al. 1996). This is known as linguistic incompetence (Vernon and 
Miller 2001). According to Vernon and Miller (2005), when a deaf suspect is deemed 
linguistically incompetent, he or she should be found incompetent to stand trial and unable 
to be tried until deemed competent. Unfortunately, once deaf defendants are deemed 
linguistically incompetent, they are infrequently found to be competent at a later date, and 
their cases are often discharged. Such was the case in the Ohio Supreme Court’s decision 
of Ohio v. Burnett (2005), who avoided criminal prosecution because of his linguistic 
incompetence. 
Another concern criminal courts face when trying deaf defendants is that legal 
proceedings are dictated by the pace of courtroom workgroups, not by the processing speed 
of the defendants. Even among higher-educated deaf people, it takes three to four times 
longer for deaf individuals to process American Sign Language (ASL) than it does for 
people who can hear to understand spoken English (Brauer 1993; Steinberg et al. 1998). If 
legal proceedings are happening faster than a deaf defendant can process them, the deaf 
defendant’s ability to work on his or her own defense is inhibited, putting him/her at a 
disadvantage and undermining justice. In addition, more than half of the deaf offenders 
incarcerated at one penal institution in Texas did not understand their sentence or how the 
legal process works (Miller 2001). If deaf defendants are unable to comprehend the legal 
process, their ability to work on their own behalf is also inhibited, exacerbating their 
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disadvantage during their trial. The inability for deaf defendants to fully participate in their 
own trials as a result of the disadvantages mentioned above has led to an unfortunate 
injustice: deaf offenders are overrepresented in jail and prison settings (Zingeser 1999). 
Although it is important for deaf defendants to understand their rights and the 
legal process, issues surrounding the ADA and courtroom interpreters are an even bigger 
issue for the courts. There are two major concerns when it comes to courtroom 
interpreters: accessibility and qualifications. 
Courtroom Interpreters and ADA Requirements 
State and local courts are bound by Title II of the ADA, which applies to “public 
entities.” The U.S. Department of Justice has issued regulations defining its expectations. 
Title II of the ADA requires local and state courts to provide qualified sign language 
interpreters and other auxiliary aids, such as transcription or assistive listening systems, 
to ensure effective communication with deaf and hard-of-hearing individuals. Preference 
of what auxiliary aid is needed is given to deaf defendants (28 C.F.R. Section 35.160). 
Although some courtrooms now have “computer-assisted transcripts,” which allow 
immediate transcripts of trial testimony and discussion to appear on screens, such a 
system may be useless for a defendant who communicates only through sign language. In 
the event that a defendant’s only means of communication is ASL, a qualified interpreter 
is required. Despite this requirement, 25 percent of deaf defendants do not have a 
certified interpreter on hand during their legal proceedings (Miller 2001; Miller and 
Vernon 2002). 
The Department of Justice has also stated that a qualified interpreter may be 
necessary when the information being relayed “is complex, or is exchanged for a lengthy 
period of time.” A qualified interpreter is defined by the Title II regulation as one who is 
able “to interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially both receptively and 
expressively, using any necessary specialized vocabulary” (28 C.F.R. Section 35.104). 
The Department of Justice goes on to note that this definition does not limit or invalidate 
state-regulated requirements that are more stringent than the ADA’s definition; rather, it 
sets minimum standards that state and local governments must adhere to. Along with the 
ADA, several states have their own standards for effective communication in criminal 
trials (National Association of the Deaf [NAD] 2015). Federal courts are also required to 
follow the Federal Court Interpreters Act of 1978 and the Bilingual, Hearing, and 
Speech-Impaired Court Interpreter Act of 1979, which demand the assignment of a 
qualified interpreter to any criminal or civil case brought by the federal government 
involving a deaf, speech-impaired, or non-English-speaking participant (McEntee 1995). 
Expenses associated with courtroom interpreters may not be passed on to 
defendants, regardless of whether defendants are convicted, as effective communication 
is a right guaranteed by the Americans with Disabilities Act. As such, the federal 
government has stated, “Where a court system has an obligation to provide qualified 
interpreters, it has the corresponding responsibility to pay for the services for the 
interpreters” (45 Fed. Reg. 37630, 1980). 
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Other Courtroom-Interpreter Considerations 
Despite qualified-interpreter requirements, cases have arisen in which family members 
interpret for defendants during criminal trials. Such was the case in Palermo v. Olivarez 
(2000), when the mother of a deaf defendant charged with shooting someone aided the 
court by signing during this trial (Miller 2001). Such actions are a conflict of interest and 
should not be allowed by any state or local criminal courts. The Department of Justice, in 
an analysis of Title II, suggests family and friends of deaf criminal suspects or defendants 
should not interpret for the defendants during legal proceedings. The Department of 
Justice suggests that friends and family usually are not familiar with legal code even if 
they are fluent in ASL and that even if they are familiar with legal terms, their “emotional 
or personal involvement or considerations of confidentiality . . . may adversely affect the 
ability to interpret effectively, accurately, and impartially” (56 Fed. Reg. at 35701, 1991). 
In addition, in states where no additional laws govern qualified interpreters, legislation 
should be established to ensure the interpreters’ accuracy and objectivity (Belliveau 
1991). Such standards have already been established by the federal government: a 
Specialist Certificate is required and a nationwide database known as the Registry of 
Interpreters for the Deaf (RID) is managed (RID 2015; U.S. Courts 2015b). 
Another courtroom interpreting issue involves the use of simultaneous or 
consecutive interpreting. Simultaneous interpreting is the most common form of 
interpreting, whereby the interpreter facilitates communication by immediately 
interpreting from one language to another (Simon 1993). An example of simultaneous 
interpreting is when an interpreter is signing something in real time, as when the national 
anthem is being played at a sporting event. In contrast, with consecutive interpreting, the 
interpreter takes note of what is being relayed before communicating the message in the 
target’s language. Although more time-consuming, consecutive interpreting is better in 
instances in which precision is key. In federal courts and some state courts, consecutive 
interpreting is required when witnesses who cannot speak English give testimony. 
Additional consideration should be paid to consecutive interpreting, however, not only 
for witness testimony, but any time someone participating in a criminal trial is not fluent 
in English. 
According to research by Debra Russell (2002), consecutive interpreting is 
significantly more accurate during trials than is simultaneous interpreting. In citing 
research she completed for her doctoral dissertation, Russell challenged the accuracy of 
simultaneous interpretation in courtrooms by conducting and videotaping four mock trials 
with courtroom interpreters, judges and attorneys, and deaf and hearing witnesses. Each 
interpreting team translated for two trials, signing simultaneously for one and 
consecutively for the other. After the trials, Russell interviewed all participants and 
analyzed the videotaped interpretations for errors. The accuracy of interpreting in the 
consecutively interpreted trials was at or above 95 percent, whereas the accuracy of 
interpreting in simultaneously interpreted trials ranged from 83 percent to 87 percent, 
underscoring the difference in accuracy between the two interpretation methods. 
The final issue related to courtroom interpreting involves the use of dual 
interpretation. Dual interpretation involves using two interpreters—one deaf and one 
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hearing—to facilitate communication between parties. For instance, if a deaf defendant 
were communicating with the court in a dual-interpretation format, the defendant would 
sign his/her message to a deaf interpreter, who would then sign the message to a hearing 
interpreter, and then the hearing interpreter would translate the message to the court. 
Although on its surface, dual interpretation may seem excessive and impractical, there is 
good reason for it. According to Smith (1991), deaf people are collectively communal, 
and interpreters who are deaf themselves can aid in the integrity of the legal process by 
highlighting cultural differences in communication to the court that might not be picked 
up by hearing interpreters. In addition, deaf interpreters have a more thorough 
understanding of linguistic differences that need to be addressed during the course of 
examination, testimony, and the like (Wilcox 1995). As such, additional consideration 
should be given to the role of dual interpretation in the courtroom. 
METHODS 
This qualitative study employs a dual-survey design aimed at identifying current 
courtroom practices for accommodating the linguistic needs of deaf defendants on trial. 
In light of the limited amount of research available on criminal trials involving deaf 
defendants, a two-part sampling approach was used. The first step was to create and 
disburse an informational questionnaire for courtroom practitioners using critical case 
sampling, a purposive sampling technique intended to examine rare and understudied 
phenomena that have been unable to be evaluated empirically (Teddlie and Yu 2007; Yin 
2003). When limited information is known about an issue, critical case sampling lets 
researchers develop generalizations from the themes and consistencies that emerge from 
the cases examined (Flyvbjerg 2006). The questionnaire is open-ended and is designed to 
solicit information about (1) data kept on deaf defendants; (2) standard protocols and 
procedures for ensuring appropriate language access; and (3) any issues and concerns 
practitioners would like to see addressed regarding how best to accommodate the 
linguistic needs of deaf defendants. 
Guided by previous research, along with the data gathered from the questionnaire, 
several survey questions were constructed in an attempt to identify current practices for 
trials involving deaf defendants. This purposive sampling method is known as expert 
sampling. Expert sampling is appropriate when researchers examine understudied topics 
and want to elicit the insight of individuals who have personal experience in dealing with 
the topics of interest (Trochim 2006). The survey is constructed based on the themes and 
issues raised from the exploratory questionnaire data, and its questions are more specific 
in nature, with the goal of identifying gaps of practitioner knowledge regarding deaf 
defendants and their rights, as well as reemerging themes and information of how to 
effectively accommodate the linguistic needs of deaf defendants. 
Critical Case Sample 
After a review of the extant research regarding deaf defendants, the decision to employ a 
critical case sample for the wave 1 questionnaire was made for several reasons. First, it 
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became clear that deaf defendants are an understudied population, and what research has 
been conducted was done through the framework of deaf advocacy rather than systemic 
efficiency. Targeting critical cases to identify underexplored issues allows researchers to 
develop generalizations from the cases examined (Flyvbjerg 2006). Second, while 
reviewing the research, it became clear that the extant research was conducted using case 
studies. It should be noted that this is no fault of previous researchers but rather that, 
because of low numbers of overall involvement in the criminal justice system, data on 
deaf defendants was not being tracked by courts. The third reason a critical case analysis 
was selected is that critical case analysis is the methodology of choice when resources 
limit the evaluation of the study (Patton 1987). When this occurs, it is strategic to target 
cases (in this case, knowledgeable respondents) that can provide the most information 
and insight about the issues being examined. The fourth reason a critical case sample was 
selected was to highlight issues unique to trials of deaf defendants. A large sample size is 
not required to identify such issues, particularly given that some of the issues have been 
identified through previous research. What is important is to contact practitioners to 
confirm the validity of previously stated concerns, as well as to see if any additional 
concerns may have gone unresearched. Finally, a critical case sample was selected in the 
name of efficiency. In general, respondents are more likely to participate when the 
questions being asked of them do not take too much of their time. The questions in the 
wave 1 questionnaire are mainly open-ended survey questions. Because of this, concern 
regarding response rate developed, and a decision to keep the sample size smaller for the 
questionnaire was made. This decision was rooted in Patton’s conclusion that “there are 
no rules for sample size in qualitative inquiry” (1990:184) and that sample size should be 
decided upon based on the information sought and how to maximize time and resources. 
In terms of validating the methodology from an academic standpoint, critical case 
sampling was appropriate for several reasons. First, critical case sampling is a form of 
purposeful nonprobability sampling (Patton 2015; Suri 2011; Tashakkori and Teddlie 
2003; Teddlie and Yu 2007). Nonprobability sampling is appropriate for studying 
information-rich cases in detail. Conversely, probability sampling is appropriate when 
researchers want to generalize from a sample to a greater population; however, implicit in 
probability sampling is the fact that data have been collected and can be examined for 
quantitative inference. Absent data, probability sampling is inappropriate, as there is 
nothing to generalize from. 
Critical case sampling is also strategic when specific cases may yield information 
of vital importance to the research being conducted (Patton 1987, 1990). Applying this 
rationale to the current study, the questionnaire was disbursed to courtroom practitioners 
in multiple locations across the country. Respondents who have specific experiences with 
issues are ideal to target when employing critical case sampling (Marshall 1996). Large 
cities were targeted because practitioners in them were likely to have encountered more 
deaf defendants because of the larger populations and thus would be able to provide more 
insight based on their increased experiences with deaf defendants. 
Finally, critical case sampling was chosen to provide a framework for the wave 2 
survey. Although studying small numbers of critical cases does not allow for empirical 
inferences to be made, logical generalizations may be made from limited cases, 
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particularly absent any other available data (Patton 1987, 1990). Information gained 
through critical case sampling provides valuable insight into unstudied and understudied 
research topics (Yin 2003) and serves as a foundation for the construction of more 
detailed questions and, eventually, testable hypotheses. Put more simply, it sheds light on 
what is and is not known about the issues being explored in a study and provides a 
framework for which questions to ask moving forward. 
Expert Sample 
Expert sampling, another form of purposeful sampling, was selected for the second wave 
of data collection. Expert sampling is a widely accepted purposeful-sampling technique 
used in social science research (Ghosh et al. 2013; Trochim 2006), and it was selected for 
several reasons. First, it will reveal if data are being kept on deaf defendants. The experts 
(in this case, judges and attorneys) will know if there is any data being kept on deaf 
defendants passing through their courts, and if such data exists, they will be able to 
provide it for the current study. Conversely, if data on deaf defendants are not being 
tracked, courtroom practitioners will be able to note this in their responses, which also 
provides information for the current study. In essence, having no information is valuable, 
in that it is telling of the current state of data on deaf defendants and may serve as a 
justification for why such data should be tracked moving forward. 
Expert sampling was also chosen because of the lack of empirical evidence 
available on issues related to the current study. According to Laerd Dissertation (2012), a 
research-oriented website committed to the promotion of research methods and statistical 
training, expert sampling is the sampling technique of choice for topics for which no 
empirical evidence is available and no conclusions regarding the topics being explored 
have been definitively reached. When this is the case, the logic behind using expert 
sampling is that, absent any testable data from which to draw empirical conclusions, it is 
best to gain insight from experts in the field who have had experience with the topics and 
can draw from their experiences to provide researchers with a better understanding of the 
topics being studied (Trochim 2006). In addition, absent any empirical evidence, views of 
experts are more respected than those of people who have no personal experience from 
which to draw their conclusions (Changing Works 2015). Although certainly not without 
its methodological limitations, expert sampling provides insight on topics that, 
particularly when reinforced by a significant proportion of the sample, help researchers to 
gain the best possible understanding of their topics of interest. 
Finally, expert sampling was selected with the intent of reaching out to courtroom 
practitioners across several geographic regions and population sizes in order to maximize 
representation and generalizability. Whereas critical case samples examine a relatively 
smaller number of cases to highlight issues related to research topics of interest (in this 
study, managing deaf defendants from a systemic perspective), expert samples typically 
employ a larger sample size to increase the generalizability of evidence gained through 
the topics being explored. Although information gained through expert sampling is not 
empirical, its reliability is improved upon relative to critical case sampling because of the 
increase in sample size. Whereas the goal of critical case sampling in the current study is 
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to identify issues and concerns faced by practitioners during trials involving deaf 
defendants, the goal of expert sampling in the current study is to identify the best ways of 
managing those issues and concerns, as identified through the critical case sample. As 
such, samples that allow for geographic diversity and variation in the population sizes of 
cities and counties represented in the study are desired. 
As mentioned above, geographic diversity and variation in population size are 
priorities for the expert sample. Geographic diversity is prioritized to (1) identify if there 
are regional ways of handling deaf defendants and (2) allow for maximum 
generalizability of the list of best practices developed from the current study. In addition, 
the population size of where experts work has been theorized as important, as courtroom 
practitioners working in suburban and rural areas may have less experiences with cases 
involving deaf defendants than do their urban counterparts. Although practitioners in 
lower-populated jurisdictions may not have as much experience as their urban 
counterparts with cases involving deaf defendants, they are still the experts within their 
courts and should be represented in the expert sample. Moreover, although lower-
populated jurisdictions may have less exposure to deaf defendants, practitioners in these 
jurisdictions may still have unique and informative insights to share. 
Recruitment Process 
The recruitment processes for the wave 1 questionnaire and wave 2 survey share 
similarities. Recruitment for each wave employed a two-stage process that involved 
identifying judges and attorneys to participate, which required administrative approval, 
and then identifying courtroom practitioners with knowledge of their respective policies 
and procedures who were willing to complete the questionnaires and surveys. 
Wave 1 Questionnaire. Recruitment for the wave 1 sample began with reaching 
out to 10 law and judicial offices across the United States. Judges and prosecutors were 
targeted based on geographic diversity to capture potential differences in responses due to 
variation in laws, policies, and procedures, as well as any potential unknown regional 
influences that may influence responses. In addition, courtroom practitioners in large 
cities were contacted under the assumption that they would have an increased likelihood 
of contact with deaf defendants because of larger population size. Once prosecutors’ and 
judicial offices were selected, they were contacted through legal and judicial office lines 
identified through online searches. 
Administrative assistants responsible for answering prosecutor and judicial office 
lines were briefly informed about the study and its goals, at which point they provided 
contact information for supervisors from their offices who were in positions to approve or 
deny permission for their respective prosecutors and judges to complete the 
questionnaire. Supervisors were informed of the nature of the study, and requests were 
made for names of prosecutors and judges with previous experience in cases involving 
deaf defendants. Once office approval was granted, the questionnaire and information 
sheet were forwarded on to prosecutors and judges either directly by the office 
supervisors or by the primary investigator (PI) when the supervisor provided direct 
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contact info for the office’s prosecutors and judges, along with an explanation of the 
research project and a request to complete the questionnaire. Prosecutors and judges then 
decided whether they would complete the questionnaire, which was optional and not 
required by their respective offices. The questionnaire was created using a Word 
document, and respondents were asked to complete it by typing their responses in the 
Word document and then e-mailing it back to the PI directly or having their supervisors 
return it to the PI via e-mail. All data gathered were deidentified at both the individual 
and organizational levels. 
Wave 2 Survey. Recruitment for the wave 2 sample began by calling a larger 
sample of law and judicial offices nationwide. In addition to prosecutors and judges, 
public defenders were also recruited to complete the wave 2 courtroom practitioner 
survey. Courtroom practitioners were targeted based on geographic diversity, with 
multiple states from each region of the country included in each sample population to 
account for possible differences in responses due to variation in laws, policies, and 
procedures, as well as any possible unknown regional influences that could shape 
responses. In addition, courtroom practitioners from urban, suburban, and rural 
communities were contacted to account for potential differences in responses based on 
population size. Once law and judicial offices were selected, they were contacted through 
legal and judicial office lines found through online searches. Once contact with a 
supervisor in a position to approve participation was established, an information sheet 
explaining the study, its assurance of confidentiality, and its IRB approval was submitted 
via e-mail. The survey was created using Qualtrics (an online survey software company), 
and respondents were asked to complete it by clicking on the link provided from the PI or 
their supervisors. As with the wave 1 questionnaire, all data gathered were deidentified at 
the individual and organizational levels. 
FINDINGS 
The results of the current study are discussed below. Wave 1 findings are covered first, 
followed by wave 2 findings, and each wave is broken down based on the results from 
the responses of courtroom practitioners. In addition, the wave 2 findings are compared 
to findings from previous research to identify consistencies and differences, as well as 
any new information learned from the current study. 
Wave 1 Questionnaire 
Using critical case sampling, ten prosecutors’ and judicial offices from across the country 
were contacted to complete the wave 1 courtroom practitioner questionnaire. Prosecutors’ 
and judicial offices were selected on the basis of geographic diversity and size, with large 
cities targeted. Of the 10 offices contacted, 6 approved a courtroom practitioner to 
complete the questionnaire (60 percent response rate). All practitioners who received 
approval from their offices completed the questionnaire. 
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Approximately how many deaf defendants are channeled through your 
court system? 
Three of the six respondents stated that they had no idea how many deaf defendants are 
channeled through their court system, and two respondents stated that they have from one 
to three deaf defendants being prosecuted in their jurisdiction at a given time. One 
respondent noted that his court encounters approximately 2500 deaf defendants a year (a 
number that seems extremely high, regardless of how many total cases go before a court 
in a given year). 
What type of general issues, problems, or reoccurring themes has the court 
dealt with in regards to deaf defendants? 
Courtroom practitioners identified a few general issues, problems, and reoccurring 
themes related to cases involving deaf defendants. The first is that there is often a wait 
list for certified interpreters, which often leads to continuances and slows the legal 
process. Occasionally, arrangements are made in advance, but most of the time, the court 
does not know that the defendant is deaf until his/her first court appearance. In addition, 
one respondent noted that trials involving deaf defendants take longer because of the 
additional time associated with interpreting. 
What are some of the standard protocols used for providing interpreters for 
deaf defendants in working with their attorneys? 
Two of the six respondents stated that their office had standard protocols for providing 
interpreters for deaf defendants, including assigning a qualified interpreter to the 
defendant. One respondent stated that the competency of the interpreter is tested prior 
to assignment to ensure his or her qualification to interpret in court. Finally, one 
respondent noted that the court relies on the defense attorney to notify the court if an 
interpreter is necessary. In the event that the court is not notified by the defense 
attorney, an interpreter is not provided to the defendant and the defendant relies solely 
on lip reading. 
What happens if a deaf defendant does not understand sign language? 
Four of the six courtroom practitioners stated that they had never encountered a deaf 
defendant who did not understand sign language, and they offered no answer as to how 
they would respond to such an issue should it arise. The remaining two respondents 
stated that family members who understand the defendant’s makeshift signs are sworn in 
and translate for the defendant during trial. 
In regards to that last question, has it been your experience that deaf 
defendants are more or less apt to take their case to trial, or are they more 
likely to plea bargain? Similarly, have you noticed either prosecutors or 
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defense attorneys being more or less likely to make or take a plea deal on 
behalf of deaf defendants? 
Five of the six respondents stated that the percentage of cases disposed of through plea 
bargaining were identical for deaf and hearing defendants, and that deafness is not a 
factor in a prosecutor’s decision to offer a plea bargain. One respondent noted that every 
deaf defendant (s)he prosecuted was offered and accepted a plea bargain and stated that 
prosecutors are more likely to make a lenient plea offer to a deaf defendant and courts are 
more likely to accept a lenient plea offer because the courtroom work group understands 
how difficult a jury trial would be with a deaf defendant, as well as the difficulties that 
jails and prisons face when housing deaf offenders. 
Are you aware of what type of deaf interpreter your court system uses? In other 
words, are these interpreters deaf themselves, or are they interpreters who don’t 
happen to be deaf? 
Five of the six respondents stated that their court has never used an interpreter that is deaf 
himself/herself, and one respondent stated that in the two cases involving deaf defendants 
(s)he has worked, one interpreter could hear and one was deaf. 
What type of problems have you noticed specifically regarding some of the 
actors in the courtroom work group? Are there noticeable problems judges, 
prosecutors, or defense attorneys encounter in dealing with deaf defendants? 
In terms of problems associated with trying deaf defendants, the speed of the trial was the 
main issue identified. How to facilitate communication with a deaf defendant who does 
not know ASL was also identified as a concern. 
Similarly to the last question, have you noticed the courtroom members working 
together to address the issues/problems of deaf defendants, or does the presence of 
a deaf defendant affect the cohesiveness of the courtroom workgroup? 
All respondents stated that cases involving deaf defendants do not affect the cohesion of 
the courtroom work group and that such cases merely slow the legal process. 
From your observations, is it ever a concern that a deaf defendant may be 
unable to get his or her point across effectively? And if so, could it affect the 
outcome of a case? 
All respondents stated that they had never been involved in any case in which a deaf 
defendant did not understand the questions being asked of him/her, and one respondent 
noted that, should such a circumstance arise, the prosecution would stop the proceedings 
until the issue was remedied. Five courtroom practitioners stated they had no concerns 
about deaf defendants expressing themselves effectively, with one adding that judges 
give deaf defendants ample time to express themselves and that in the event a judge is 
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unable to understand what a defendant is trying to tell the court, the judge will inquire 
further until clarity is achieved. One respondent stated that lip reading during a trial 
inhibits accurate communication and could affect the outcome and, as such, an interpreter 
should always be provided to deaf defendants. 
Are there any other issues that we have not discussed that you think are 
important to understanding what happens to deaf defendants in the criminal 
justice system? 
None of the respondents identified any items not addressed in the questionnaire. 
Wave 2 Survey 
Using expert sampling, 30 law and judicial offices around the country were contacted to 
complete the wave 2 survey. In addition to prosecutors and judges, the wave 2 survey 
included defense attorneys in the sample. Offices were selected on the basis of 
geographic and population diversity. Eight (8) of the 30 law and judicial offices contacted 
agreed to participate in the study and found a courtroom practitioner willing to complete 
the online survey (26.7 percent response rate). 
Does your office keep track of the number of deaf defendants it deals with annually? 
All eight respondents stated that their offices do not keep track of the number of deaf 
defendants they encounter annually. This provides support for the idea that prosecutors, 
defense attorneys, and judges are not collecting data on deaf suspects. 
What is the most effective way of ensuring the linguistic competence of a deaf 
defendant? Please describe. 
When asked about the most effective way of ensuring the linguistic competence of a deaf 
defendant, respondents stated that court-appointed certified interpreters should assess the 
defendant’s linguistic competence prior to trial. 
Has your state defined the minimum standards for a “qualified interpreter”? 
Five respondents said that their states had defined the minimum standards for qualified 
interpeters, and three said they were unsure. No respondents answered no. 
If your state has not defined the minimum standards for a “qualified 
interpreter,” what do you think they should be? Please describe. 
When asked what the minimum standards for a “qualified interpreter” should be, one 
respondent noted that a judge should review an interpreter’s qualifications prior to trial, 
and another respondent stated that interpreters should be certified and should be familiar 
with legal terminology. These suggestions are similar to the requirements of federal court 
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interpreters, which state that the interpreter must possess and display an understanding of 
legal terminology in addition to passing the Administrative Office Certification 
Examination (U.S. Courts 2015a). 
Are you familiar with the difference between simultaneous and  
consecutive interpreting? 
Five respondents stated they were familiar with the difference, and three said they were not. 
If you are familiar with the difference between the two, when should 
simultaneous interpreting be used in a deaf defendant’s trial? Please describe. 
Responses indicated that respondents believed simultaenous interpreting should occur 
throughout the entire trial, any time the defendant is not testifying, and not at all. 
Again, if you are familiar with the difference between simultaneous and 
consecutive interpreting, when should consecutive interpreting be used in a 
deaf defendant’s trial? Please describe. 
Responses to this question included never, only when the defendant is testifying, and 
always (because of its improved accuracy in comparison to simultaneous 
interpreting). The latter response is the one supported by previous research, which 
suggests that consecutive interpreting should always be used in formal courtroom 
proceedings, as it is significantly more accurate than simultaneous interpreting 
(Russell 2002). 
Are family members of a deaf defendant allowed to interpret in the defendant’s 
criminal trial in your jurisdiction’s court? 
All eight respondents said that family members of a deaf defendant are not allowed to 
interpret in such a case. 
Do you think family members of a deaf defendant should be allowed to interpret 
in the defendant’s criminal trial? 
In response to this question, all eight respondents again answered no. These findings are 
supported by the Department of Justice’s suggestion that friends and family members 
should not interpret for a deaf suspect in court because they are usually unfamiliar with 
the legal code and terminology and they may have emotional and/or personal 
involvement in the case, which may affect their ability to interpret effectively, correctly, 
and neutrally (56 Fed. Reg. at 35701, 1991). 
Does your jurisdiction’s court always provide sign language interpreters for 
deaf defendants? 
Seven respondents stated that their jurisdiction’s court always provides sign language 
interpreters for deaf defendants, but one stated that his/her court did not. With the 
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exception of one respondent, these findings support the use of sign language 
interpreters in all courtroom proceedings, which is not only strongly suggested by 
previous researchers but also required in most jurisdictions (Mathers 2009; Vernon and 
Miller 2005). 
Do you think courts should always provide sign language interpreters for deaf 
defendants? 
All eight respondents replied yes to this question. 
What is the most effective way of ensuring deaf defendants are able to 
participate in their own defense? Please describe. 
When asked this question, respondents stated that deaf defendants must be able to 
communicate with their attorneys and the court, and that certified sign language interpreters 
should be present for all court proceedings (which is supported by previous research, as listed 
above). In addition, one respondent stated that it is the responsibility of the defendant’s 
defense attorney to explain the legal process to the defendant, and another noted that dual 
interpreting should be used in any proceedings lasting longer than two hours. 
Are you familiar with dual interpretation? If you are familiar with dual 
interpretation, when should it be used in a deaf defendant’s trial? Please describe. 
Six respondents indicated they were familiar with dual interpretation, and two stated that 
they were not. Of the respondents who indicated that they were familiar with dual 
interpretation, one that dual interpretation should be used any time a court proceeding 
lasts longer than two hours, as it ensures the accuracy of the interpretation and avoids 
interpreter fatigue, indicating that (s)he was unfamiliar with what dual interpretation 
actually is. Dual interpretation, although it may seem impractical, can bolster the integrity 
of the legal process by recognizing and translating cultural differences in communication 
to the court that might not be picked up by hearing interpreters (Smith 1991); moreover, 
deaf interpreters have a better understanding of the linguistic differences that need to be 
addressed during the course of examination, testimony, and so on (Wilcox 1995). As 
such, previous research suggests that additional consideration should be given to the use 
of dual interpretation during trials. 
Are there any other issues or information regarding the handling of deaf 
defendants that is not mentioned above and needs to be addressed? If so, 
please explain. 
Respondents identified no additional issues. 
DISCUSSION 
Research on deaf defendants has been a largely underexplored area of interest (Miller et 
al. 2005; Vernon and Greenberg 1999). Absent such research, courtroom practitioners are 
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left reliant on a piecemeal approach to handling deaf defendants, leaving the window 
open for inequitable treatment and violations of rights that can and have resulted in 
inadmissible evidence, dismissals of cases, and not-guilty verdicts, as well as litigation 
and lawsuits (Brodin 2005; Seaborn 2004). 
In light of the limited amount of research available, two waves of qualitative data 
were collected with the goal of constructing a list of current practices of courtroom 
practitioners in criminal cases involving deaf defendants. Data were gathered using 
critical case sampling (wave 1) and expert sampling (wave 2), both types of purposeful 
sampling, a nonprobability sampling technique that involves identifying respondents for a 
specific purpose (Patton 1990; Tashakkori and Teddlie 2003; Teddlie and Yu 2007). The 
data gained through the study provide a glimpse of how courtrooms across the United 
States facilitate communication with deaf defendants. 
In addition to providing a snapshot of current practices, results of the current 
study indicate a need for law offices and courtrooms nationwide to collect data on deaf 
defendants so future research can be quantitative as well as qualitative. Without the 
collection of such data, official statistics cannot be attained and empirical testing is not 
possible. As such, courts across the country should keep track of the number of deaf 
defendants they encounter annually and should document any issues, successes, or 
concerns associated with accommodating the linguistic needs of these defendants. 
Limitations 
As with any research, the current study has limitations to the methodologies and findings. 
These limitations can be categorized into two types: general limitations of qualitative 
research and specific limitations associated with the study itself. These general and 
specific limitations are discussed in this section. 
The first limitation that needs to be acknowledged relates to qualitative research 
in general. There are no clear rules for sampling in qualitative research. Whereas 
sampling techniques for quantitative research are typically well established, sampling 
techniques for qualitative research are not explicit, and multiple techniques may be 
employed (Palinkas et al. 2013). Because different sampling techniques may be used to 
study similar issues, the window is left open for different findings due to inconsistencies 
in measurement; however, this freedom in selecting sampling strategies affords 
researchers the opportunity to maximize their exposure to information-rich cases that are 
the foundation of qualitative research (Patton 1987). 
The other general limitation of qualitative research is that data gained from 
qualitative research are not able to be examined statistically and are therefore not 
empirically verifiable. The limited research and virtually nonexistent data on deaf 
defendants and their involvement in the criminal justice system do not allow for 
quantitative analysis, however, and purposeful sampling is the only way to gain a better 
understanding of the issues examined in the current study. Qualitative research should be 
judged in context by its contribution to the issues being examined, not by sample size or 
inferential power (Patton 1990). 
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In addition to the general qualitative limitations, there is a limitation specific to 
the current study, in regard to the study’s low response rates. Although the response rates 
for the wave 1 questionnaire and wave 2 survey were lower than desired, the responses 
for both waves of data collection were rich with qualitative data. In addition, the reason 
for the lower response rate of the wave 2 survey relative to that of the wave 1 
questionnaire may have been the inclusion of suburban and rural populations in the 
samples. The decision to include suburban and rural populations in the wave 2 survey 
was made to include responses across all population levels, but it is possible that these 
populations had encountered fewer deaf defendants and thus did not see participating in 
the study as beneficial to their courts. 
Future Research 
Although this study advances the current knowledge on common practices of handling 
deaf defendants, there is still much to learn. One future interest related to the current 
study includes working with courtroom practitioners to gain access to deaf defendants for 
case studies of their experiences, with the goal of proactively identifying concerns and 
offering recommendations as those concerns arise, rather than reactively waiting for 
litigation to pile up (and the potential for systemic injustice via disparate treatment and 
violations of the ADA as a result of waiting). In addition, if and when quantitative data 
are collected by the courts, issues relating to deaf defendants should be explored 
quantitatively. Ultimately, this research is the first step in understanding current 
courtroom practices in cases involving deaf defendants, and it provides a foundation to 
examine whether these practices are consistent with the recommendations of previous 
research on how best to accommodate the linguistic needs of deaf defendants. 
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Michael Lewis’s The Undoing Project: A Friendship That Changed 
Our Minds* 
DAVID MCCLOUGH 
Ohio Northern University 
Lewis, M. 2017. The Undoing Project: A Friendship That Changed Our Minds.  
New York: W. W. Norton & Company. 362 pp., $28.95. ISBN:978-0393-25459-4. 
ABSTRACT 
The Undoing Project examines the relationship between two psychologists, 
Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, whose work altered how we 
understand the functioning of the mind. In this book, Lewis embarks on a 
journey to understand and explain psychological research to a popular 
audience. Lewis is an expert writer who knows what sells books. The 
Undoing Project is an informative, entertaining, and quick read. Lewis has 
produced a well-researched book that is accessible to a broad audience. 
KEY WORDS  Michael Lewis; Undoing Project 
Originally from New Orleans, Michael Lewis graduated from Princeton interested in 
pursuing a career in art history. He determined that market conditions for art historians 
were not to his liking, so he enrolled in the London School of Economics, where he 
completed an MA in economics. He began his career with Solomon Brothers as a bond 
salesman in London. After just a few years, he wrote of his experience in Liar’s Poker. 
His subsequent books have embraced financial topics (The Big Short and Flash Boys), 
politics (The Fifth Risk), and sports (The Blind Side and Moneyball). 
Lewis’s keen perception and ability to explain complicated topics contribute to 
his commercial success, which seems to illuminate suspicious financial activity and 
flawed government practice. Both Flash Boys and The Fifth Risk inspired defensive 
rebuttals. The timely publication of and instant fascination with Flash Boys almost 
certainly contributed to the decision to hold congressional hearings to investigate high-
 
* Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to David McClough, 525 S. Main, 
Ada, OH  45810. 
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frequency trading on Wall Street. Not only do Lewis’s books and articles inform readers, 
but Lewis has a knack for attracting the attention of policymakers. 
The Undoing Project examines the relationship between two psychologists, Amos 
Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, whose work altered how we understand the functioning of 
the mind. The research inspired the creation of behavioral economics, a subdiscipline 
within economics, and won Kahneman the Nobel Prize for economics. Writing in the 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Glenn Altschuler (Cornell University) contends that The Undoing 
Project is Lewis’s best book. I will not wade into this debate, though I note that in this 
book, Lewis ventures away from financial and economic topics and embarks on a journey 
to understand and explain psychological research to a popular audience. He does so 
effectively by introducing the motivating questions for the research and, when appropriate, 
the importance, but it may be Lewis’s historical accounting of Kahneman and Tversky’s 
commitment to discovery that university and college faculty will find inspiring. 
Lewis is an expert writer who knows what sells books. The opening chapter of 
The Undoing Project revisits the spectacularly successful Moneyball, but with a twist, by 
examining the uncertainty associated with drafting young men to play in the NBA rather 
than identifying undervalued baseball players. He introduces Daryl Morey, general 
manager of the Houston Rockets, as the central figure in the chapter. Morey was a 
committed “numbers guy” who shifted the focus from drafting players based on the 
subjective assessment of scouts to a mathematical algorithm using available data. Despite 
all the data and computing power available to him, the model retained the potential to be 
very wrong in predicting who would and would not be successful. The chapter sets the 
stage for the entire book when Morey states, “Maybe the experts don’t know what they 
are talking about” (p. 27). Herein is the issue: What do people know? Why do they think 
they know? Isn’t it remarkable how often and how wrong we are? 
To be clear, the book is intended for a general audience, not an academic one. In 
chapters 2–4, Lewis introduces the reader to the two Israeli psychologists, Kahneman and 
Tversky. Both men served in the Israeli army. Kahneman was immediately assigned the 
duty of assessing and recommending assignment of military personnel. Tversky was a 
decorated paratrooper and commander. Lewis emphasizes how both men connected their 
academic research with the security concerns of Israel. The necessity of commanders, 
pilots, and soldiers to make better decisions was paramount to the survival of the new 
country surrounded by enemies. 
In chapter 6, the collaboration between Kahneman and Tversky begins. Although 
their partnership was slow in forming, once it began, it was a force. Their initial work 
was motivated by the failure of the human mind to behave in a manner consistent with 
known probability theory. They discovered that people do not make correct statistical 
inferences, even when formally trained in statistics. Similarly, they observed that people 
tended to fit evidence to theory rather than theory to evidence. The culmination of the 
early collaboration was a paper titled “Belief in the Law of Small Numbers,” which 
reported how people systematically made incorrect inferences from small samples. The 
paper was immediately recognized for its genius and practical application. 
Following their initial collaborative success, Kahneman and Tversky challenged 
the effectiveness of experts. They took aim at radiologists and clinical psychologists. The 
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presentation of their findings is disturbing. As diagnosticians, both professions failed to 
deliver consistently correct results, due largely to the uncertainty inherent in the process. 
Simple algorithms using limited information matched or surpassed the performance of 
experts. The implications for political science and economics are significant. In “Myth of 
the Rational Voter,” economist Bryan Caplan advocates reliance on experts to avoid the 
possibility that the median voter is systematically wrong. He uses the example of trade 
policy, contending that economists are experts in such matters and economists know that 
free trade is the correct choice. Most readers are familiar with the economic analysis 
justifying “free” trade, but there is considerable evidence to the contrary. In this instance, 
it appears that theory prevails over reality, a dangerous situation that certainly contributed 
to deregulation leading up to the financial crisis of 2007–2008. 
The remaining chapters of The Undoing Project continue to explore the lives and 
careers of Kahneman and Tversky. Their success and celebrity in academe did not come 
without cost. The book title carries multiple meanings. The research of Kahneman and 
Tversky replaced conventional wisdom and knowledge up to that time and thus, as the 
subtitle reveals, changed our minds. Additionally, the extraordinary collaboration and 
friendship unraveled as both men experienced success and attention. Minor parallels can 
be seen in the men’s marital failures and the effects of their departure from Hebrew 
University and Israel. 
The Undoing Project is an informative, entertaining, and quick read. Lewis has 
produced a well-researched book that is accessible to a broad audience. For economists 
and political scientists, there is much to gain. First, the reader is immediately impressed 
by the potential of thoughtful research and inspired teaching. Second, Kahneman and 
Tversky demonstrated that people are not rational, utility-maximizing actors. Although 
the assumption of rationality is no longer supportable even as a convenience for modeling 
behavior, the greater insight is that people make bad decisions, which means that 
economic and political decisions are not spared. An appreciation that decisions are not 
always “right” is an important insight for teachers and researchers.  
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AUTHOR INSTRUCTIONS AND MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 
(Effective September 1, 2020) 
The following statement provides an overview of the submission requirements and is 
designed to assist authors in the preparation of their manuscripts for possible publication 
in the Journal. It covers details of the review process and of the presentation and 
formatting style required for all paper submissions that will be checked in copyediting if 
your manuscript is accepted for publication. To avoid delays in manuscript processing, all 
authors and coauthors who wish to have their papers considered for publication should 
review and observe the following submission requirements. 
1. All manuscripts submitted for review by non-IASS members must include a 
nonrefundable $25 processing fee. There is no fee for IASS members. There is no cost for 
students or for associate/retired members. Papers will not be processed without payment. 
2. Make all checks payable to Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences (IASS). 
Checks should be mailed, along with any necessary forms, to the following address. 
Payment may also be made online via PayPal and indicated in the submission letter. 
Dr. Nirupama Devaraj 
Co-Editor, Midwest Social Sciences Journal 
Valparaiso University 
ASB 364 
1400 Chapel Drive 
Valparaiso, IN  46383 
 
3. Be sure to include a COVER LETTER, ABSTRACT with KEY WORDS, and 
PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHY with submission of manuscripts. Failure to do so will 
delay processing of your paper. 
• Authors must provide the following full and complete contact information: 
(1) name, (2) status as faculty (including rank) or student (undergraduate 
or graduate), (3) discipline and department affiliation, (4) university and/or 
institution, (5) institutional mailing address, (6) e-mail address, and (7) work 
and alternate phone numbers. 
• Cover letter should state that the author/coauthors is/are submitting the 
paper for review for possible publication in the Midwest Social Sciences 
Journal. The author and/or coauthors must state that the work has not been 
published anywhere previously and must agree to comply with all 
requirements outlined in these guidelines, including a willingness to 
publish the paper in the Journal if it is accepted, and to assign full 
copyright to IASS should the paper be accepted.  
4. Papers must be submitted electronically via e-mail as Microsoft Word 
document attachments to <editor@iass1.org>. 
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5. All papers submitted for publication must be prepared according to the 
American Sociological Association Style Guide (5th ed.) as modified below. Most 
university libraries have copies. Summaries are available online from many sources, and 
any current sociology journal (for example, American Sociological Review, Sociological 
Quarterly, Sociological Focus, Sociological Inquiry) may be consulted for examples. A 
summary review of the ASA style guide as modified for the Journal, in addition to other 
requirements, is provided below. 
6. The senior editors are responsible for making the final decision on all 
manuscripts and content for publication in the Journal. The senior editors’ decisions on 
all publication matters and content are not subject to review by any other member, 
officer, or body of the IASS. 
GUIDELINES FOR MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION 
(modified ASA style) 
Paper length should be limited to about 30 pages total, including title page, abstract, all 
text, graphs, tables, endnotes, and references.  
All pages must be created using Microsoft Word in 12-point Times New 
Roman only and must be double-spaced (including endnotes and references).  
All margins (left, right, top, and bottom) must be 1.25 inches.  
Use normal settings when word processing. Do not create special characters on 
the keyboard.  
Biography  
Include a short professional biography (five or six lines) for each author, which should 
include the author’s name, title, department, institution, and a brief description of current 
research interests, publications, or awards.  
Abstract  
The abstract appears on a separate page headed by the title. It should be brief (one 
paragraph of 150 to 200 words), descriptive (a summary of the most important 
contributions in the paper), and accessible (jargon-free and clear to the general reader). A 
good test of the quality of an abstract is if it can serve as a press release for the research. 
Title Page  
Include the full title of the article, the author(s) name(s), department and disciplinary 
affiliation(s), and institution(s) (listed vertically if there is more than one author), a 
running head (60 characters or less), the word and page count for the manuscript, and a 
title footnote. 
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An asterisk (*) by the title refers to the title footnote at the bottom of the title 
page. The title footnote must include the name and address of the corresponding 
author and may also include other contact information, acknowledgments, credits, 
and/or grant information.  
First Page 
The first page of the text should start with the title page, and the running head should be 
on every subsequent page of text in the header with a page number. The first page of text 
would be page 3 (title page = 1; abstract page = 2).  
Text  
Length. Papers should be limited to about 30 pages total, including all text, 
graphs, tables, endnotes, and references. No personal or institutional or other identifying 
information should be contained in the manuscript outside of the title page.  
Subheadings. Generally, three levels of subheadings are sufficient to indicate 
the organization of the content. See recent Journal issues for subheading formats.  
Text Citations. Include the last name of the author and year of publication. 
Include page numbers when you quote directly from a work or refer to specific 
passages. Cite only those that provide evidence for your assertions or that guide readers 
to important sources.  
• If author’s name is in the text of the sentence, follow the name with the 
year of publication in parentheses: “… Duncan (1959)”. If author’s name 
is not in the text of the sentence, enclose both the last name and the year in 
parentheses, with no commas: “… (Gouldner 1936).”  
• Pagination follows the year of publication after a colon: “… (Ramirez and 
Weiss 1979:239–40).”  
• Give both last names for joint authors: “… (Martin and Bailey 1988).”  
• For works with three authors, list all last names in the first citation in 
the text; thereafter use “et al.”: “… (Carr, Smith, and Jones 1962)” 
and later “… (Carr et al. 1962).” For more than three authors, use “et 
al.” throughout: “…. (Thompson et al. 2016).” 
• Place a series of parenthetical references in alphabetical (not 
chronological) order, separated by semicolons: “… (Burgess 1968; 
Marwell et al. 1971; Smith 1843).”  
• For material scheduled for publication, use “forthcoming” in place of a 
date. For dissertations and unpublished papers, cite the date; if no date is 
available, use “N.d.” in place of the date: “… Smith (forthcoming) and 
Jones (N.d.).”  
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Mathematical symbols and equations. Use consecutive Arabic numerals in 
parentheses at the right margin to identify important equations. Align all expressions, and 
clearly mark compound subscripts and superscripts. Clarify all unusual characters or 
symbols. Use italic type for variables in equations and in the text; use bold type for vectors.  
Endnotes (No footnotes permitted) 
Use endnotes only when necessary. Notes (particularly long ones) can be distracting to 
the reader. As an alternative, consider stating in the text that further information is 
available from the author. 
• Begin each note with the superscript numeral to which it is keyed in the text.  
• Type notes (double-spaced) in a separate section titled “Endnotes” at the 
end of the document. 
References  
All references cited in the text and endnotes must be listed in the reference list, and vice 
versa. Double-check spelling and publication details—the JIASS editor is not responsible 
for the accuracy of authors’ reference lists.  
• List references in alphabetical order by authors’ last names. Include full 
names of all authors; use first-name initials only if the author used initials 
in place of name in the original publication.  
• For multiple authors, invert only the name of the first author (e.g., “Jones, 
Arthur B., Colin D. Smith, and Barrie Thorne”). 
• For two or more references by the same author(s) or editor(s), list 
references in order of the year of publication. Give the author’s (or 
editor’s) full name in all subsequent references. Arrange references for the 
same single author from the earliest to the latest.  
• All single-author references precede references by that author with 
coauthors, even though they may have been published earlier. 
References with multiple authors are arranged in alphabetical order of 
authors’ last names.  
• To list two or more works by the same author(s) from the same year, 
distinguish them by adding letters (a, b, c, etc.) to the year or 
“Forthcoming” (e.g., 1992a, Forthcoming a) and list in alphabetical order 
by title.  
A few examples follow. See recent ASA journal issues for further examples.  
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